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SUMMARY

Shear diaphragm action of properly designed light gage

steel panels used for floors, roofs, and walls in steel build

ings increase the stiffness and strength of such buildings.

Considerable savings in weight and cost can be realized if full

account of this action is taken in design. To make good use of

the diaphragm action, detailed knowledge on diaphragm response

to loading is essential.

An efficient computer program has been prepared to analyze

light gage steel shear diaphragm behavior in the linear and non

linear ranges of response, up to collapse. The program uses fi

ginite element concepts for analysis, and has routines to deal

with the beams, purlins, panels, and connections. Beams and

purl ins are modeled by conventional flexural elements with three

degrees of freedom at each node. Panels are represented by rec

tangular orthotropic plane-stress plate elements. Two different

models for corrugated panels are proposed. One model makes use

of an average effective shear modulus along the entire panel

length, while in the other two different shear moduli are at

tributed to the end and central regions of the panel. The con

nections are modeled by spring elements, and, according to loca

tion, several different models utilizing these spring elements

are used.

The non-linear analysis is based on experimental evidence

that, in general, the connections are the only important source

of non-linearity up to collapse. For this reason, only the con

nection behavior is represented by a non-linear function. All
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other components of the diaphragm assembly are assumed to remain

elastic throughout the loading range.

The connectors can be either welds, used for heavily-stressed

shear diaphragms, or screw fasteners, used for more lightly

loaded installations. In both cases, the non-linear force-dis

placement relation used for the connection is a multi-linear ap

proximation of the load-displacement curve obtained from a shear

test of the connection and the small region around it.

The program uses a frontal routine for the solution of the

stiffness equations. The non-linear analysis is done by the

residual force method, which utilizes the original elastic stiff

nexx matrix at every stage of the analysis, and which arrives at

the correct solution for each load increment through an iterative

procedure. A modified Aitken accelerator 1S used to speed the

convergence. In order to reduce the task of preparing input

data, a mesh generator has been written. This mesh generator

requires only simple basic data for the generation of the com

plete finite element mesh, for most practical diaphragms.

The computer program has been employed to analyze diaphragms

for which test results are available. Both linear analyses up to

the elastic limit, and non-linear analyses up to and beyond the

elastic limit have been conducted.

For three of the four diaphragms analyzed, very good agree

ment between numerical and experimental results have been ob

tained. For a standard corrugated diaphragm, numerical results

in the non-linear range show a more flexible behavior than in

test. Detailed analysis indicates that this is most probably



due to unavailability of correct connection test data for use

in analysis. The force distribution in the diaphragms, overall

diaphragm deflections, and seam slips are found at different

ranges of response.

As a result of the analyses, it is confirmed that connec

tion non-linearity is the most important factor in the non

linear range of diaphragm response, differences in shear modu

lus being only of secondary importance. It is concluded that

the computer program developed is an efficient and dependable

took for research and design.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

Light gage steel cold-formed panels are used in steel

framed buildings for floors, roofs, and cladding. Interest

in the capacity of assembled systems of panels, with their

supporting steel framework, to resist loads causing membrane

stresses acting in the plane of the sheeting dates from the

early 1950's.

The interaction between panel systems and frames can be

exploited in a number of important ways. Initially interest

was focussed on the use of steel panel floors and roofs to

resist horizontal loads acting on buildings due to wind or

seismic forces. The essential features of such a design are

shown on Figure 1.1. Horizontal loads applied to the edge of

a roof (e.g. from siding subject to wind forces) can be carried

by at least three alternate systems. Each rigid frame can be

designed to resist sway moments. Alternatively, a diagonal

bracing system can be provided. The third possibility, using

the membrane shear strength of the decking, is attractive in

that sway moments may be reduced or eliminated altogether (if

only hinged joints are provided in the interior frames) and

unsightly diagonal bracing is avoided. Using the decking as

a shear diaphragm utilizes an otherwise wasted capacity of the

system, and requires only that some special attention be given

to the detailing of the connections in the system. Such

1
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arrangements have been used extensively in highrise structures

as well as one-story buildings.

Diaphragm action may also be used to reduce sway moments

in the interior frames of shed-type buildings subject to gravity

loads. When a gable frame is loaded vertically, there is a ten

dency for the knee joints to spread outward, as shown in Figure

1.2. It is clear from this sketch that this outward movement

can occur only if accompanied by a shear distortion of the clad

ding. The result is a sharing of the load between the moment

resisting frames and the shear-resisting cladding. Substantial

savings in steel results for the interior frames.

The membrane strength of cladding also offers the possibility

of stressed-skin construction in fOlded plate structures. Simi

lar to gable frame structures in outward appearance (see Figure

1.3), the steel folded plate structure requires no interior

columns. The cladding serves to collect the surface loads and

to deliver them to fold-line members, which are usually light

rolled steel angles. Each folded plate element then carries the

loads by spanning as a deep plate girder between the end walls

of the structure. The fold-line members serve as tension and

compression flanges, and the cladding serves as the shear-resis

tant web. The possibilities of such stressed-skin construction

have been used extensively in the u.S ..

In order to obtain information on the qualitative and quan

titative aspects of shear diaphragm action, systematic research

on light gage steel shear diaphragms was started in the nine

teen-fifties.
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The major portion of this research to date has been in

the form of tests conducted on full scale assemblies. While

providing the best possible information on the diaphragm being

tested, this method has definite disadvantages. Since full

scale testing is quite costly and time consuming, it becomes

very hard to ascertain the effects of varying certain structural

parameters, such as the type and spacing of fasteners, size of

perimeter beams, sheet thickness, corrugation geometry, inter

mediate purlins, etc. Furthermore, due to practical problems

with instrumentation, it is not possible to obtain a clear pic

ture of the internal force distribution at various stages of

loading.

Related research has centered on arriving at equations de

fining the overall flexibility of diaphragms by summing up com

ponent flexibilities, where these flexibilities are found

through semi-empirical means. This research has resulted in

the compilation of experimental and analytical data regarding

especially the behavior of various fasteners and corrugated

sheeting that are used in light gage steel diaphragms, and in

a practical design approach. The method depends on knowledge

of the internal force distribution and deformation modes. The

disadvantage of the method is that it is not informative about

the complete response of a diaphragm to increasing load.

With the relatively recent availability of high speed com

puters and efficient solution algorithms, it has now become

possible to treat the comple~ity of shear diaphragms analyti

cally with a high degree of accuracy and generality, using the
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finite element approach. In addition to being considerably

more efficient than full scale testing, both in terms of time

and cost, finite element analysis can provide extensive infor

mation about diaphragm behavior and internal force distribu

tion. Furthermore, the variation of structural parameters, in

order to find their relative effects on diaphragm response, does

not pose a major problem as this now becomes only a case of

changing input data for the relevant computer program. Although

some small scale testing will still be necessary in order to

provide data on some components (mainly the connections), this

is highly preferable to full scale testing.

Once the worthiness of a certain computer program to ana

lyze shear diaphragms has been established, the program can then

be considered as a strong alternative to other approaches.

1.2 Scope of the Investigation

Several investigators in the field have already written

and used finite element analysis programs to conduct first order

(linear) analyses of shear diaphragms, but since it has been

seen that light gage steel shear diaphragms exhibit pronounced

non-linearity before reaching their ultimate strength, it has

been desirable to prepare a program that will analyze this non

linearity up to collapse of the diaphragm, as well as analyzing

the initial linear behavior. The investigation reported herein

has resulted in a dependable and efficient finite element pro

gram which will provide data on diaphragms throughout the linear

and non-linear ranges of response.
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A clearly defined and workable finite element model of the

diaphragm components is established. Modeling difficulties

that are inherent to corrugated sheeting which exhibit an

essentially non-isotropic behavior, and to diaphragm connections,

have been resolved satisfactorily. Results of previous dia

phragm tests and recent research on corrugated sheeting have

been invaluable as guidelines for this purpose.

Case studies are made for some diaphragms that have already

been tested, using the results of the computer analyses that

have been conducted, both to compare the experimental and ana

lytical results and to gain more information regarding diaphragm

behavior, much of which, for practical reasons, cannot be obtained

from tests.



CHAPTER 2

SURVEY OF LITERATURE ON LIGHT GAGE STEEL SHEAR DIAPHRAGMS

Studies on light gage steel shear diaphragms have followed

several closely related lines. Full scale experimentation has

constituted a major portion of the research done up to present.

On the other hand, semi-empirical and analytical methods have

been gaining increased importance, these last two being built

on the results of experiments that have been performed by pre

vious investigators, and being checked against current experi

mentation.

According to Nilson (1), the first tests concerning shear

diaphragms were conducted by Johnson and Converse in 1947.

These were followed by tests on cellular decking by Barnes (2).

A systematic test program was initiated in 1954, at Cornell

University by Nilson and Winter. This test program led to im

proved understanding of the factors involved in diaphragm be

havior, especially of the importance of connections. From

these studies (1,3) techniques for welding and testing shear

diaphragms were developed with a view toward standardization.

The "cantilever test" developed for the experimental evaluation

of diaphragm shear stiffness gained wide usage and is recommended

by AISI (4) (see Figures 2.la and 2.lb).

Nilson noted that the total deformation of the diaphragm

consisted of contributions from individual components. He

classified these individual contributions as seam slip, slip

between panel and perimeter beams, deflection due to flexure

6
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and deflection due to shear. Simple design modifications sug

gested by Nilson have re~ulted in appreciable increase 1n the

strength and stiffness of shear diaphragms. This work was later

applied to folded plate structures as well (5).

Luttrell (6,7) and Apparao (8) extended the work by Nilson

and investigated the effects of factors such as panel configura

tion, methods of attachment, length of panel, intermediate pur

lins and material properties. Both static and pUlsating loads

were applied to the corrugated diaphragms tested by these inves

tigators. It was found that pulsating loads in the practical

design range of the diaphragms (at 30% of the static ultimate

load) resulted in an average of 20% reduction in strength.

Luttrell developed a semi-empirical formula as a function of

the panel length and sheet thickness for the shear rigidity

of diaphragms with standard corrugation. He also found that

the influence of the diaphragm frame flexibility on the overall

diaphragm behavior was minor. Both Luttrell and Apparao con

cluded that the relationship between sheet thickness and dia

phragm stiffness was almost a linear one. Following the above

studies, a design brochure was prepared by the AISI (4) in

1967, to establish certain criteria for the testing and design

of light gage steel shear diaphragms.

In Britain, work on the stiffening effect of steel sheeting

on buildings was started by Bryan, with Godfrey (9). Bryan,

with El-Dakhakhni and Bates ()0-13) further investigated the

same subject and provided experimental results on clad portal

frames. A semi-empirical formulation for the treatment of clad

pitched portal frames was reached by Bryan and El-Dakhakhni
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(12).

Although providing yaluaole practical data, the studies in

the U.S. and Britain were not sufficient to arrive at a general

theory to predict the behavior of shear diaphragm installations,

because of the difficulty that the distribution of internal

forces could not be found.

At the same time, various investigations were under way in

Australia (14). A clad model structure with various combina

tions of sheeting was tested by Koerner (15). Also, Freeman

(16) investigated the stiffness and strength of diaphragms both

under static and pulsating loading, for variations of sheeting

and attachment methods.

In 1967, Bryan and Jackson (17) developed an approach aimed

at determining the shear flexibility of diaphragms by theoreti

cal means. The approach consisted of assuming an internal force

distribution within the diaphragm and determining the flexibility

of each diaphragm component separately due to the resulting de

formation. The overall flexibility of the diaphragm was then

found by adding up the individual f1exibilities. The co-authors

classified the contributions as:

1. shear flexibility due to sheet deformation

a. flexibility due to bending of cross-section

b. flexibility due to torsion

c. flexibility due to membrane stresses

d. flexibility due to shear strain

2. shear flexibility due to slip at fasteners

The formulation was developed for rectangular corrugations

with small attachments at every corrugation valley (Figure
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2.2a). Values calculated with the method, however, did not

agree well with experimental findings, and a discrepancy of 10

to 45% was found. An important reason for this discrepancy has

been noted by Libove (32). Bryan and Jackson had assumed that

the corrugation generators (lines parallel to the corrugations)

undergo inextensional deformation, and tilt and displace while

keeping their straightness. Nevertheless, the paper by Bryan

and Jackson (17) constitutes a basis for the practical design

approach for determining diaphragm flexibility.

Bryan and El-Dakhakhni (18) later revised the method of

Reference (17) and also included the flexibility of frame in

terconnections, the case of attachment spacing greater than

one corrugation pitch, and the effect of intermediate purlins.

Better agreement with the observed results was obtained, and

the discrepancy between tests and theory was less than 20%.

The work also involved numerous tests on sheet fasteners and

connections between framing members. Equations for diaphragm

ultimate strength were formulated for two possible modes of

failure, one due to tearing at sheet to perimeter frame fast

eners and the other due to tearing at seam fasteners. A test

program undertaken by these authors (19) involved 150 experi

ments to assess the effects of various factors on the behavior

of shear diaphragms. This test program yielded important prac

tical data on diaphragm components and provided comparison

with the proposed theory.

In the meantime, Rothwell (20) analyzed the stiffness of

two types of trapezoidally corrugated sheets (Figure 2.2b)
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using the assumption of inextensional deformation of corruga

tion generators. He also performed tests to check the theory,

but did not obtain very satisfactory agreement between the two.

It is of interest to note that Rothwell's test specimens were

quite short (18") compared to what is used in practice. It is

suspected that due to the assumption involving corrugation gen

erators, a higher discrepancy between the theory and observed

behavior would exist had longer specimens been tested.

Bryan incorporated his and his co-workers' experimental and

analytical findings into a book in 1973 (21). An important

volume of design data and considerations was thus assembled.

The formulation for determination of diaphragm flexibility by

regarding each component separately was improved further and

was supplemented by theoretical and experimental data. In this

book, Bryan defined the flexibility due to sheet distortion in

terms of a dimensionless sheeting constant K, where K depends

on the sheet geometry and the spacing of the attachments. Cor

rection factors to be used to account for the effect of inter

mediate purlins were also proposed. The values of K were com

puted for various trapezoidally corrugated sheets and attach

ment spacings. Due to the assumptions involved in the deriva

tion of K, these values were applicable with higher accuracy to

sheets of smaller corrugation length.

Davies (22) reviewed Bryan's work and derived an effective

shear modulus from Bryan's expressions for flexibilities due to

shear distortion and due to shear strain in the sheets for use

in finite element analysis, and conducted such analyses.
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Although a non-linear analysis program was also described by

Davies, only results pertaining to linear analyses are pre

sented in his report. Modifications to Bryan's expressions

for connection flexibilities were suggested due to an improved

understanding of the assumed force distributions in diaphragms

as a result of finite element analyses. Davies also proposed

revised equations for computing the ultimate strength of dia

phragms.

Other finite element analyses of clad structures and shear

diaphragms were under way by this time. Miller (24) analyzed

the behavior of clad and bare multi-story frames, and concluded

that cladding reduced the side sway of the 26 story frame that

was analyzed by about 40% from that of the bare frame.

Ammar (26) used the same program as Miller to make first

order analyses of some diaphragms that had been tested by Nilson

and Luttrell. He also devised a connection shear test by which

the behavior of different types of connections could be easily

determined (25). He used the results of these tests as connec

tion data for the finite element analyses he conducted. Due to

the essentially non-linear behavior of the analyzed diaphragms,

he compared the first order analysis results with the test re

sults at 40% of the experimental ultimate loads. It was found

that for cellular type diaphragms finite element analysis results

were very satisfactory, although for the non-cellular diaphragm

with standard corrugation sheeting (quasi-sinusoidal) the numer

ical results showed a much more flexible diaphragm than that

tested. This was mostly due to the unsatisfactory evaluation
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of the effective shear modulus for the sheeting. Ammar's work

has been reported in condensed form in Reference (27).

As reported in Reference (14), in Australia Lawrence (28)

also developed and employed a finite element analysis program

to analyze model shear diaphragms and a model clad shed.

The most accurate theories concerning the shear flexibility

of corrugated sheeting have so far been developed by Libove

and co-workers (29-36) and by Lawson (23). These theories take

into consideration the fact that except for very short dia

phragms, the corrugation generators will not only displace as

rigid bodies, but will deform and strain as well. As can also

be predicted from St. Venant's principle, the appreciable part

of this phenomenon will take place in the end regions due to

the effect of the discrete attachments.

Libove and co-workers define a dimensionless parameter n

as the ratio of the shear stiffness of a discretely attached

corrugated sheeting to that of the same sheet continuously

attached. They have computed and plotted n for a high variety

of corrugation geometries and dimensions (Figure 2.3), and have

developed equations for stiffness and stresses in the sheeting

in terms of this parameter. Although they have not considered

the case of attachment spacing greater than one corrugation

pitch, they have analyzed several different attachment modes

within one corrugation pitch (Figure 2.3). They have also noted

that the standard corrugation used in practice is closer to

sinusoidal in geometry than circular arcs, and have compared

both idealizations with the actual shape (36).
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Lawson has followed similar theory as Libove in deriving

the stiffness expressions for sinusoidally and trapezoida11y

corrugated sheeting. As his studies are an extension of earlier

investigations by Bryan and co-workers, he has defined a dimen

sionless parameter K to take the place of K used by Bryan, and

has modified the relevant expression for sheet distortion ac

cordingly. He has computed K for a variety of corrugation di

mensions and attachment spacings, also including the effect of

intermediate pur1ins.

Both Libove and co-workers and Lawson have derived expres

sions for an average effective shear modulus for discretely

attached corrugated sheeting in terms of the parameters nand

K respectively. The works of these investigators show close

agreement. The parts of their work relating to the effective

shear modulus and the basic assumptions of the theory are sum

marized in Section 3.2.1.2.5.

Libove (37) has developed simple asymptotic formulas that

can be used to extrapolate the experimental and analytical

results obtained for a certain corrugation geometry and attach

ment configuration to cases of different lengths, other factors

being held constant. In comparing the asymptotic formulas with

more precise theory, he has found that very good agreement

exists.

The stability in shear 6f light gage sheeting has also been

a subject of research. Stability problems exist in this type

of construction when the manner of attachment imposes very rigid

boundary conditions on the sheeting and does not allow for
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appreciable force redistribution. Such rigid attachment is

rarely seen in civil engineering diaphragms. Flat sheeting

which is more prone to overall instability than corrugated

sheeting is almost always stiffened heavily against such phe

nomenon. The case of flat sheeting without stiffeners is al

ready well documented (38, 39). Most of the research on the

stability of corrugated sheeting has been based on the assump

tion of orthotropy.

Hlavacek (40) has developed formulation for the shear sta

bility of flat sheets with equally spaced stiffeners on both

sides. This formulation was also intended to be applied to

corrugated sheeting as the basic considerations are similar for

the two cases. Earlier, Bergmann and Reissner (41) had also

investigated the stability of corrugated sheeting. The formu

lations derived by both Hlavacek and Bergmann-Reissner were

based on the small deflection theory. Easley and McFarland (42)

used both small and large deflection theories to derive equations

for the critical load. These two investigators defend the ortho

tropic idealization on the bases that generally the corrugation

geometry is small compared to the overall dimensions of the dia

phragm, that the interest is on the overall buckling rather than

local, and that the buckled shape as observed in tests appears

to be independent of corrugation geometry.

In simplified form (43) the small deflection formulas de

rived by Easley-McFarland and Hlavacek differ by a factor of 1.14,

however although being comparable with test results, neither

provide totally satisfactory agreement. The reason given for
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this is that it is very hard to achieve the assumed boundary

conditions in experimentation.

Libove (33) states that the use of the orthotropic plate

idealization for the investigation of shear stability may not

always be adequate for two main reasons. His reasons are that

such an idealization does not reflect the effect of the shear

stiffness and that it also neglects the transverse shearing

deformations in the plane perpendicular to the corrugations.

He then derives total potential energy expressions at the ini

ation of buckling for corrugated sheeting, based on the actual

corrugation geometry. Thus, a trapezoidal corrugation is taken

as an assemblage of flat plates, whereas curvilinear sheeting

is considered as a shell. It must be noted that all work on

the stability of corrugated sheeting is based on the assumption

of continuous attachment. The applicability of theories derived

in this manner to practical diaphragms is yet unclear.

At the present, the developments in the area of shear dia

phragms have given rise to the establishment of certain design

and testing criteria. These have been compiled by relevant

organizations in the U.S. (4) and Europe (44).



CHAPTER 3

DIAPHRAGM COMPONENTS AND THEIR FINITE ELEMENT REPRESENTATION

3.1 General

A shear diaphragm may be viewed as an assemblage of vari

ous structural components put together in such a way as to pro

vide transfer and distribution of applied loads to and from the

framing members, making use of the shear carrying capacity of

a panel attached to these framing members. Thus the flexural

stresses that would have been carried by the frame, had there

been no panel, are substantially reduced and the resulting

structure is considerably stiffer than that without a shear

panel.

In this report, the frame members that are directly at

tached to the sheets forming the shear panel are included in

the term diaphragm as well as the sheets themselves. The dia

phragm frame, in general, consists of the framing members at

the perimeters of the diaphragm and, in most cases where cor

rugated sheeting is used, intermediate purl ins that span the

panel between the perimeter members. To permit unobstructed

shear transfer through the sheeting, the connections of the

framing members to each other are built as joints that can

undergo free rotation.

The shear panel itself consists of one or more light gage

steel sheets attached to each other and to the diaphragm frame

at discrete locations. The choice of connection depends on the

sheeting used for the panel, as do the various stiffeners that

16
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are employed to prevent out-of-plane buckling of the panel.

The sheets that make up the panel fall into two categories.

Flat sheets ranging between 12 and 20 gage steel are preferred

where high stresses are expected. These are stiffened against

instability by cold-formed hat sections or unsymmetrical "ribs"

that are spotwelded to the sheets. Other connections involving

the sheets are also done by means of welding.

Corrugated sheeting, used for installations where lower

loads are expected, is in general manufactured in lighter gage 

between 20 and 30 gage. The corrugation geometry may be quasi

sinusoidal, trapezoidal, rectangular or variations and combina

tions of these (see Figure 2.3). Intermediate purl ins are used

1n many cases to add to the stiffness of the diaphragm and to

prevent overall buckling of the panel. Because of the lighter

gage of corrugated sheeting, mechanical connectors such as screws,

bolts, etc. are preferred over welding for use in such installa

tions.

Unless quite rigid connections are provided at very short

intervals, one can rule out the possibility of an instability

type of failure for the majority of well designed diaphragms,

due to the stiffeners employed against possibility of premature

buckling. Since in civil engineering practice rather large

spacings are used between connections, stress concentration

causes local yielding. As a result, most diaphragms show non

linear behavior with increasing load. Material ductility permits

force redistribution, and diaphragms collapse only when a suf

ficient number of components or connections have reached their
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ultimate capacity.

3.2 Diaphragm Components and Their Behavior

This section is dedicated to a qualitative analysis of the

diaphragm assemblage and action in terms of the various compo

nents.

3.2.1 Panels

The two categories of sheeting (cellular and non-cellular)

that are commonly used in the panel show distinct differences

in their behavior. Therefore they are studied separately.

3.2.1.1 Flat Sheeting (the isotropic case)

It is assumed that the shear flexibility of the ribs or

hat sections spotwelded to the flat sheeting is much greater

than that of the sheeting and that they add very little to the

shear stiffness although they provide resistance against shear

buckling. Thus the behavior of the flat sheeting can be viewed

independently of these stiffeners. Then the case simplifies

into one of plane isotropy, and the sheet behavior depends

directly on the material constants of steel. Such behavior is

very well understood and documented, and therefore is not de

tailed here.

3.2.1.2 Corrugated Sheeting (the orthotropic case)

Although made of an isotropic material, corrugated steel

sheeting exhibits an essentially non-isotropic behavior at the

macroscopic level, due to the existence of corrugations. Thus,
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for example, the apparent modulus of elasticity in the two

principal directions will not be the same. The same holds for

the apparent Poisson's ratios. Furthermore, the value of the

effective shear modulus depends on the end conditions as well

as the corrugation geometry.

Since in this report the diaphragm problem is treated in

two dimensions, i.e. in the plane of the diaphragm, it becomes

necessary to define a flat sheeting which will behave in the

same manner as the corrugated sheeting that it represents. In

order to adhere to the overall diaphragm dimensions, this flat

sheeting must have the projected planar dimensions of the cor

rugated sheeting. The most conventional approach to such an

idealization is to impose a state of orthotropy, and to deter

mine the constants of orthotropy through a comparison of the

two sheets. As long as out of plane buckling considerations

are not involved, the orthotropic plate idealization of cor

rugated sheeting is believed to be quite satisfactory for the

purposesof this investigation.

For the purpose of finding the elastic constants, two

principal directions of orthotropy need to be defined. Thus,

the direction along the length of a given corrugation will be

L (longitudinal) and the orthogonal direction will be called

T (transverse). In the actual installation one of these two

will coincide with either of the X or Y axes that will be used

to define the directions on the plane of the diaphragm. The

apparent constants of elasticity for the orthotropic sheeting

have been found satisfactorily by other investigators as func

tions of the base material constants, corrugation geometry,
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and, for the case of the effective shear modulus, the additional

factor of the end conditions. Small scale testing may also be

used in the determination of the elastic moduli. The following

subsections pertain to the determination of the orthotropic

elastic constants.

3.2.1.2.1 Effective Elastic Modulus in the Longitudinal

Direction

For simplicity, a corrugated sheet of width equal to one

corrugation pitch (p), corrugation length L, and thickness t

is considered. The developed width of the corrugation is la

belled p'. These dimensions are shown on Figure 3.1 along with

the proposed orthotropic flat sheet with the same projected

dimensions.

The effective elastic modulus EL of the flat sheet will

then depend on the fact that both sheets must undergo the same

longitudinal deformation under an applied load P. Therefore,

equating the two displacements,

PL =ptEL

PL
p'tE

o
(3.1)

an expression for EL is obtained:

E = L E
L P 0 (3.2)

3.2.1.2.2 Effective Elastic Modulus in the Transverse

Direction
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In the transverse direction, the total displacement of a

corrugated sheet under a direct load P (P now applied parallel

to the transverse direction) will be the sum of the displace

ments due to the membrane strain and the bending strain (the

latter arising due to bending of the corrugation cross-section).

Thus, assuming small deflections, the displacement in the trans-

verse direction can be expressed as:

(3.3)

where,

UM: energy due to membrane strain.

U
B

: energy due to bending strain.

On the other hand, the same amount of deflection for the

orthotropic flat sheet will be defined by:

Pp

°T = LtE T
(3.4)

Equating the two displacements one can obtain a general

expression for ET.

Smith (45) has derived such a general equation in an ex-

plicit format (see also Figure 3.2):

= 10 E
I 0

where,

(3.5)
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1
0

= t 3/12: Moment of inertia about the corrugation's own

plane.
p'

I = ~ (I z2 t dp' +
o

p'
1 I cos 2

a dp')
o 0

(3.6)

I being the moment of inertia about the neutral axis of the cor-

rugation cross-section.

In Equation 3.6,

a: angle of inclination of segment dp' with respect to

the neutral axis,

z: distance from the neutral axis of the centroid of

segment dp'.

For quasi-senusoidal corrugations, the use of Equation 3.5

is rather complicated. However in Reference (26) an approxi-

mate expression considering only bending strain is given for

this case. This expression depends on the assumption that the

corrugation shape can be expressed as a sinusoidal function

(Figure 3.2).

F h . (27TX)= 2" SIn p (3. 7)

Then the expression for the transverse modulus of e1asti-

city is:

1
(3.8)

3.2.1.2.3 Principal Poisson's Ratio

~LT is defined as the absolute value of the ratio of the
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apparent strain resulting in the transverse direction due to an

imposed strain in the longitudinal direction, to this imposed

strain. Therefore,

(3.9)

Since the apparent strain £T of a corrugated sheet is that

related only to the in plane projection of the deformation, it

should be equal to the lateral strain that would result in the

orthotropic flat sheet. Thus if a longitudinal strain £L is

imposed on both sheets, the identity expression for the lateral

strains of the sheets will be:

11 £ = II £
~LT L 0 L

from which,

3.2.1.2.4 Secondary Poisson's Ratio

This ratio is defined as:

where,

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

£T: imposed strain in the transverse direction, and

£L: resulting strain in the longitudinal direction.
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It should be noted that the expressions on the right hand

sides of Equations 3.9 and 3.12 are not numerical reciprocals

of each other due to the different definitions of the variables

involved.

~TL can be found easily from the Maxwell-Betti Law of Re

ciprocity:

(3.13)

which gives:

(3.14)

3.2.1.2.5 Effective Shear Modulus

When anisotropy is present, the simple relationship of the

shear modulus to the basic Poisson's ratio and Young's modulus

ceases to be valid. In the case of corrugated sheets in engi

neering practice, three factors contributing to the complexity

of the problem are the corrugation geometry, the discrete at

tachments that are typical of such practice, and the length of

the corrugations.

Test procedures for the determination of an effective shear

modulus for orthotropic materials have been proposed, but dif

ficulties in the introduction of proper boundary conditions in

the experiments create questions about the dependability of

results obtained in this manner. Furthermore, testing has the

important shortcoming that, for a given corrugation geometry,
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the effective shear modulus may change drastically with changes

in the length of the corrugations. It is easily seen that

proper determination of the effective shear modulus for corru

gated sheets will require an extraordinary volume of test data

even if meticulous care is taken in experimentation. On the

other hand, some asymptotic formulas that have been developed

by Libove (37) may alleviate the problem of dealing with changes

in length.

For the time being, analytical methods of determining the

effective shear modulus for a corrugated sheet seem to be the

most trouble free, especially for uncomplicated corrugation geo

metries. Below follows a discussion of the more recent work

done by other investigators on this subject. The effective

shear moduli used for the corrugated diaphragms analyzed in

connection with this report depends on this work.

A corrugated sheet that is sufficiently wide (many corru

gations) is assumed, so that the boundary conditions on the two

sides cause negligible effect on the sheet behavior. If such a

sheet is continuously attached at the corrugation ends such that

the corrugation geometry is preserved at the ends, but the warp

ing of the end cross-sections out of their initial cross-section

plane is not prohibited, then under a given shear load a uniform

shear stress field will be produced in the sheet, (see Figure

3.3a). In this special case, the effective shear modulus is

defined simply by:

G - G ~eff - 0 p' (3.15)
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where,

Go shear modulus of the parent material.

However, if the attachment is made at discrete locations

rather than in a continuous manner, then Equation 3.15 is no

longer valid. Discrete attachments at corrugation ends allow

the deformation of corrugation geometry under a shear load, es

pecially in the end regions. Therefore, the problem becomes

much more difficult than that of continuous attachment.

As the nature of the deformations depend on the initial

corrugation shape, the general considerations concerning dis

cretely attached corrugated sheets rather than separate dis

cussions for each corrugation geometry are presented. The

detailed treatments can be found in References (23, 29-36).

Up to date the most accurate analyses have been made by

Libove and co-workers (29-36) and by Lawson (23). The most

important difference between the works of these investigators

and those of others (see Chapter 2 and References (17) through

(22)) is that the more accurate analyses do not put the restric

tion that the straight line generators of the corrugations

(the lines along the length of a corrugation) should remain

straight, (although they would be allowed to move as rigid

bodies), but allow these generators to deform and strain as

well. Both experimental results and St. Venant's principle

bear out the validity of this relaxation, especially for cor

rugated sheets of practical length, since except for the case

of very short sheets, the deformation of the cross-sections

will be localized near the ends rather than being distributed
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linearly along the corrugation length. Figure 3.3b shows a

qualitative comparison of the deformations of a continuously

attached corrugated sheet and the same sheet with discrete end

attachments.

The analytical approach involves using certain degrees of

freedom to represent the assumed cross-sectional and longitudinal

deformations while assuming the attachments to be mathematical

points and then deriving the strain energy expression for a

single corrugation. Then the total potential energy expression

obtained by summing the work done by the shear load and the

strain energy, is minimized to yield the system of differential

equations which, along with the boundary conditions, are solved

for the required variables. As the expressions and the algebra

are quite lengthy, they are not reproduced herein, but the

reader is again referred to References (23, 29-36). In this

section, the results pertaining to the effective shear modulus

are reviewed.

Libove and co-workers define a dimensionless parameter 0

as the ratio of the shear stiffness of a discretely attached

corrugated sheet to that of the same sheet continuously at

tached. Consequently, the expression for the effective shear

modulus of a corrugated sheet can be written as:

(3.16)

It will be noted that in the case of a flat sheet n = 1,

P = p', and therefore Geff = Go'
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These investigators have computed and plotted Q for a

great variety of corrugation geometries and dimensions, assuming

that attachments have been provided at every corrugation. This

type of attachment is preferred in aerospace industry, as op

posed to civil engineering practice where larger spacing of

attachments is more common. This point is a subject of dis

cussion later in the section. The corrugation geometries and

the types of attachments that have been considered by Libove

and co-workers are shown on Figure 2.3. Some special cases

(numbers alII, bI, bII, bIll, cI, cIII, and dIll of Figure

2.3) are worth noting. It has been found that for these cases

Q will always equal 1. This is due to the fact that no trans

verse flexural deformations of the corrugation ends is possi

ble under shear loading.

Although Libove and co-workers have not studied the prob

lem of attachment spacing greater than one corrugation pitch,

this does not pose a major obstruction for the analysis of

civil engineering diaphragms. The added type of deformation

for greater attachment spacings than one corrugation pitch is

the accordion like action of the corrugations and sometimes the

lifting of corrugation ends intermediate to the attachments.

Use of the smaller modulus of elasticity in the direction per

pendicular to the length of the corrugations will account for

the accordion like deformations in a finite element analysis.

Thus the major portion of the behavior due to such attachment

will be modeled.

Lawson (23) in furthering the work done by Bryan and others
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has derived flexibility expressions for trapezoidally and sin-

usoidally corrugated sheets. He estimates the total flexibil-

ity of a diaphragm by adding up the flexibility terms for each

of the components in the diaphragm. The flexibility term for

the corrugated sheets is given in terms of a dimensionless

parameter K. In cases where attachment spacing is greater than

one corrugation pitch, K is calculated to reflect the effect

of the accordion like behavior. Thus the lack of using the

smaller modulus of elasticity is accounted for in this manner.

Lawson has derived the following expression for the effec-

tive shear modulus:

G
Geff = 0

p2.5 K Go£' +
p t l . 5L E

0

Writing this in the form of Equation 3.16 gives:

(3.17)

2 p' t l . S (3.18)

Lawson has tabulated values of K for trapezoidally and Sln-

usoidally corrugated sheets for various attachment spacings,

and different number of intermediate purlins. However, due to

the finite element approach taken herein, the values of K that

are of interest are those for no intermediate purl ins and for

an attachment spacing of one corrugation pitch. The other fac

tors are taken care of directly by the method.

The use of Geff as obtained from Equations 3.16 and 3.18
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in a finite element analysis is not strictly correct even in

view of the assumptions made up to this point, as the end 1'e-

gions of the corrugated sheets will show a markedly less stiff

behavior against shear than the central region. In other words,

since Geff is the average effective shear modulus for the en

tire length of the sheet, the actual average shear modulus for

the end regions (G ) will be smaller than G ff' and that forae e
the central region will be greater than Geff . This is derived

from St. Venant's principle which states that the end effects -

here those due to the discrete attachments - will decay in some

asymptotic manner as one gets farther away from the ends. As

suming that the effect of the discrete attachments is negligi

ble after a distance a from the ends, there will be a central

region (L-2a) that will strain in shear similar to a diaphragm

with continuous end attachment (37). Although the value of the

distance a is not known , it will be independent of L, but will

depend on the corrugation geometry and perhaps the spacing of

the end attachments. Available photographs of some experimental

results (6) indicate that the value of a is somewhere between

the corrugation pitch (p) and the spacing of the attachments.

Figure 3.3c compares the following three cases under shear

loading:

a. deformation of corrugated sheet with continuous end

attachment.

b. deformation of same sheet with discrete end attach

ments, but using Geff for entire length of sheet.

c. deformation of same sheet with discrete end attach-
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ments, but using different shear moduli for the end

regions (Gae ), and for the central region (GL- 2a).

Thus, when the surrounding diaphragm components - attach-

ments, other sheets, beams - and the forces acting on these

are taken into consideration, the use of case (c) above is

seen to be the one that will produce the most accurate results

in a finite element analysis. As this will require a more re-

fined mesh than the use of Geff for the entire length would,

solution speed will be lowered. Whether and when the use of

case (c) is warranted is discussed in Chapter 5 along with the

computer analyses conducted and the results obtained.

Finding the shear moduli for case (c) is a straightforward

process. For the central region, since the effects of the dis

crete end attachments are assumed to be negligible after a dis

tance a, the effective shear modulus for this region will be

simply:

G = G £L-2a 0 p' (3.19)

i.e., the same as that for a sheet with continuous end attach-

ment.

For the end regions of length a, Figure 3.3c provides the

necessary geometric condition. From this figure it is seen

that the ratio of the total deflections for the above two cases

(b) and (c) is equal to 1. This ratio can be written in sim

plified form as:
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(
~ - 2a + G2a ) ( L )-1G

eff
= 1

L-2a ae
(3.20)

where the variables are as defined before. Substituting for

Geff and for GL- 2a from Equations 3.16 and 3.19 respectively,

G (the average effective shear modulus for the end regions)ae
is found to be:

[( )
L + 1 ] -1

Gae = Go ~' ~ 1 2a (3.21)

If Lawson's work is to be used, then n corresponds to the

reciprocal of the term in brackets in Equation 3.18.

3.2.2 Framing Members

The diaphragm frame used for typical tests consists of the

perimeter beams in the two planar directions and the intermedi-

ate pur1ins. In order to accomplish shear transfer through the

diaphragm panel, frame interconnections are usually built to be

relatively free of moment resistance. Thus, in tests, the bare

frame offers very little (negligible) resistance against shear

distortion. The details of several such connections are shown

on Figure 3.4.

The choice of the frame members depends on the loads they

are expected to be exposed to. Both hot-rolled and cold-formed

sections are used in practice and in tests. Mostly due to the

need for load distribution, the perimeter sections are chosen

to be stiffer than those for the intermediate purlins.
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3.2.3 Connections

In this report, the term "connection" is employed to mean

the combination of the connector - weld, screw, etc. - that is

used to attach the panel sheets to each other or to the dia

phragm frame, and the small regions of attached material in the

immediate vicinity of the connector. This definition is deemed

necessary because connection non-linearity in light gage steel

shear diaphragms is quite often due to excessive deformation

or tearing of the sheet material around the connector as well

as being caused by tilting of screws or yielding of welds.

The connections are generally the weakest components of a

diaphragm. Experimental results indicate that in the majority

of cases the non-linearity of diaphragm behavior is completely

due to connection non-linearity. The other components of the

diaphragm seldom get stressed beyond their elastic limit. There

fore for an assessment of the non-linear behavior of diaphragms,

knowledge of connection behavior is essential. For this purpose

connection shear tests have been devised and conducted by sev

eral investigators (17, 25) on the types of connections used in

shear diaphragms. The apparatus and the procedure for such

tests are quite simple and valuable information regarding con

nection behavior in shear can be obtained.

For the purposes of this report, connections are separated

into several categories. The following categories are similar

to those used in References (6, 26).

1. End connections: These are the connections that are

made to attach the two ends of a given sheet to the
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perimeter members, (Figure 3.5a).

2. Seam connections: These are provided to accomplish

attachment of two adjacent sheets to each other

along their sides so that the full panel width can

be developed, (Figure 3.5b).

3. Edge connections: These connect the outer sides of

the first and the last sheets of the panel to the

perimeter frame members, (Figure 3.5c).

4. Sheet to purlin connections: These are the connec

tions between the sheets and the intermediate purlins,

(Figure 3. 5d).

5. In some cases two or more sheets may be connected to

each other end to end to build up the length of the

diaphragm, (Figure 3.5e). Such connections will be

have like those of the first category above except

that now the restriction of the rigid flange of the

perimeter beam against downward movement at the con

nection is non-existant unless an intermediate purlin

has been provided along the sheet ends being connected.

3.3 Finite Element Representation

Although a light gage steel shear diaphragm is a three di

mensional structure, it can satisfactorily be modeled in two

dimensions, these dimensions being those on the plane of the

diaphragm, since the structural action that is of interest takes

place on this plane (Figure 5.10). Therefore for modeling pur

poses a set of Cartesian coordinates X and Yare used to define

the two orthogonal directions on the plane.
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There are several hasic considerations that need to be

followed for a satisfactory finite element representation of a

structure:

1. Each basic component of the structure (here the beams,

sheets, connections) should be modeled by finite ele

ments that reflect the particular behavior of the com

ponents in question.

2. The fineness of the mesh - the number of finite elements

used to model the structure - should be optimized.

Due to the energy considerations utilized to derive

the stiffness matrices for the finite elements, too

coarse a mesh will result in the structure acting

appreciably stiffer than it actually is. On the other

hand, computer time and therefore solution cost is

increased to impractical levels if too fine a mesh

is used.

3. When the number of finite elements and the degrees of

freedom are high, the assemblage of the finite elements

into substructures (subassemblies) should be considered

as this will increase the efficiency of the use of aux

iliary storage devices.

The computer program described in Chapter 4 and detailed

in the appendices has been prepared to work with subassemblies,

although if necessary a single finite element is also accepted

as one subassembly. However, there are two restrictions as the

program has been prepared. A subassembly may only contain fi

nite elements that are exact replicas of each other (except

for support and load conditions) and the total degrees of freedom
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per subassembly may not exceed 40. Typical subassemblies are

shown on Figures 5.4, 5.12, A.l.3 and A.l.4. Of these, the

"split" subassemblies can only be used when the long form of

input (see Appendix 1) has been chosen. In some instances

such a choice of subassembly will be helpful in decreasing the

total number of subassemblies without considerable increase in

computation time. An example of what the author believes is an

efficient use of "split" subassemblies is shown in their use

in the finite element representation of the 10' x 12' box rib

diaphragm of Section 5.5, (Figures 5.29, 5.30).

The rest of this section is devoted to the discussion of

the finite elements and the mesh size used for each of the basic

components of a shear diaphragm.

3.3.1 Panels

The sheets are modeled by rectangular orthotropic plane

stress plate elements with four nodes and two degrees of freedom

at each node (Figure 3.6). The two degrees of freedom at each

node correspond to the translations in the X and Y directions.

The material constants are chosen in accordance with Sections

3.2.1.1 (flat sheeting) and 3.2.1.2 (corrugated sheeting).

When the sheeting is flat, the use of the same constants in the

two principal directions automatically reduces the plate ele

ment into an isotropic one. The stiffness matrix for the ortho

tropic plate element of Figure 3.6 is given on Table 3.1. The

derivation of this matrix can be found in References (24, 26).

According to Ammar (26), if the size of the plate elements

is chosen to be on the order of 1/10 to 1/20 of the overall
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dimensions of the diaphragm, acceptable results should be ob

tained for the case of flat sheet diaphragms. The same refer

ence indicates that for this isotropic case, the practical

range of the aspect ratio for the plate element dimensions

should be between 1.5 and 2, with a maximum advisable value of

3.

In the orthotropic case (corrugated sheeting) however, the

choice of aspect ratio is affected by the elastic moduli in the

two principal directions. The reason for this is that in the

main diagonal of the element stiffness matrix the elastic modu

lus in the X direction is multiplied by the length in the Y di

rection, and the elastic modulus in the Y direction is multi

plied by the length in the X direction. Thus it is seen that a

rectangular plate element with a longer dimension in the direc

tion of the higher elastic modulus, and a comparatively much

shorter second dimension will result in better conditioning of

the element stiffness matrix.

3.3.2 Framing Members

All framing members are represented by conventional flex

ural elements with two nodes and three degrees of freedom at

each node. Two of these degrees of freedom correspond to trans

lations in the X and Y directions and the third one to rotation

around an axis perpendicular to the plane of the diaphragm.

For input purposes, two types of flexural elements are con

sidered. One is the "beam" element spanning parallel to the

X-axis (Figure 3.7a), and the other is the "colwnn" element

spanning parallel to the Y-axis (Figure 3.7b). The two basic
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elements differ only by a factor of the coordinate transforma

tion required to account for the orthogonality.

When dealing with frame members it should be quite suf

ficient to allow for only one flexural element between two

sheet to frame connections, unless other considerations are in

volved. For example, if the connections are unevenly spaced, a

higher number of flexural elements between some connections

will help to keep all flexural elements at the same length and

therefore a lower number of subassemblies will be necessary.

This will decrease input data and the use of auxiliary storage

devices. On the other hand, the total number of degrees of

freedom will increase.

Since the connections of the frame members to each other

are built to be freely rotating joints, these can be considered

as internal hinges. The treatment of this is very simple with

the given input format and the solution routine. Assigning

different numbers at the hinge to the rotational degrees of

freedom of the two flexural elements meeting at that point is

sufficient (see Section A.I.2. for more detailed discussion of

numbering of degrees of freedom).

3.3.3 Connections

The variety and the complexity of the shapes and types of

connections make it practically impossible to develop a repre

sentative finite element on the basis of geometry. On the

other hand, if the connections are treated as discrete elements

with experimentally derived input and output characteristics ,
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sophisticated representation will be unnecessary. In current

practice (22, 24, 26), the connections are modeled by simple

spring elements in the two orthogonal directions (Figure 3.8a).

In a first order analysis it is sufficient to define a

spring constant for these spring elements. Since the results

of connection shear tests are generally far from being linear,

previous investigators have chosen the spring constants as the

tangent of the angle made by a line drawn from the origin to a

point on the test curve at a certain percentage of the ultimate

load. This percentage has been recommended as 40 (see Figure

3.9) by the AISI (4). Such a simplification is not made for a

non-linear analysis because it is necessary to follow the con

nection behavior continuously with increasing load.

Connection behavior is not necessarily the same in the two

principal directions, neither may it be expected to be the same

in any given two directions. For a first order analysis, this

fact can be remedied substantially by obtaining results from

two separate connection tests in the two principal directions.

Thus different spring constants can be assigned to the two

springs representing the connection. However, for non-linear

analysis purposes, the interaction of the two springs needs

to be known for the best estimate of the stage the connection

is in during a loading. At the present, there is no data avail

able on the interaction of connection behavior in the two prin

cipal directions and it is also believed by the author that,

within the limits of practicality, obtaining such data will be

quite difficult if not impossible. The main reason for this is

that, in the case of connections, one cannot readily speak in
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terms of a simple material non-linearity (the material being

assumed as that the connector is made of) since the non-linear

ity may be due to several different phenomena (see Section 3.2.3).

Therefore, it is not possible to formulate a yield function in

volving two different behaviors in the two principal directions.

For this reason, in this research, a connection is assumed to

behave similarly in all directions and that this behavior will

be the same as that obtained through a shear test of the con

nection. There are two exceptions to this assumption. The

first one has already appeared above and is the case of first

order analysis. Within the limits of the computer program de

tailed in this report, it is possible to assign different spring

constants in the two directions for a first order analysis by

arranging the input accordingly (see Section A.l.4). The

other exception is in the case of the sheet to sheet seam con

nections as will be seen below.

The types of connections that are considered have been de

fined and labelled in Section 3.2.3. Representation of these

connections by spring elements also involve considerations re

garding their locations. Below is a description of how each

type of connection has been modeled for this research. The

computer program has been prepared to take full advantage of

this description.

1. End connections: In general, two springs in the X and

Y directions represent each of these connections. The

only exception is the case where a mechanical end con

nector exists at the end of a seam line. In such a
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case, the two sheet corners at that location are

attached to the flange of the perimeter beam by a

screw or other mechanical connector passing through

both sheets, since an overlap exists (Figure 3.8c).

As the attachment to a relatively rigid flange will

not permit the tilting of the connector it is possible

to view the connector as an extension of the flange

(Figure 3.8d). This assumption is supported by ex

perimental results which show that at sheet ends the

connection non-linearity is due to tearing or piling

up of the sheet material around the connection (6,

21). Therefore a reasonable model will involve inde

pendent connections of the flange to each of the two

sheets at that point. Then the representation of the

connection is done by four spring elements, two for

each independent connection (Figure 3.8e). In the

case where welding is the manner of attachment, the

two sheets are generally welded to the flange indepen

dently, thus eliminating the need for the above assump

tion.

2. Seam connections: Experimental results indicate that

there is virtually no separation of adjacent sheets in

the direction orthogonal to a seam line. This has

led Ammar (26) to use a very high spring constant in

this direction for the first order analyses he has con

ducted on shear diaphragms. Since such an arrangement

would create difficulties in a non-linear analysis, the
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spring in the direction orthogonal to the seam line

has been discarded altogether in this research, and

has been replaced by a rigid link between the two

sheets where a seam connection exists. Thus, for

sheet to sheet seam connections only one spring 

parallel to the seam line - is sufficient to model the

connection, (Figure 3.8b). The case of sheet to

intermediate purlin connections which are made at

seams is discussed under (4) below.

3. Edge connections: These connections are modeled by

two springs in the two directions without exception.

4. Sheet to intermediate purlin connections: All of

these connections with the exception of those made

at seams are modeled as (3) above. At the seams the

connection is modeled by four springs making up the

two independent connections between the purlin and the

two adjacent sheets (see (1) above). Furthermore,

the two sheets share the same degree of freedom in

the direction perpendicular to the seam line (rigid

link - see (2) above). This representation of the

connection is shown on Figure 3.8f.

For all of the above types of connections, the spring be

havior is obtained through shear tests and is represented by a

multi-linear approximation of the test curve. Further discus

sion of the treatment of connections in the non-linear analy

sis is given in Chapter 4 along with the theory of the computer

program.
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THE COMPUTER PROGRAM

4.1 General

The computer program documented in this report has been

prepared for the purpose of analyzing the behavior of canti

levered light gage steel shear diaphragms loaded in the linear

and non-linear ranges up to collapse.

The program originates from a frontal solution routine

written by Irons (46), and a computer program utilizing this

solution routine, written by Miller (24) for the elastic analy

sis of multi-story frames with light gage steel panel infills.

This computer program was also used by Ammar (26) for the first

order analysis of light gage steel shear diaphragms of the

type discussed herein.

Due to the specialized nature of the documented program,

some parts of the solution routine written by Irons are either

left out of simplified. In addition, some subroutines used by

Miller for his work are either omitted or have undergone major

simplification. These omissions or changes noted above were

seen to be necessary in order to cut down on the core usage,

so as to fit the program in smaller computers, and to cut down

on the time and therefore the cost of the elastic solution.

As a side benefit, this reduces the logic circuitry that is

encountered during every iteration for the non-linear analysis.

For reasons that are detailed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, it

was decided that, given the solution routine mentioned above,

43
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the most suitable approach for analysis of a structure in the

non-linear range would be the residual force (initial stress)

method in which an elastic solution is made at every load in

crement and the residual forces due to elements which show ma

terial non-linearity are redistributed elastically through the

structure. The method is documented by Zienkiewicz and co

workers (47, 48). In Section 4.4.2 the theory behind the meth

od is reviewed, and the application to the special case at

hand is detailed in conjunction with the computational steps.

To speed up the convergence of iterations during any given

load increment, an acceleration technique proposed by Boyle and

Jennings (49, 50) was employed with very satisfactory results.

This is discussed ln Section 4.5.

It was shown in earlier experimental investigations that

the only important source of material non-linearity in most

civil engineering diaphragms is the connections. The steel

sheeting and the perimeter beams as well as the intermediate

purlins remain elastic throughout the loading range. For this

reason, the only type of material non-linearity sought in the

analysis is that of the connections. The curves for connection

behavior under loading, as provided by Ammar (25), or interpola

tions derived from these curves are approximated by a series

of straight lines for use in the analysis.

The input specifications for the computer program are given

in Appendix 1. The rest of the documentation for the program

can be found in Appendices 2 through 4.
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4.2 Frontal Solution

The finite element analysis of a structure by the stiff

ness method comprises the solution of the symmetric positive

definite matrix equation

IK]{o} = {P} (4.1)

where,

[K]: the structural stiffness matrix in global coordi

nates,

{5}: the vector of nodal degrees of freedom (the deflec

tions, also called the variables later in the text)

{p}: the vector of external forces and reactions.

When [K] is of rather large dimensions, the direct inver

sion 6f [K] to solve for {5} is very impractical. Numerical

methods have successfully been used to reduce [K] into an upper

triangle matrix, after which a back-substitution process deter

mines the variables {ole A very common such method is the

Gaussian Elimination.

Special solution routines that deserve serious attention

make use of the fact that IK] is in general sparsely populated.

If the order of the variables has been chosen sufficiently well

such that [K] is a tightly banded matrix, a band solution tech

nique can be employed. In this case the core usage and the

computation speed depends on the bandwidth.

Frontal solution is a variation of the Gaussian Elimination

in that it does not depend on the numbering of the variables.
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In the frontal solution, the variables are eliminated right

after their last appearance - that is, as soon as the accumula

tion of the element coefficients for the relevant stiffness

equation is finished. Therefore elimination of the variables

proceeds alternately with the coefficient assembly process.

This means that only the variables that have not been eliminated

yet, but that have appeared for assembly need to be kept in

core.

The appearance of the variables is dictated by the order

of the elements to which they belong. The so called front ad

vances as each element is introduced, the variables from pre

vious elements - those variables that have not yet been elimi

nated - plus the variables that have been introduced with the

new element being kept in core, then the variables that have

appeared for the last time being eliminated, and finally those

variables that are left in core comprising a boundary between

the elements that have been introduced and those that have not

been. Therefore it is seen that ordering of the elements, not

of the variables, is essential to the efficiency of the frontal

solution. It is stressed that ordering of the elements ef

ficiently is a much easier and more natural task than doing the

same for the variables. Furthermore, since the maximum possi

ble size of the front will be dictated by the dimensioning

statements in the program, care need only be taken to keep the

front smaller than the prescribed dimension.

Further discussion of the frontal solution can be found in

the next section and in Reference (46).
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4.3 The Solution Routine and Miller's Progr<am

Several features made the frontal solution routine written

by Irons (46) desirable for use in the computer program docu

mented in this report. One of the most important of these is

the re-solution facility already incorporated into the solution

package. This is discussed later in this section.

Another very important feature has already been discussed

in the previous section. The numbering order of the variables

is irrelevant to the frontal technique, both in terms of solu

tion speed and core usage. This is most advantageous in giving

the programmer an opportunity to provide for automatic numbering

of the degrees of freedom, especially if the program is intended

to solve only a certain type of structure with prescribed stan

dard features. Moreover, in case of changes in the finite ele

ment mesh, the extensive renumbering required to preserve a

small bandwidth for band solutions is unnecessary for the front

al solution.

Internal hinges in a structure can be treated with extreme

ease, given the solution routine discussed herein. It is suf

ficient to assign different numbers to the rotational degrees

of freedom of the different element nodes converging at the

hinge. With many other solution routines, the use of Lagrange

multipliers is necessitated to treat the same case.

Iron's routine has been written so as to provide for re

solutions without having to reassemble and reduce the struc

tural stiffness matrix. Only the right hand sides ({P}) of the

stiffness equations need to be modified for a re-solution. This
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facility suggested the use of a technique different than the

Newton-Raphson method, since the Newton-Raphson method requires

that the stiffness matrix be modified and therefore reduced

at every load increment. The residual force method - also

called the initial stress method - was found to be the best

suitable for use with the solution routine. This method has

other important advantages which are discussed in Section 4.4.

The original solution routine as fully documented in Ref

erence (46) also provides for the use of fragmented elements

(essentially, elements with data too long to fit on one tape

record) and for the processing of more than one load condition

at a time during a re-solution. However, these two features

have been removed from the routine since they are not required

for the program that has been developed.

A computer program for the first order analysis of multi

story frames with infills was written by Miller (24) utilizing

the above mentioned solution routine. This program became the

starting point for the computer program documented in this re

port. Miller's program has also been used by Ammar (26) for

first order analyses of light gage steel diaphragms.

Miller's program being too versatile to serve efficiently

for the purposes of the research presented herein, it was de

cided to condense the program such that anything unrelated to

the analysis of light gage steel diaphragms was left out. This

resulted in large savings on core usage and computation time

for first order analysis. However, one major contribution by

Miller has been kept with some modifications. This is the
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routine for the formation of subassemblies, the use of which

greatly increases the efficiency of auxiliary storage utiliza

tion.

The non-linear analysis algorithm that is detailed in sub

sequent sections and in the appendices, and a mesh generator

routine that greatly simplifies and reduces the input data were

then merged with the condensed program.

4.4 Non-linear Analysis

4.4.1 General

It has already been observed that in most civil engineering

shear diaphragms, the connections are the only important source

of non-linearity, all other components of the diaphragm remain

ing elastic or nearly so until the initiation of collapse. For

this reason, the computer program has been set up such that only

the connections are given non-linear properties.

There are several methods for non-linear analysis. One of

the best known is the Newton-Raphson procedure where the struc

tural stiffness matrix undergoes modification to account for

the material non-linearity encountered at each load increment,

therefore necessitating the re-solution of Equation 4.1 by a

new reduction of IK] at every load increment. This method is

in general time consuming and special precautions must be taken

to insure elastic unloading. The residual force method, which

makes use of the initial stiffness matrix throughout the analy

sis, however, requires only the modification of the right hand

sides of the stiffness equations, and requires no special
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treatment to insure elastic unloading. This method is discussed

below.

4.4.2 Residual Force Method

The residual force method depends on the fact that in ma

terial non-linearity, a given increment of deflections will

uniquely describe the internal force distribution, while the

opposite is not necessarily true. Therefore, any residual

forces can be redistributed elastically in the structure to

adjust towards the correct equilibrium condition. This method

has the definite advantage of making use of the initial stiff

ness matrix throughout, therefore requiring no more than one

reduction of this matrix. The elastic redistribution of

residual forces is done through iterations which will converge

when new iterations will bring no appreciable changes in the

structural response. Although convergence may be slow when

plasticity is extensive, the method yields itself very easily

to the use of accelerators (see Section 4.6) resulting in fast

rates of convergence.

The method is detailed thoroughly in References (47) and

(48) for use in even quite sophisticated problems. The use of

the method in connection with this report, however, is a rather

simple special case, especially so since the connections which

are investigated for non-linear behavior are idealized as

spring elements (Chapter 3). The spring elements undergo the

same treatment as axial members and so are relatively easy to

deal with in the context of the residual force method.
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The basic outline of the residual force method is given

herein, followed by a detailed presentation of the actual steps

followed in the computer analysis.

A typical cycle in the residual force process starts with

the application of a load increment on a given structure. An

elastic solution is performed, finding the deflections and

forces corresponding to the load increment. If, however, one

or more of the elements describing the structure have gone into

the plastic range with the application of the load increment,

then the forces allocated to these elements through the elastic

solution will in general be in excess of those forces that would

actually correspond to the deflection increment. This can be

best illustrated with the aid of a figure. On Figure 4.la, an

axial element, which is part of a structure, is shown in free

body state. Figure 4.lb gives the tension test behavior of this

particular element. It is assumed that some load has been ap

plied on the structure, and it is further assumed that if an

elastic solution is performed, the axial force in the member

of Figure 4.la will be found to be F corresponding to the elas

tic member stretch~. It is seen that the point defined by F

and ~ does not fallon the curve of Figure 4.lb since these

values were obtained by using the initial stiffnesses of the

elements comprising the structure. The correct force defined

by the curve would rather be F* as shown on the figure. Hence,

the residual force due to this element will be the difference

F-F*. When the residual forces have been computed for all ele

ments (of the structure) that have entered the plastic range,
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these forces are applied on the structure as additional loads,

and the structure is again analyzed elastically, this new

solution producing further deformation of the structure. In

general, the improved results will again not be correct, maybe

necessitating further redistributions, depending on the criteria

for convergence. (Two more cycles regarding the axial element

are shown on Figure 4.lb). As a result, the total deformation

of the structure will be the sum of the original deformation

and those found through the iterations.

Unless the structure is at collapse condition, the itera

tions will be convergent, that is at one point further itera

tions will bring no appreciable improvement to the results.

This point determines with sufficient accuracy the deflections

and forces in the structure and the acceptable equilibrium con

figuration.

It is seen from the above that it is rather easy to deter

mine the residual forces in the case of axial elements. In the

case of elements with more than one degree of freedom per node

and/or with more than two nodes, the best approach to find the

residual forces is to use the elasto-plastic matrix. The elas

to-plastic matrix takes the place of the element stiffness ma

trix in incremental analysis, and it is used to find the cor

rect force increment in the element corresponding to the im

posed deflection increment. This matrix is derived by making

use of the total stress-strain relationships, the relevant

yield criterion, and the normality rule. The derivation and

the use of the elasto-plastic matrix in the residual force
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method can be found in References (47) and (48), and will not

be discussed further herein.

4.4.3 Application of the Residual Force Method in Diaphragm

Analysis

A. Pre-solution

1. The diaphragm assembly is modeled with finite elements

(Section 3.3 and Appendix 1).

2. The finite element mesh is divided into subassemblies.

3. The input data is formulated (Appendix 1) and is fed

into the program along with the initial load and the

desired incremental load.

B. First Order Solution and the Elastic Limit

4. The computer program analyzes the structure elastic

ally for the given initial load, by using the frontal

solution routine.

5. As the deflections for each subassembly appear during

the back-substitution process, the subassembly is

checked as to whether it is a connection subassembly

or otherwise.

6. If a connection subassembly, the resultant force in

each connection is found, and is compared to the elas

tic limit of the connection as found from connection

test. This comparison yields for each connection a

factor that can resize the connection force to the

elastic limit of the connection.

7. If not a connection subassembly, step 6 is bypassed.

8. As each subassembly appears, the deflections are also
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placed in the appropriate locations of the global de

flections vector {oJ for display purposes.

9. After the last connection subassembly appears during

the back-substitution, all factors to the elastic limit

are compared, and the factor for the connection that

would reach this limit first is chosen to be the factor

that will bring the structure to its elastic limit.

10. The subroutine for the residual force analysis (PLAST)

is called.

11. The connection subassemblies again appear one by one.

All forces are multiplied by the factor computed in

step 9 and are displayed.

12. The first load increment beyond the elastic limit is

applied. No new solution is needed for the application

of a load increment since a simple proportioning of the

results obtained for the initial load is sufficient.

13. In the first cycle after the elastic limit, every con

nection is checked for non-linearity in the following

manner. The absolute value of the elastically computed

deflection 8 (8 being the resultant deflection (8 2 +
x

S2) O. 5 "f h "".d I" db'Y 1 t e connect1on 1S 1 ea lze y two sprlng ele-

ments as for edge or end connections) is compared to

the slip at the elastic limit of the connection as ob-

tained from the connection curve.

14. If 8 is less than the connection elastic limit ("yield")

slip, no non-linearity is present, therefore the re

sidual forces for that connection are set equal to

zero.
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15. If S is greater than the yield deflection, the new

yiclo point pit (CYP in the computer program) is found

frDmthe connection curve using S. Then p* is sub

tracted from the elastic resultant force P to give the

resultant residual force R.

16. If the connection is a sheet to sheet seam connection -

idealized by only one spring element - the residual

force at each node of the element is equal in magnitude

to R. Then the correct directions of the residual
,

forces at each node is found by referring to the direc-

tions of the components of P.

17. If the connection has been idealized as two spring ele

ments the components of R in the X and Y directions are

found with the correct signs.

18. The connection forces corresponding to the deflection

increment are found by subtracting the residual forces

from the elastically computed forces.

19. After each connection is dealt with, the subroutine

for check on convergence (CONV) is called to determine

the contributions to the residual force norm (see

Section 4.5).

20. When all the connections in a certain number of sub-

assemblies have been dealt with, the connection forces,

deflections and the new yield points are stored on

tape. The residual forces are stored in a long vector

(STORE) as data for the re-solution phase.

21. After the last connection subassembly is analyzed,
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possibility of convergence is checked against the

convergence criterion in subroutine CONY.

22. If convergence has been attained, only one more itera

tion will be allowed.

23. Return to main program is affected and any other sub

assemblies that are left, go through the back-substitu

tion phase.

24. The global deflection vector is multiplied by the

factor of step 9, and the deflections at the elastic

limit are displayed, then stored in the vector STORE.

25. The incremental deflection vector corresponding to

the standard load increment is computed and is written

on tape.

26. Control goes back to the beginning of the SOlution

routine, for the first re-solution after the elastic

limit.

c. Later Iterations Lre-solutions)

All iterations between any two load increments are con

ducted for the purpose of elastically redistributing the resid

ual forces. Therefore, now, the residual forces make up the

right hand sides of the stiffness equations. Since the global

stiffness matrix has already undergone reduction during the

first solution, only th~ right hand sides need to be modified.

As a result, a re-solution takes only a fraction of the time

necessary for the initial solution.

The resulting deflections after each re-solution are the

incremental elastic deflections due to the residual forces
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redistributed during that iteration. During the non-linear

analysis of the connections in subroutine PLAST, the force incre

ment corresponding to these deflections is computed for each

connection and is added to the previous connection force as read

from tape. Then the status of the connection is again compared

to its behavior range as defined by the connection curve, and

the residual forces are calculated.

Except after an acceleration attempt (see Section 4.5),

subroutine PLAST is called once for each connection subassembly,

as opposed to only once in th~ first solution. This has the ad

vantage of reducing vector arithmetic and keeping vector dimen

sions at a minimum in addition to providing a somewhat more or

ganized use of auxiliary storage devices by enabling the direct

recording of the residual forces on tape.

After every third iteration - if convergence has not been

attained after the second iteration in the triplet - the rate of

convergence is increased by an accelerator as discussed in Sec

tion 4.5.

4.5 Convergence

It is felt that since the diaphragm behavior is governed

by the magnitude of the residual forces, then these forces should

be the true measure of convergence. Nayak and Zienkiewicz (48)

suggest a convergence criterion, along with other criteria,

whereby the residual force norm defined as

(4.2)
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where {R} is the vector of residual forces for the whole struc-

ture, is calculated and is compared to a fraction of the exter-

nally applied load norm which is defined similarly.

h h " f t' b between 10- 4 and 10- 5.suggest t at t lS rac lon e

They also

It was

seen during computer analyses that the effect of residual forces

when they are small is rather negligible, therefore the value

of the fraction for this computer program has been chosen as

10- 4 . Although this may look less conservative than 10- 5 , the

effect of the difference is minute, and the use of 10- 4 avoids

excessive iterations.

When II RII is less than 10 - 4 times the applied load norm,

convergence is deemed to have been achieved. One more iteration

is done after this point, however, in order to properly update

the records with the knowledge of convergence and to apply the

next load increment after this last iteration. This also has

the effect of decreasing the residual forces further. The re-

suIts of this last iteration are added to the next load incre-

ment that ensues so that errors will not accumulate with each

load increment.

4.6 Acceleration of Convergence

4.6.1 Theory

Even though the residual force method avoids the modifica

tion and the reduction of the stiffness matrix at every itera

tion, it does pose the difficulty that when the degree of non

linearity is high, convergence tends to be rather slow. Ob

viously, to compensate for the difference between the correct
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pC\lIilihrium condition and thp f'lnstic o:;olution done:> at C'tld1

load increment, more elastic redistributions are needed as non-

linearity progresses. Therefore, some method of speeding up

the convergence rate was sought in order to avoid excessive

computer times.

After a review of the current literature on acceleration

techniques, it was decided that a modification of the Aitken

accelerator, proposed by Boyle and Jennings (50), would be the

most suitable for both the problem at hand and the set-up of

the computer program.

Aitken's 0
2 process (51) depends on the assumption that

the rate of convergence of an iteration sequence is geometrical.

Working with this assumption, it can be shown that the error

e. in a given iteration (i th) is proportional to the error e· 1
1 1-

of the previous iteration, the proportionality constant C being

independent of the number of the iteration. This can be written

as

e. = Ce. 11 1-

Recursive application of Equation 4.3 gives

(4.3)

x.
1

(4.4)

where,

the initial error,

value of the variable at the i th iteration,
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~ actual value of the variahle - i.e. the value to be

attained on convergence.

If xi' x i +l and x i +2 are three successive iterates, it

can be shown that (52):

(4.5)

Even if the iteration sequence xi converges in a different

manner than assumed, it can still be proven that the sequence

defined by

X~
1

2
xi x i +2 - x i+l

= x. 2 - 2x'+ 1 + X.1+ 1 1
(4.6)

will lead to faster convergence than the sequence x ..
1

2Aitken's 0 process is expressed in the more convenient

form (52)

X~ = x· 
1 1 (4. 7)

where,

/!'x. = xi +l - x.
1 1

2
2x. 1 +/!, x. = xi + 2 - x.

1 1+ 1

or as (49)

(4.7a)
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where S~ is the acceleration factor - the overstep value - de
l

fined by

S~ =
1

(4. 7b)

Aitken's process has the important shortcoming that the

user might encounter zero or very small denominator in Equation

4.7b in a computer application, this in turn resulting in gross

estimates for acceleration.

The above difficulty can be avoided when a vector of vari

ables is considered for acceleration. Jennings (49) has pro-

posed a modification to Aitken's process, using a common over-

step value for all the variables in the accelerated vector.

The overstep value is found in a manner similar to Equation

4.7b, except that now it is determined from the weighted mean

of differences:

s = (4. 8)

where {X} is the vector,of variables and {W} is a vector of re-

lative weights.

For the use of Equation 4.8 in residual force analysis,

Boyle and Jennings recommend (50):

{W} = {Xli - 2{X}i+l + {X}i+2 (4.9)

Therefore, the acceleration sequence is defined by:
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*{X} = {X}i+2 + S({X}i+2 - {X}i+l)

where,

(4.10a)

*{X}

s =

the modified variables vector, and

(4.l0b)

the subscripts indicating the number of the iteration.

4.6.2 Application to the Present Problem

It has already been mentioned that in the residual force

method, every iteration is used to redistribute the residual

forces elastically through the structure. Therefore the result

of a given iteration is not the total deflection vector, but

the difference in deflections between the beginning and the end

of the iteration. In the present computer program, after each

iteration these deflection changes are added to the previous

deflections to obtain the vector of total deflections.

Considering a group of any three iterations during a given

load increment, it can be seen that the vector of the difference

in deflections at the end of the third iteration is equal to the

term ({X}i+2 - {X}i+l) of Equation 4.l0a. The same term is seen

in Equation 4.l0b with the sign reversed. Furthermore, the vec

tor common to the numerator and the denominator of Equation

4.l0b can be broken into ({X}i - {X}i+l) + ({X}i+2 - {X}i+l)'

The first term in this summation is the negative of the deflec

tion changes between the results of the first and second
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iterations of the triplet of iterations.

Therefore, letting

and

(4.11)

Equations 4.10a and 4.10b can be written as:

and

(4.12a)

s = (4.l2b)

When the time for acceleration arrives, i.e. after the

third iteration, {~}2 and {X}i+2 are already in high-speed

storage. Therefore extra storage need to be set up only for

. {~} l'

It should be noted at this point, that the acceleration

factor S may sometimes turn out to be negative, which is unac-

ceptable. If a signifi-

cant number of connections enter the non-linear range during a

load increment and this becomes evident through the results of

the second iteration of a triplet of iterations in that load

increment, then the pattern of decay followed in the previous

iterations will be lost. In other words, the deflections that

will be computed at the end of the third iteration will be

higher than that would have been expected from the earlier trend.
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This fact is illustrated in Figure 4.2 for one variable. It

can be seen that the convergence~ defined by zero slope of the

deflection curve, assumes different meanings for the two curves.

Obviously to employ the negative acceleration factor would cause

the structure to unload elastically and would produce erroneous

results. The actual expected behavior of the structure (for

the case of the single variable, that of the variable) is shown

by the dotted line on Figure 4.2. Therefore, it is seen that

new iterations are needed before acceleration can be employed.

This is the way the negative acceleration factor is treated in

the documented program. When a negative S is encountered, the

acceleration stage is bypassed and three more iterations are

performed before another attempt is made to accelerate.

Equations 4.l2a and 4.12b depend on the extension of 4.3

to matrix notation:

(4.13)

where, [M] is an iteration matrix independent of the number of

iteration and not necessarily symmetric (50).

If Equation 4.13 were strictly the case, then the modified

variables {X}* obtained from 4.12a would be the correct ones and

no more iterations would be necessary. However, in general,

Equation 4.13 will not be correct~ although the error decay may

behave very nearly so. Boyle and Jennings point out that the

variables will behave as though the iteration process is governed

by an iteration matrix if a limited number of iterations are
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considered (50) - refer to last paragraph of the previous

section for the case when this is not so. In any case, it is

seen that there is, in general, still an error present after

the acceleration has been done. Therefore, unless the error

is within acceptable limits, more iterations will be needed

after an acceleration. To perform these iterations, the resid

ual forces that need to be redistributed after {X}* has been

found need to be known. Detailed below is the description of

this process for the given computer program.

At the end of a triplet of iterations, the calculation of

residual forces due to the effect of {~}2 is bypassed, unless

the acceleration proves unsuccessful - i.e. negative accelera

tion factor. {X}* need only be found for the degrees of free

dom associated with the connections if it is not required for

display. Then the new change in the deflections of these de

grees of freedom is:

{~}* = {X}* - {X}i+l (4.14)

When the connection forces are updated to reflect the

change {~}*, the corresponding residual forces {R}* are calcu

lated. Now:

where,

(4.15)

. {R}A the total of all the residual force vectors that
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would have created a total deflection difference

of {11}*, had no acceleration been employed, as-

suming that then say n iterations would have been

needed to reach IX}*.

{R} Since convergence is, in general, not strictly
e:

governed by Equation 4.13, the difference between

the deflections at the end of the (n_l)th itera-

tion and {X}* would have created new residual

forces that would in turn cause additional deflec-

tions beyond {X}*, if no acceleration had been

done. {R} are these residual forces. In othere:
words, {R} exist because of the error in the ase:

+ {~}e:]' where

Although {~}
e:

for the d.o.f.

sumption that convergence is strictly governed by

Equation 4.13.

It is seen that, in the case of no acceleration, {R}e: would

have been the residual forces to continue with, after the de-

flections {X}* were attained. The same holds true also when an

acceleration has been done. However, instead of calculating

{R}A or {R}e: ' a redistribution of the residual forces {R}* can

be made - keeping the structural deflection vector at {X}. 2
1+

and the vector for the d.o.f. associated with the connections

at S{~}2 - and progress can thus be made to [{X}*

{~} is the additional deflections due to {R} .e: e:
is not explicitly calculated, it can be computed

associated with the connections from:

(4.16)
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where, {~} is the deflection difference between [{X}* + {~} ]
E:

and {X}i+2' and where the three vectors correspond only to

d.o.f. associated with the connections. Thus after {~} has
E:

been computed by Equation 4.16, corresponding residual forces

can be found to proceed on to the second iteration beyond the

acceleration.

The use of the accelerator has proven very beneficial. For

example, when the 24" x 28" shear diaphragm of Section 5.2 was

analyzed without an accelerator, convergence was reached in 7

iterations in the first load increment beyond the elastic limit,

and no convergence was attained in 20 iterations in the second

increment. When the accelerator was employed, 4 and 5 itera-

tions, respectively, were sufficient to reach convergence in

these two load increments, one acceleration per increment being

sufficient.



CHAPTER 5

APPLICATIONS

5.1 General

A total of four cantilevered shear diaphragms have been

analyzed for non-linear behavior, using the computer program

documented in this report. These are, in the order they are

discussed in the subsequent sections:

(a) 24" x 28" standard corrugated diaphragm,

(b) 10' x 12' welded cellular metal deck,

(c) 10' x 12' standard corrugated diaphragm,

(d) 10' x 12' trapezoidally corrugated diaphragm.

All four of these diaphragms were tested by earlier inves

tigators in previous research at Cornell University. Therefore,

test results are available for comparison with computer results.

5.2 24" x 28" Standard Corrugated Diaphragm

This diaphragm was tested by Luttrell (6) in his small dia

phragm test series and was labelled Test no. 3Cl-l. The dia

phragm was later analyzed by Ammar (26) for elastic behavior.

5.2.1 Description of the Test Installation

The test arrangement for the diaphragm is shown on Figure

5.1.

The panel of the diaphragm was cut from a 26 gage standard

corrugated sheet of 2' width, the dimension of the panel along

the length of the corrugations being 2'4". This was connected

68
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to L 1 1/2" x 1 1/2" x 1/4" perimeter members by no. 14 self

tapping screws, these screws being placed in the valleys of the

corrugations at the two ends of the sheet with a spacing of

three corrugation pitches, and at the edges, one screw to an

edge, halfway along the length of the sheet. All four perimeter

members were hinge-connected to each other at their ends. The

support conditions and the location of the load were as shown

on Figure 5.1.

5.2.2 The Finite Element Model

The finite element model which is shown on Figures 5.2

through 5.4, is somewhat different than that used by Ammar in

Reference (26). With the new model, a smaller number of sub

assemblies provide improved computational speed. Also the

better idealization of some of the connections that were modeled

differently by Ammar make non-linear analysis possible.

Since the non-linear analyses on this small diaphragm were

conducted during the initial stages of the research and early

in the development of the computer program, to check the program

for improvements and new computational devices, no need was seen

to improve on the geometrical and material data provided by

Ammar (26). (Later research showed that better predictions of

the shear modulus can be obtained from more current literature).

In addition, in the modeling of this diaphragm, instead of the

multi-linear idealization of the connection behavior - as has

been done for the later analyses - an elastic-perfectly plastic

simplification was made. Therefore, the results obtained for
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this diaphragm are not meant to be strict guidelines for the

understanding of diaphragm behavior, but are nevertheless satis-

factory and are of some academic interest.

The panel is modeled into three subassemblies, each sub

assembly being composed of 12 orthotropic plate elements. Each

plate element is one corrugation pitch wide (2.667") and 7"

long, with a thickness of 0.018". The material properties, as

obtained from Amrnar's work (26), are:

E . 33000 ksix

]l : 0.3xy

E : 33 ks i
Y

]l : 0.0003yx

The two perimeter members spanning parallel to the y-axis

were taken as one subassembly each, with three 8" long column

elements to each subassembly. The other two perimeter members

were likewise considered as one subassembly each, with two 14"

long beam elements making up one subassembly. The geometric

and material properties are:

Area = 0.69 in~, Morn. of inertia = 0.14 in~, E = 29500 ksi

The four end connections on each side make up one subassem

bly. Each connection is idealized as two spring elements in or-

thogonal directions, but with same material properties. The

connection on each edge is considered a subassembly by itself

and is modeled like the end connections. The spring behavior

is idealized to be elastic-perfectly plastic, this behavior be

ing approximated from the shear test results provided by Arnmar

(26) on the no. 14 self tapping screw used in edge connections

of 26 gage material. The actual screw shear test behavior, and

the idealization, are shown on Figure 5.5.
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5.2.3 Analyses and Results

Two non-linear analyses were conducted on the 24" x 28"

diaphragm, with only one varying analysis parameter. No ac

celerator was used in the first analysis and the results indi

cated a need for one. Therefore, after the modified Aitken

accelerator (see Section 4.6) was implemented in the program,

a second run was conducted.

In both cases, an initial load of 1 kip was applied on the

diaphragm and the elastic limit was found after a linear anal

ysis with this load. Then the load was increased in increments

of 0.05 kip beyond the elastic limit.

Without the accelerator, convergence to equilibrium was

reached in 7 iterations in the first increment beyond the elas

tic limit, but 20 iterations were not sufficient for convergence

in the second one although it was seen from the results that

collapse would not be reached in this increment.

With the accelerator, 4 and 5 iterations respectively for

each of these two increments, were sufficient for convergence,

only one acceleration being necessary in each case. Convergence

required 16 iterations and 5 accelerations in the third load

increment since at this stage the non-linearity was extensive.

In the fourth increment beyond the elastic limit, an unexpected

negative acceleration factor caused elastic unloading. As a

result zero residual forces were computed and the rest of the

iterations did not have any meaning. However, a check of the

connection forces before this acceleration revealed that all

connections had reached their ultimate capacity as modeled,
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therefore preventing any further shear transfer between the

per imeter members and the panel. At thi s t i mC'. i t w~s though t

that the negative acceleration factor is totally Juc to col

lapse condition (which is indeed the case for this diaphragm),

therefore no counter measures were taken.

The computer results for the deflection of a representative

degree of freedom (d.o.f. no. 110 on Figure 5.3) are shown on

Figure 5.6. It is seen that the ultimate load as found by com

puter analysis compares well with that reported for the test.

Since the only other test result that has been reported for

this diaphragm is the effective shear modulus, found as the

slope of a line drawn from the origin to the test curve at 40%

of the ultimate load, as recommended by the AISI (4), the com

puter output can only be compared to this line. The initial

linear portion of the test curve is expected to have had a

higher slope than this line since at 40% of the ultimate load

some non-linearity in diaphragm behavior would be present. This

early non-linearity does not show on the computer results due

to the idealization of the connector behavior (see Figure 5.5).

This idealization is for the most part responsible for the

slightly higher ultimate load that was computed, since if a

multi-linear idealization had been chosen the elastic limit

would have been lower and the redistribution of residual forces

due to extended non-linearity would have tended to bring the

ultimate load down. On the other hand the difference between
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the ultimate points of the two curves on Figure 5.5 would have

tended to do the opposite.

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 indicate the forces acting on the

perimeter members at the elastic limit of the diaphragm. Com

puter analysis statistics are not given for this diaphragm

since the program has undergone extensive modification at later

stages.

5.3 10' x 12' Welded Cellular Metal Deck

This diaphragm was tested by Nilson (53) as part of a

series for Fenestra Inc. and is labelled Test no. 57.2. Ammar

(26) later analyzed the diaphragm for elastic behavior.

5.3.1 Description of the Test Installation

The test arrangement of the diaphragm is shown on Figure

5.9.

The panel of the diaphragm consisted of six 16 gage flat

sheets, each sheet 2' x 10' and stiffened by two hat sections

that were spotwelded to the sheet. The sheets were connected

to each other at the seams by 1 1/2" long burn-through welds

18" center to center. The outer edges of the first and the

sixth sheets were connected to the x-direction perimeter mem

bers by 1" diameter puddle welds 24" O.c. The end connections

consisted of three 1" diameter puddle welds with a spacing of

12" o.c. per sheet end. The panel was installed flat plate

down.

The perimeter members were hot-rolled sections hinged to
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each other at their ends. The properties of the perimeter mem-

bers were as follows:

Both bea~in the x-direction

Section: W 12 x 27

Area: 7.97 in. 2 ,

Length: 120"

Mom. of inertia: 16.6 in. 4

Left Beam in the y-direction

Section: W 10 x 21

Area: 6.19 in. 2

,

,

Length: 144"

Mom. of inertia: 9.7 in. 4

Right beam in the y-direction

Section: W 10 x 33 Length: 144"

Area: 9. 71 in. 2 Mom. of inertia: 36.5 in. 4,

The support conditions and the location of the load were as

shown on Figure 5.9.

5.3.2 The Finite Element Model

Figures 5.10 through 5.12 show the finite element model of

the diaphragm.

Each of the six sheets is modeled into four plate subassem-

blies with ten isotropic plate elements (5 in the x-direction

and 2 in the y-direction) to a subassembly. Each plate element

is 6" wide (in the x-direction) and 12" long, with a thickness

of 0.06". The material properties are:

~xy = ~yx = ~o = 0.3

The two perimeter members spanning parallel to the x-axis

are modeled by one subassembly each with five 24" long beam
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elements making up each subassemhly.

The y-direction perimeter members are modeled by three sub

assemblies each with four 12" long column elements to a subas

sembly.

The Young's modulus of elasticity is taken to be 29500 ksi

for all perimeter members, the other properties being those

given in Section 5.3.1.

The connections were modeled as follows:

End connections: Six connection subassemblies for each

side of the diaphragm, each subassembly consisting of the three

connections at one end of a sheet. The connections themselves

are modeled by two springs in orthogonal directions, with iden

tical properties. The idealization of the spring behavior con

sists of a multi-linear representation of the connection be

havior in shear. Since there were no shear test results avail

able on end connections of 16 gage material with 1" diameter

puddle weld, such a curve was derived by extrapolation from the

shear test results given in Reference (25) for 1" diameter pud

dle weld end connection of 14 gage material. This curve is

shown on Figure 5.13. The multi-linear representation was ar

rived at by connecting the points shown on the curve, by straight

lines.

Edge connections: One subassembly for each side of the

diaphragm, each subassembly consisting of the four connections

at an edge. The connections themselves are modeled exactly the

same as the end connections.

Seam connections: One subassembly per seam line, each
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subassembly being made up of the seven seam connections on that

seam line. Each seam connection is modeled as a one-dimensional

spring element in the x-direction, the plate elements sharing

the same degree of freedom in the y-direction at the nodes that

are connected together by this seam connector. Since no shear

test results were available for 1 1/2" long welds used in side

lap connections of 16 gage sheets either, a curve was derived by

interpolation from test results provided in Reference (25) for

1", 2", and 3" long welds. This curve is shown also on Figure

5.13. Again the points on the curve define the multi-linear

idealization.

5.3.3 Analysis and Results

An initial load of 10 kips was applied to the diaphragm for

the elastic solution and the factor to the elastic limit was

found. After the elastic analysis results and the load were

brought to the elastic limit, the load was increased in incre

ments of 5 kips. Six such increments were applied beyond the

elastic limit of the diaphragm. During the sixth increment, a

negative acceleration factor, against which no protection had

yet been built in, was encountered. The resulting acceleration

caused elastic unloading of the structure, therefore throwing

the rest of the iterations off course. However, a subsequent

check of the results showed that the structure would nevertheless

collapse in this load increment.

The deflection with respect to load of the representative

degree of freedom (d.o.f. 738 of Figure 5.11) is compared with
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the test results on Figure 5.14. It is seen that at the end

of the fifth load increment beyond the elastic limit, the two

results agree almost exactly and that both curves flatten out

after this point. In general the two curves show very good

agreement all the way.

Since it was found that collapse would have occurred in

the sixth increment in any case, a new analysis of this dia

phragm with preventive measures against a negative acceleration

factor was not warranted. However, the reason behind this

phenomenon was investigated and necessary measures were taken

(see Section 4.6.2).

The seam slips at the locations where dial gages were used

in the test (see Figure 5.9) are compared on Table 5.1. The

good agreement between the test results and the computer results

leaves little room for discussion. There is only one point that

may need consideration. In the actual test, the least seam slip

was noted under gage H, however, with the computer analysis, the

least seam slip is found under gage G. This is most probably

due to the slight differences in the welds of the test specimen.

Figures 5.15 through 5.17 show and compare the forces trans

ferred through connections at a seam line, and to the perimeter

members, both at the elastic limit of the diaphragm and at the

fifth load increment beyond the elastic limit.

On Figure 5.15, the forces in the connections of the middle

seam line are displayed. It is seen that at the elastic limit,

a uniform transfer of shear is not present, with the forces near

the ends of the seam line only about 50% of the force carried by
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the connection at the middle of the seam line. However, at the

fifth load increment beyond the elastic limit, the difference

drops down to about 10% and a much more uniform transfer of

shear is obtained. Therefore, with increased non-linearity in

diaphragm behavior, the somewhat parabolic variation of shear

transfer at the seams changes into a uniform one, due to the

redistribution of internal forces. Each seam line carries an

equal magnitude of shear. The sum of the shear forces carried

by a seam line and the forces in the end connections at the

corners of the relevant sheets, is equal to the reaction in the

direction parallel to the seam lines.

Figure 5.16 shows the longitudinal (parallel to member)

forces acting on the perimeter members. It is seen that the

sum of the longitudinal forces on any member is equal to the

reaction parallel to that member as expected. In the case of

the y-direction perimeter beams at the elastic limit, the forces

opposite the corners of one end of a sheet are seen to be nearly

equal, and the force due to the center connection for each

sheet end is seen to be somewhat less. This difference is small

at the very corners of the diaphragm, but away from the corners,

starting from the side nearest the jack, the ratios of the two

forces start from 74% and drop to 63% near the roller support

for the left beam, and stay at a constant 65% for the right

beam. An interesting change is seen in the fifth increment

loading as the center connection forces rise above the forces

opposite the sheet corners. The forces at the two ends do not

show appreciable change from those at the elastic limit. Except
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for the forces at the two ends of the member, the longitudinal

forces acting on the right beam are seen to be quite uniformly

distributed at the fifth load increment beyond the elastic limit.

Less uniformity is seen for the left beam, as before. As for

the edge beams, the two observations that can be made are that

there is some force redistribution 1n the higher load range,

although this is not as pronounced as in the above cases, and

that the forces at the two ends of the members do not remain

close to those at the elastic limit, but increase with increas

ing load.

Figure 5.17 gives the lateral forces acting on the perimeter

members at the two load levels discussed above. As expected,

the resultant magnitude of the lateral forces are comparatively

small. The forces on a corner weld from the two adjacent sheets

are of opposite signs and of nearly equal magnitude such that

they practically cancel out. Only the resultant forces acting

on the perimeter beams have been shown in the figure.

Table 5.2 gives iteration and analysis statistics. Since

the analysis of this diaphragm was conducted before the mesh

generator was written, less computer core and compilation time

was required at that time. However, it is expected that due to

some other changes made, the execution time should be less for

the same number of load increments and iterations, with the pre

sent shape of the program.

5.4 10' x 12' Standard Corrugated Diaphragm

This diaphragm was tested by Luttrell (6) in his series of
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light frame tests on 26 gage standard corrugated diaphragms.

The test was designated no. 5P. Ammar (26) later conducted a

first order analysis of the diaphragm.

5.4.1 Description of the Test Installation

A sketch of the test installation is shown on Figure 5.18.

The panel of the diaphragm consisted of five 26 gage cor

rugated sheets of the same type that the 24" x 28" diaphragm

panel described earlier was cut from. Each sheet was 2' wide,

and was 12' long along the length of the corrugations. The

measured ungalvanized thickness of the sheet material was

0.01875".

The sheets were connected to each other along the seams

by no. 10 sheet metal screws, 36" o.c., the two outside screws

being 18" away from the sheet ends.

Three symmetrically placed intermediate purl ins crossed

the sheets perpendicular to the longer direction of the sheets.

The pur1ins consisted of 16 gage 6" x I 1/2" cold-formed chan

nels. The spacing between the pur1ins was 36". Connections of

the purl ins to the sheets were made by no. 14 self tapping screws

with aluminum backed neoprene washers, at every third corruga

tion. At the seams, these screws passed through both sheets

common to the seam. The ends of the three purl ins were connected

to the x-direction perimeter members by light clip angles which

provided very little resistance against rotation.

All perimeter members were 14 gage 6" x 1 1/2" channels.

The two x-direction channels were 144" long and the y-direction
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ones were 120" long. All four were hinged to each other at

their ends.

The sheet ends were connected to the y-direction beams by

no. 14 self tapping screws of the same type as used in the sheet

to intermediate purlin connections. The connection was done at

every third corrugation. At the ends of the seam lines, the

screws passed through both sheets common to the seam. The out

side edges of the first and the fifth sheets were connected to

the x-direction perimeter members again by no. 14 screws, this

time 18" o.c.

The support conditiornand the location of the load were as

shown on Figure 5.18.

5.4.2 The Finite Element Model

Several analyses were conducted on the 10' x 12' standard

corrugated diaphragm, both linear and non-linear, with varying

finite element models and effective shear moduli. The simplest

of these models is shown on Figure 5.19.

5.4.2.1 Model of Figure 5.19

This model was adopted to analyze the diaphragm based on

the use of an average effective shear modulus along the whole

length of the diaphragm, and is labelled Model A for future

reference.

Each sheet is modeled into two subassemblies, 4 orthotropic

plate elements in the x-direction and 3 in the y-direction

(therefore, a total of 12 plate elements) per plate subassembly.
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The dimensions of the plate elements are 18" in the x-direction

and 8" in the y-direction.

The moduli of elasticity and the associated Poisson's

ratios were found by the methods explained in Section 3.2.1.2.

These are:

E : 32100 ksix

II : 0.3xy

Ey = 6.955 ksi

llyx: 0.000065

Three different values of the effective shear modulus were

used with Model A, for reasons explained in Section 5.4.3.

These involved variations on the possible effects of the connec-

tions and their geometry on the behavior of the diaphragm. The

three values used were:

Geff = Go ~, nl = 7343 ksi, with nl found from Reference

(36) for quasi-sinusoidal corrugations with point attachments

in the valleys.

Geff = Go ~, n2 = 10000 ksi, with n2 found again from

Reference (36) for quasi-sinusoidal corrugations with point

attachments at mid-height of corrugations, and

G ff = G -£, = 10450 ksie 0 p

(See Section 3.2.1.2 for definitions of the variables).

The connections are modeled as follows:

End connections: The end connections are modeled into

five subassemblies of four connections each, on each side of

the diaphragm. The connections themselves are again modeled

by two spring finite elements in orthogonal directions, but with
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identical material properties. The spring behavior is a multi

linear idealization of the connection shear test results pro

vided by Ammar (25) for edge connections of 26 gage material

by no. 14 self tapping screws. The shear test curve and the

points chosen for multi-linear idealization are shown on Figure

5.20.

Edge connections: The connections on each edge are

modeled into one subassembly, therefore with 7 connections to a

subassembly. The connections themselves are modeled exactly

the same as the end connections.

Sheet to sheet seam connections: The four sheet to

sheet seam connections in each seam line are modeled as one sub

assembly. A one-dimensional spring in the x-direction is used

to model the individual connections. The y-direction degree of

freedom at each of these connections is shared by the plate ele

ments being connected. The shear test results provided by Ammar

(25) for sidelap connections of 26 gage material by no. 10 sheet

metal screws, and its idealization are shown on Figure 5.21.

Sheet to intermediate purlin connections: These are

modeled in almost exactly the same way as the end connections.

The only difference is that, since in this diaphragm there are

no sheet to purlin connections at the ends of the intermediate

purlins, the two outermost connection subassemblies of each pur

lin have only three connections each.

It should be noted that where a sheet to frame (perimeter

member or intermediate purlin) connection has been provided at

a seam line or at its ends, this connection is modeled by two
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connections - one sheet to frame and the other sheet to frame -

in accordance with Section 3.3.3.

The y-direction perimeter members and the intermediate pur

lins are each modeled into five subassemblies with three column

elements to the subassembly. The properties of these column

elements are as follows:

Area
(in. 2)

y-direction

Mom. of inertia
(in. 4)

Length
(in. )

E

(ksi)

perimeter

members

intermediate
purlins

0.655

0.526

0.117

0.0951

8.

8.

29500.

29500.

Each x-direction perimeter beam is modeled as one subassem-

bly with 8 beam elements. For each beam element:
2 I 4

Area = 0.655 in. ,Mom. of inertia = 0.,117·in. ,Length = 18 in.

5.4.2.2 More Refined Models

Since the effects of the connections at sheet ends decay

some distance away from the ends, it was decided to devise models

that would reflect this beahvior to some extent. As was dis

cussed in Section 3.2.1.2, this can be done by assigning a

smaller shear modulus near the ends and using G ff = G ~ for
e 0 p'

the middle region of each sheet. Two such models were developed

and investigated. They are labelled Model Band Model C for fu-

ture reference.

Model B: This model was based on the assumption that the
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effect of the end attachments in reduction of the shear modulus

will become negligible after a distance equal to the spacing of

the attachments. The model is shown on Figure 5.22.

Each sheet is modeled by six plate subassemblies. The one

subassembly at each end of a sheet is composed of six orthotropic

plate elements (two in the x-direction and three in the y-direc-

tion). The dimensions of each of these plate elements is 4"

(x-dir.) by 8" (y-dir.), the thickness and other properties ex

cept the shear modulus being the same as those for Model A.

The shear modulus of 841 ksi is found by substituting (p) for

(a) in Equation 3.21 of Section 3.2.1.5. The second and fifth

subassemblies of each sheet are composed of three plate elements

in the y-direction. The dimensions of these plate elements are

10" (x-dir.) by 8" (y-dir.). Thickness and other properties are

again the same as those for Model A, except for the shear modu

lus which is G = G ~, = 10450 ksi. The middle two subassem-o p

blies in each sheet are modeled by nine orthotropic plate ele-

ments (three in the x-dire and three in the y-dir.) each. The

plate dimensions are 18" (x-dir.) by 8" (y-dir.). Other proper

ties are exactly the same as the second and fifth subassemblies

of the sheet.

The rest of the diaphragm for Model B is modeled the same

way as for Model A.

Model C: This second model with the smaller shear modulus

near the ends was based on the assumption that the end effects

would become negligible after a distance equal to the pitch of

the corrugations. This model is similar to Model B, except for
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three differences:

__The plate elements of the first and sixth subassemblies

of each sheet are 1. 33" (x-dir.) by 8".

The shear modulus for the plate elements of the above

two subassemblies is again 841 ksi, but now this value is used

only in a region of length 2.67" at each end.

__The plate elements of the second and fifth subassemblies

of each sheet are 15.33" in the x-direction instead of 10".

5.4.3 Analyses and Results

The analyses centered around two main objectives:

To learn more about the effective shear modulus for cor

rugated sections.

To find the most suitable model for satisfactory and ef

ficient analysis of a corrugated diaphragm.

Both linear (only up to the elastic limit of the diaphragm)

and non-linear (up to and beyond the elastic limit) analyses were

conducted to reach the above two objectives.

5.4.3.1 Linear Analyses on the 10' x 12' Standard Corrugated

Diaphragm

Linear analyses were conducted for the following cases:

1. Model A with Geff : 7343 ksi

2. Model A with Geff : 10000 ksi

3. Model A with Geff : 10450 ksi

4. Model B

5. Model C
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The elastic limit load, the deflection of the representa

tive degree of freedom at this load and the elastic slope for

the above five cases are given on Table 5.3 along with the test

results.

The linear analyses were first done for the first, fourth

and the fifth cases. It was found (as can be seen from Table

5.3) that case 4 (Model B) gave results that are markedly more

flexible than the other two when compared against the test re

sults. Therefore it was assumed that the end effects do not

stretch as far into the diaphragm as the spacing of the connec

tors (when this spacing is greater than the corrugation pitch).

This case was discarded from further analysis. Cases I and 5

gave almost identical results, both close to those of the test

elastic curve, with case I being somewhat stiffer and closer to

the test results than case 5.

Cases 2 and 3 were analyzed after it was found (as dis

cussed in the next Section 5.4.3.2) that in the non-linear

range, the models of cases I and 5 show increasing divergence

from the test results as the load is increased, the test re

sults indicating a stronger diaphragm. This phenomenon necessi

tated a review of the details of the connections.

Since the valleys of a sinusoidally corrugated diaphragm

are of practically zero width, the clamping effect of the screw

will tend to distort and flatten the corrugation near the val

leys, the magnitude of this effect depending on the washer size

among other factors. Photographs of small diaphragm tests in

Reference (6) do indeed show such a distortion of corrugation
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geometry. No details of the screws are available in References

(6) and (25), however a consultation with the laboratory tech

nician, who was present during both Luttrell's diaphragm tests

and the shear tests done by Ammar, revealed that the screws in

the two cases came from different manufacturers. Also a number

14 screw, for example, may come in with a wide range of washer

sizes, an intermediate washer diameter being 5/8". The relative

sizes of such a screw and the corrugation are shown in Figure

5.23a. It is obvious that the effect of such a connection will

be more pronounced than a point attachment (such as spotwe1ding),

in the case when the width of the corrugation valley is small.

Furthermore, when the attachment is made to a rigid flange - for

which there are no results in Reference (36) - there will be more

increase in the strength of the connection. It can be seen from

Figure 5.23a, that during loading, the inclines of the corruga

tion will bear on the sides of the washer. This may be compared

to the case of point attachments at mid-height (Figure 5.23b) for

which results are available in Reference (36). An effective shear

modulus of 10000 ksi was found with this assumption. This and the

theoretical upper limit for the effective shear modulus (G
eff

=

Go ~, = 10450 ksi) were used in two more elastic analyses of

Model A. As expected, the two results were very close to each

other and the use of Geff = 10450 ksi almost duplicated the elas

tic slope of the test curve. Therefore, it was decided to conduct

another non-linear analysis, with case 3, since it was seen that

the refined mesh of Model C did not give appreciably different re

sults (maximum difference on the order of 3%), but resulted in
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noticeably higher solution times due to a higher number of sub

assemblies and degrees of freedom.

5.4.3.2 Non-linear Analyses on the 10' x 12' Standard Corru

gated Diaphragm

The first two non-linear analyses consisted of the appli

cation of one load increment beyond the elastic limit, for the

cases 1 and 5 of Section 5.4.3.1. An initial load of 1 kip was

applied to the diaphragm, and after the elastic limit was

found, an increment of 2 kips was added. The results are

shown on Figure 5.24. It is seen that there is increased di

vergence from the test results in the non-linear range even

though this divergence is not to pronounced at this initial

stage. Therefore, case 1 was chosen for further loading, since

case 5 gave results very close to case 1, but required substan

tially more solution time.

This time four load increments of 1 kip each were applied

to the diaphragm and it was seen that with each load increment,

the percent divergence from the test results increased. The

results are compared with the test results on Figure 5.25.

After the results of the elastic analysis for case 3 were

found to be promising, it was decided to run a full non-linear

analysis for this case with the maximum allowable number of

iterations per load increment increased from 20 to 25. The

results showed that even though this case is stiffer than case

1, the divergence from the test results is reduced by only a

small amount. These results are also shown on Figure 5.25.
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Only four load increments heyond thr elRsti~ limit ~Ollld he np

plied because no convergence could be reached in 25 iterations

in the fifth load increment. It is difficult to decide from

the output whether collapse was reached in this increment, how

ever, the magnitude of residual forces indicate that the load

at the fifth increment is very close to the collapse load. This

can also be seen from the trend of the curve on Figure 5.25.

The disagreement of the test and computer results in the

non-linear range, even for case 3, can point to only one con

clusion; that the connections in the test assembly behaved

stronger and stiffer than found by the shear tests of Reference

(25). Several possible reasons as to why may immediately be

listed:

1. The screws in the two tests were obtained from differ

ent manufacturers and therefore showed some difference in geom

etry.

2. The washer diameters were different.

3. The shear tests were conducted on flat sheets where

the bearing of the sheets were on the shaft of the screw, as

compared to the full scale test where there would be substantial

bearing on the sides of the washers by the inclines of the cor

rugations.

4. Since the clamping effect of the washers will increase

the elastic stiffness of the diaphragm by its indirect effect

on the effective shear modulus, it is natural to assume that

the strength of the connection and its non-linear behavior will

also be affected.
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5. References (18, 25) indicate that there is a spread

of 15% to 70% on results of connection shear tests.

The magnitude of the stiffening of connections due to the

clamping effect can be estimated from the computer results by

computing the rate of increase of divergence from the test re

sults. From Figure 5.25, this rate can be seen to be around

20% on the average, between each load increment. Therefore it

may be said that if the connection curves of Figures 5.20 and

5.21 were modified such that the resulting curves were for 20%

stronger and stiffer connections, much better agreement with

the test results could have been obtained, for this diaphragm.

However, this was not done since the justification behind it is

rather empirical and depends only on the results for one corru

gated diaphragm. In addition the value of the percent dif

ference in behavior may not be the same for both sheet to sheet

connections and sheet to frame connections.

The seam slip values at midpoints of each seam line are

given on Table 5.4, for case 3, starting with the seam line

closest to the x-axis. Since test results on seam slip are

not available, no comparison can be made. The seam slip com

puted at the ends of the seam lines is about 15-25% less than

the values shown on Table 5.4.

Unfortunately, due to an error made in one of the changes

in the program, the output for the connection forces was not

printed from the correct place in the program (except at the

elastic limit) when convergence was reached. Therefore only

the forces in the sheet to sheet seam connections are compared
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at two different load levels on Figure 5.26. It is possible to

obtain the forces in these connections from the output for de

flections since these are one dimensional, but with the perime

ter connections and sheet to intermediate purlin connections

it is quite difficult to find the forces in the two separate

directions from the output for deflections in the non-linear

range of the connection, due to the yield condition that is de

fined in Chapter 4. The connection forces shown on Figure 5.26

follow the same trend as seen for the 10' x 12' welded diaphragm.

At the end of the 4th load increment, the sheet to sheet seam

connections are seen to be very close to their ultimate load.

However, a coarse survey of the other connection forces showed

that these connections still have some reserve strength at this

stage.

Iteration and other computer analysis statistics for this

diaphragm are given on Table 5.5.

5.5 10' x 12' Trapezoidally Corrugated Diaphragm (Box Rib)

This diaphragm was tested by Luttrell (6) in his heavy

frame series and is labelled Test no. 10. It has not been sub

ject to finite element analysis previous to this report. This

diaphragm was chosen for analysis here, in order to compare the

cases of corrugations with narrow valleys (as in the case of

the standard corrugated diaphragm of Section 5.4) and corruga

tions with wide valleys, in terms of the magnitude of the end

effects due to the end connections. Another subject of compari

son is that of modeling with an effective shear modulus along
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the whole length of the corrugations versus modeling with dif

ferent shear moduli at the end regions and the middle region,

when some seam connections are within a reasonable range (namely

the length of a corrugation pitch) of the ends.

5.5.1 Description of the Test Installation

A sketch of the test installation is shown on Figure 5.27.

The panel of the diaphragm was made up of six 26 gage trap

ezoidally corrugated sheets, each 2' x 10'. The perimeter mem

bers were W 10 x 21 sections, hinged to each other at the ends.

Only one intermediate purlin - C 4 x 7.25 - was used. This

purlin ran perpendicular to the seam lines and was attached to

the x-direction perimeter members by light clip angles.

The other connections were made as follows:

End connections: These were made by no. 14 screws at cor

rugations valleys with a spacing of one corrugation pitch for

each sheet, three screws being used at each sheet end. Con

trary to prior cases, no attachment was provided at sheet cor

ners (this necessitated the use of the longer type of input for

the computer analysis), but the outside screws of each sheet

end were half a corrugation pitch away from the sheet corners.

Edge connections: Again no. 14 screws were used for these

connections. Three were provided at each of the two edges, with

the unsymmetrical spacing shown on Figure 5.27.

Sheet to sheet seam connections: These connections were

made by no. 10 screws spaced in the same manner as the edge con

nections except that at the extreme right end of each seam line
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a fourth connector was provided. This last connection cannot

be considered an end connection, since due to the geometry

(refer to cross-section of corrugation on Figure 5.27) the

screw passed only through the two sheets at that point, but not

through the perimeter member.

Sheet to intermediate purlin connections: These were what

are termed "special connections" in Luttrell's report (6). They

were used to prevent shear transfer into the purlins, thereby

to eliminate purlin restraints, but to preserve the restraint

against out-of-plane buckling of the panel. Figure 5.28 shows

this type of a connection. A bolt is passed through an over

sized hole in the sheet and not allowed to touch the sheet. To

back up the bolts, greased cover plates were used. The spacing

of these connections were the same as that for the end connec

tions. On Figure 5.27 these are labelled as "non-load resist

ing connection" in keeping with the terminology of Reference

(6). Whether this is strictly true in reality is discussed in

Section 5.5.3 along with the results of analyses.

The supports and the location of the loading are also shown

on Figure 5.27.

5.5.2 The Finite Element Models

Two different finite element models were prepared following

similar logic as for the models A and C of Section 5.4.2. The

two models are shown on Figures 5.29 and 5.30 (partially shown),

and are labelled Model AT and Model BT respectively, the T

standing for trapezoidal corrugation.
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The simpler model AT is based on the usage of one effective

shear modulus throughout the entire length of the corrugations.

Each sheet is modeled into three continuous and two split sub-

assemblies. The letters "a" and "b" following the subassembly

numbers on Figure 5.29 indicate the two parts of a split sub-

assembly. These split subassemblies were used to save on aux-

iliary storage device use, and it is believed that their use

as on Figure 5.29 does not cause any significant increase in

computation time with the Frontal technique. (It should be

kept in mind that a subassemblage of finite elements depends

on the geometric and material characteristics of the elements

as per definition of a subassembly in Section 3.3). Each sheet

is modeled in exactly the same way, therefore, even though the

below description of the modeling will be made for only the

lowest sheet on Figure 5.29 for ease of explanation, it holds

true for all.

Every plate element on this sheet is modeled with the same

material properties and thickness, which are:

E = 37022 ksi ,E = 2 ksi
x Y

, Geff = 1153 ksi

llxy = 0.3 , llyx = 0.0000162 , t = 0.0179 in.

where Geff has been found from Reference (35) for trapezoidal

corrugation attached to a rigid flange at midpoints of the val

leys, and Ex and Ey have been found by the methods of Section

3.2.1.2.

Subassembly 6 is composed of two orthotropic plate elements,

one on each side of the sheet, with the dimensions 12" in the

x-direction and 4" in the y-direction. In the below descriptions
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of the plate elements of the other subassemblies, the first di

mension given will always be in the x-direction.

Subassembly 7 is a continuous subassembly with two ortho

tropic plate elements, each 12" x 8".

Subassembly 8 consists of six orthotropic plate elements,

three on each side of the sheet, each plate element 36" x 4".

There are also six plate elements in subassembly 9, and

each is 36" x 8".

The two x-direction perimeter members are modeled as one

beam subassembly, each with ten 12" beam elements to a subas

sembly.

Each of the two y-direction perimeter members 1S composed

of three continuous subassemblies plus one part of each of two

subassemblies that are split between the left and right y

directions members. The split subassemblies each have two 4"

column elements, one on either side. The first continuous sub

assembly on either side (nos. 4 and 11) is made up of five 8"

column elements, and the next two subassemblies, of six 8" col

umn elements.

Since the sheet to intermediate purlin connections were as

sumed not to resist any load, these are left out from the model ,
and the purlin is modeled only by two 72" column elements, with

its only connections being those made with light clip angles to

the x-direction marginal beams at the ends of the purlin.

The other connections are modeled as follows:

End connections: These are idealized as three subassemblies

to each side with six connections (therefore 12 spring elements)
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to every subassembly.

Edge connections: The three edge connections (6 spring

elements) on either side make up one subassembly.

Both the end and edge connections are modeled exactly the

same way as the connections of the 10' x 12' standard corruga

ted diaphragm (Section 5.4) and their behavior is defined by

the shear test curve of Figure 5.20.

Sheet to sheet seam connections: The four connections at

a seam line constitute a subassembly. These seam connections

are modeled the same as the seam connections of the 10' x 12'

standard corrugated diaphragm and present the same behavior

(Figure 5.21).

Model BT differs from Model AT in that the sheets are

modeled such that two different shear moduli can be used for

the end and middle regions. Figure 5.30 shows one sheet for

which the necessary changes have been made. For ease of dis

cussion, the subassemblies on this sheet have been numbered

internally from 1 to 10. This numbering also shows the sequence

that was used for each sheet for the solution.

Material properties (except for the shear modulus) and the

thickness for the plate elements are the same as those for

Model AT.

For subassemblies 1, 2, 9 and 10 of Figure 5.30,

Geff = 172.7 ksi

as found by Equation 3.21 of Section 3.2.1.2.5. For the other

subassemblies:
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G - G ~ - 9040.8 ksieff - 0 pI -

The number of plate elements in each of the subassemblies

and the dimensions of the plate elements are as follows:

Subassembly No. of plate elements Dimensions (in.)

(x-dir. x y-dir.)

1 and 9 2 8 x 4

2 and 10 2 8 x 8

3 2 4 x 4

4 2 4 x 8

5 4 36 x 4

6 4 36 x 8

7 2 28 x 4

8 2 28 x 8

A point of interest is the ease of numbering the new de

grees of freedom due to the refined mesh. The degrees of free

dom on the sheet of Figure 5.30 have been numbered assuming that

this is the sheet closet to the x-axis. It is seen that the

old numbers do not change at all, and the new d.o.f. are num-

bered starting from the last number of Figure 5.29. With the

Frontal technique, this numbering is totally irrelevant to

solution speed. If the mesh generator could have been used

for this diaphragm, it would have generated a whole new set of

numbers for the d.o.f., but this also would not have placed any

additional burden on the user.
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5.5.3 Analyses and Results

5.5.3.1 Linear Analyses

These consisted of one analysis up to the elastic limit

for each of the two models AT and BT, in order to compare the

relative merits of these two. The following results were ob

tained:

Elastic slope (k/in.)

Elastic limit (kip)

Test
13.9

0.336

Model AT

14.13

0.3434

Model BT

14.0

0.3394

It is seen that in terms of the above parameters, the two

models give results within 1% of each other and very close to

those of the test. The difference between the two models is

more pronounced when the force distribution through the connec

tions is considered. There is a maximum difference of about

20% between the two cases in terms of resultant connection

forces. Figure 5.31 compares the force distributions at sig

nificant locations for the Models AT and BT.

Thus, although the overall stiffness of the diaphragm is

almost the same for the two cases in the elastic range, the

order and the loads at which the various connections will enter

non-linear behavior will be different at loads beyond the elas

tic limit. It can be expected with a reasonable justification

that Model BT will become more than 1% more flexible than Model

AT as the load on the diaphragm is increased, the difference

between the two models perhaps increasing up to 5-15%. Even

though this is the case, Model AT was chosen for a complete

non·linear analysis of this diaphragm since the difference in
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the results for the two models does not warrant the use of

Model BT which would require substantially more solution time.

It will be recalled that in the case of the 10' x 12' stan-

dard corrugated diaphragm, the maximum difference between the

two models was only 3%. The reason why this difference is more

like 20% for the trapezoidally corrugated diaphragm, can be

seen from a visual comparison of the two diaphragms. The pitch

of the trapezoidal corrugations (8") is about three times greater

than that of the quasi-sinusoidal corrugation (2.67"). Since

the refined model has the lower shear modulus in end regions of

length equal to one corrugation pitch, the increased effect of

modeling the trapezoidally corrugated diaphragm as such is ob-

vious. Furthermore, the two outer connections at each seam line

of the trapezoidally corrugated diaphragm fall close to the range

of this end effect.

5.5.3.2 Non-Linear Analysis

The non-linear analysis consisted of the application of

five load increments of 0.5 kip each on Model AT, beyond the

elastic limit.*

Collapse of the diaphragm in the fifth load increment was

noted due to non-convergence in the very generous limit of 75

iterations. A check of the residual force norms at each

*This diaphragm was actually analyzed twice. The first analysis
did not include the last two points on Figure 5.32. Some small
changes were made in the program before the second analysis.
Due to a slight error made at this stage, the second analysis
results do not actually match those of the first, although the
difference is negligible. Thus some caution may be exercised
regarding the deflections ~n the last two load increments. More
precise results for these 1ncrements would be slightly in the
direction of increased flexibility, but the difference would
probably not be obvious on the scale of Figure 5.32.
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iteration showed that the residual forces showed no tendency to

fall below a certain magnitude, confirming the conclusion that

collapse had occurred.

The deflection of degree of freedom 312 of Figure 5.29 is

plotted against the test results on Figure 5.32. The last point

on the plot is that obtained at the end of 76 iterations in the

5th load increment beyond elastic limit, and represents only a

lower bound for deflections and an upper bound for diaphragm

strength. Therefore, the broken line is used to connect this

point and the previous one.

Figure 5.32 presents three main points of interest which

are discussed below.

First, it is seen that much better agreement with the test

results is obtained than in the case of the standard corrugated

diaphragm of Section 5.4. Evidently, when the corrugation

valley is wide, the effect of different size screws, washers

and so forth is quite negligible, since the clamped width of

the sheet will be small compared to the valley width.

The second point of interest is that in the first half of

the non-linear range, the computer results show a stiffer dia

phragm than that of the test. It will be recalled that in the

comparison of Models AT and BT in the elastic range, it was

found that although there is only 1% difference in the elastic

slopes obtained for the two models, the connection forces dif

fered by up to 20%. This latter difference is the deciding

factor in differentiating between the behaviors of the two models

in the non-linear range. Although equilibrium is always
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satisfied in the two directions for both models, the connection

force resultants will decide the order and the loads at which

the connections of the two models will enter non-linear be-

havior. Furthermore, the residual forces that may arise earlier

in one model than the other will contribute to yielding of other

connections again earlier in that model. As a result, the dif-

ference in the behaviors of the two models will grow as the load

is increased beyond the elastic limit. The first order ana1y-

ses of Section 5.4.3.1 show that Model AT is the stiffer model.

Therefore it is reasonable to assume that if Model BT were used

in the non-linear analysis, better agreement with the test re-

suIts would be obtained in this region of the curve under con-

sideration.

The last portion of the curve of computer results on Fig

ure 5.32 indicates that at high loads the finite element model

is more flexible than the test specimen. The reason for this

can be better understood with the aid of some data on deflec-

tion and referral to Figure 5.28 ("non-load resisting connec

tion"). From Figure 5.28 it is seen that at these connections,

the maximum theoretical tolerance between the sheet and the

bolt is:

3 31/2 (4 - 16) = 0.28125 in.

Therefore, after a deflection of about this much, the bolt and

the sheet would come in contact and shear forces would be trans

ferred through the purlin also, thus increasing the overall
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stiffness of the diaphragm at this stage. A check of the com

puted deflections at the 4th load increment beyond the elastic

limit was done for degrees of freedom 16, 26, 36, 62, 72, 82,

108, 118, etc. (refer to Figure 5.29) which are reasonably

close (8") to the sheet to intermediate purlin connections.

The average deflection at these points was found to be 0.23

in. with a maximum value of 0.236 in., both of which practically

take up all the tolerance even with this stiffer Model AT. Con

sidering that the test installation would not be expected to

be accurate up to 0.05" in the exact distance between the bolts

and the rims of the holes, it is perfectly reasonable to assume

that by this point the plates would be bearing on the bolts of

these connections. Thus, since the computer program cannot ac

count for this increase in stiffness, the computer results in

dicate a more flexible behavior in this region than the actual

case.

The forces on the marginal members and in the seam connec

tions at the elastic limit of the diaphragm are compared with

those at the 4th load increment beyond this limit on Figures

5.33 through 5.35. In general the behavior is similar to that

of the 10' x 12' welded diaphragm. However, there are some as

pects worth consideration.

Since there are no connections at sheet corners, but rather

4" away from these, the longitudinal forces transferred to and

from the y-direction perimeter members by the two outer connec

tions at each sheet end always remain less than those transferred

by the interior connection. This creates a relative stability
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in the ratio of the forces transferred by these connections as

the load is increased, excepting loads very close to the collapse

load. Another point of interest is that the longitudinal forces

transferred to a perimeter member from the connections along its

length do not add up to the reaction in that direction unless

the lateral forces acting on the perimeter members orthogonal

to the member in question are included in the sum. This is a

gain attributed to the lack of attachments at sheet corners. A

third aspect is that since the total stiffness and - for high

loads - the ultimate capacity of the edge or seam connections in

one line is rather small, a high concentration of lateral forces

(x-direction) is seen at sheet ends. Addition of active purlin

restraints would tend to redistribute these concentrated forces

as well as increase the stiffness and strength of the diaphragm.

The seam slip values at midpoints of each seam (found by

interpolation) are given on Table 5.6. There are no test results

available for these, so no comparison can be made.

Lastly, Table 5.7 provides the computer analysis statistics

for the diaphragm.

5.6 Further Discussion

It has been seen that as long as a diaphragm is properly

modeled, within the framework of the given capabilities, a non

linear finite element analysis will provide very satisfactory

results. In cases where doubts may be raised about the accuracy

of a given model, it is easy to determine whether the solution

will be a lower or an upper bound through simple consideration

of how the diaphragm is supposed to act as opposed to the finite
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element model. Furthermore, it may be quite possible to deter

mine the margin of error in such cases within reasonable limits.

The limit of linear behavior for most diaphragms will de

pend on the characteristics of the sheet to sheet connections,

since, in general, these are the weakest components of a dia

phragm assembly. All three full sized diaphragms analyzed in

connection with this report entered the non-linear range of be

havior due to a sheet to sheet connection reaching its limit

of linear behavior. Since the sheet to frame connections are

in most cases stronger than the sheet to sheet connections,

they generally exhibit linear behavior until all the sheet to

sheet connections are either well in the non-linear behavior

range or have reached ultimate capacity.

In previous investigations of diaphragms by the finite ele

ment method (22, 26) only linear behavior has been considered.

Ammar (26) has compared the results obtained this way with the

test results at 40% of the diaphragm ultimate strength. However,

it is seen that at 40% of its ultimate strength, a diaphragm may

well be past the limit of its linear behavior. Therefore, esti

mation of diaphragm behavior purely by a first order analysis may

not always be satisfactory. Furthermore, to match test results

at 40% of ultimate strength would require that the finite element

model of the diaphragm have a lower initial stiffness than would

actually be the case. Although some empirical data does exist

on the possible relativermagnitude of such a reduction in stiff

ness, it is believed that an analysis that follows the diaphragm

behavior step by step is much more accurate and more instructional.

In practice it is helpful to have an idea about the elastic
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limit and the ultimate capacity of a diaphragm before attempting

a full scale non-linear analysis. The first of these can easily

be found by employing the documented program to run a first

degree analysis up to the point of first yield. Then the number

and the size of the load increments between this point and the

expected ultimate strength can be determined. It is perfectly

safe to ask for a higher number of load increments than deemed

sufficient, since the collapse condition is determined through

either the attainment of ultimate capacity in all perimeter con

nections or non-convergence in a specified number of iterations.

The first condition may be hard to establish in many cases since

it may require an unreasonable number of iterations to pinpoint

the failure of the last perimeter connection, especially when

the applied load is rather close to the ultimate load - as op

posed to being appreciably higher so that application of the

last increment leading to this load will bring about the instant

failure of all remaining connections. Therefore, in many prac

tical cases, the number of specified iterations may be the de

ciding factor. Experience with the analyzed diaphragms shows

that specifying a maximum of 40 to 4S iterations per load incre

ment should prove satisfactory in recognizing collapse, although

it is very hard to set a rigid limit since many factors are in

volved. Regarding the recognition of collapse through failure

of perimeter connections, it should be pointed out that in the

analyses described in this chapter, all connections were assumed

to show perfectly plastic behavior after reaching ultimate

strength. It is plausible that if the breaking points of the
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connections are known (which can be accounted for by the com

puter program) recognition of collapse by this method will take

place before the specified number of iterations are performed.



CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

6.1 Summary

The research that has been reported herein is a continua

tion of earlier work done by Miller (24), Ammar, and Nilson

(25, 26) who applied the finite element method to predict dia

phragm behavior through first order analysis. It was desirable

to extend the finite element analyses into the non-linear range

in order to predict such behavior more completely and accurately,

to permit a more accurate appraisal of failure load, and to study

the internal force redistribution that takes place before fai1-

ure.

Such analysis has been made possible by the computer program

that was developed as a part of this research. The program makes

use of the residual force method. Since it is known that the

connections are the main source of non-linearity, a specialized

routine to deal only with connection non-linearity has been in

cluded. The connections, which are modeled by spring elements,

have been classified for modeling according to their locations ,
and several improved models, varying in degree of outward com-

plexity, but easy to use, have been developed. The spring be

havior is defined by multi-linear approximations of connection

shear test results.

In the case of corrugated sheeting, which is represented by

orthotropic flat plates, previous investigators had experienced

difficulties determining the correct effective shear modulus for

108
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the sheeting. Recent research on the stiffness of corrugated

sheeting with discrete end attachments has clarified this is

sue, and improved representations have been included in the

present work. Two different models are proposed for this repre

sentation. One model involves the use of an average effective

shear modulus throughout the entire length of the corrugations,

while the other model makes use of different shear moduli in

the end and central regions.

Four diaphragms, for which test results are available, have

been analyzed. These are:

1. a welded cellular metal deck diaphragm

2. a small size standard corrugated diaphragm

3. a full size standard corrugated diaphragm

4. a trapezoidally corrugated diaphragm.

It has been found that the proposed analysis is feasible, inex

pensive and accurate. Extremely satisfactory correlation with

the test results have been obtained for all cases above except

for case 3. The results for this case agree well with the test

results in the linear range of the diaphragm, but, due to rea

sons detailed in Section 5.4.3.2, do not agree so well in the

non-linear range. However, the results show marked improvement

over those reported in Reference (26) for first order analysis.

It has been found possible to analyze the diaphragms for

much less cost than for full scale testing. Added advantages

of computer analysis are the great savings in time compared

with testing, and the much more complete information on inter

nal forces. In order to reduce the task of preparing input
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data, a mesh generator routine that requires only a minimum of

information has been written.

6.2 Conclusions

The following conclusions have been reached as a result of

this research:

1. Connection tests are essential to provide necessary

input data for the computer analysis.

2. Both cellular metal decks and trapezoidally corrugated

diaphragms can be modeled to yield accurate predictions of be

havior and strength in a non-linear analysis.

3. Within the limits of this study, it appears that the

accuracy of the analysis for corrugated diaphragms can be in

creased by using different shear moduli in the end and central

regions (see Section 3.2.1.2.5) for cases where the corrugation

pitch is large, and if some seam connections are within range

of the end effects. Otherwise, the added expense which accom

panies such refinement is not warranted.

4. For the standard corrugated diaphragm, the clamping and

the distortion of the sheeting due to the tightening of the

screws in the narrow corrugation valleys (see Section 5.4.3.2)

is thought to be the main cause of the less satisfactory re

sults obtained. However, the numerical results were a lower

bound for strength and stiffness, and therefore were conserva

tive.

5. The assumption that the connections are the only source

of non-linearity has proved to be satisfactory for the diaphragms
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analyzed. For most civil engineering diaphragms it does not

seem necessary or practical to search for material or geometric

non-linearity elsewhere.

6. From the numerical evidence, in practical diaphragms,

collapse of the diaphragm is initiated when all perimeter con

nections reach their ultimate strength. However, this will not

happen before the seam connections either have reached their

ultimate strength or are very close to it.

7. The initiation of non-linear behavior was seen to take

place when the first seam connection reaches the limit of its

linear range in typical cases. In all the cases analyzed, the

seam connections near the middle of a seam line were the high

est stressed seam connections in the linear range, and therefore

reached their elastic limits before other connections.

8. As seen from the results for the standard corrugated

diaphragm (Section 5.4.3.2), diaphragm response in the non-linear

range is not drastically affected by changes in the effective

shear modulus, but is highly dependent on connection behavior.

As only one cellular metal deck has been analyzed in this re~

search, there is not enough evidence to show whether this holds

true also for cellular diaphragms, although it probably does.

9. The effective shear modulus of corrugated sheeting with

discrete end attachments has been formulated by other investi

gators, and has been satisfactorily used as data in this re

search. Where closed form solutions do not exist yet for some

practical corrugation geometry or manner of attachment, educated

guesses can be made in view of other results without much loss
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of accuracy (see 8 above).

10. Using identical spring stiffness in the two orthogonal

directions, where the connections are modeled by two orthogonal

interacting springs, is seen to be adequate and practical. How

ever, further studies may perhaps reveal that an orthotropic

connection model is also feasible. Modeling the sheet to sheet

seam connections by a single spring element in the direction of

the seam and by a rigid link in the other direction is believed

to be totally satisfactory.

6.3 Recommendations for Further Research

Although the proposed method of analysis is powerful, it

requires correct data to be effective. Therefore:

1. Connection tests should be performed before analyzing

a diaphragm if results of such tests are not already available.

The results should include the point at which rupture of the

connection occurs.

2. The possibility, though remote, of modeling the connec

tions (those other than sheet to sheet seam connections) by two

interacting springs with different spring stiffnesses (i.e. or

thotropic connection) for non-linear analysis may be worthy of

investigation. Such investigation will have to determine the

correct interaction between the two directions.

3. Analytical results on the effective shear modulus for

corrugated sheeting are available for many practical corrugation

geometries and manners of attachment. However, studies on quasi

sinusoidal corrugation with narrow corrugation pitch and
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comparatively wide attachment are needed.

Other recommendations are as follows:

4. As only a limited number of diaphragms have been ana

lyzedby the computer program, it is suggested that further analy

ses be made for diaphragms for which test results are available.

S. The changes required in the program for the treatment

of cyclic loading are not extensive. This feature could be

added with relative ease.

6. Incorporation of a stability analysis into the existing

program was originally planned, but, during the development of

the program, time limits and the impracticality of too large a

program prevented this, and the idea was abandoned. For prac

tical reasons, a separate program is thought to be more logical

if a numerical stability analysis is desired. It is not com

pletely clear whether such a program is warranted at the present

time.
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APPENDIX 1

INPUT SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE COMPUTER PROGRAM

A.l.l General

The computer program has been prepared to accept two dif

ferent types of input. For most practical cantilevered diaphragms,

a quite versatile mesh generator requiring a minimum of input can

be used for the generation of the complete finite element mesh.

If a diaphragm does not fall within the limitations imposed by

the mesh generator, input data should be prepared in a longer

form. Both types of input must conform to the definitions and

limitations set forth in Section 3.3.

Figures A.l.l through A.l.6 will be used as guides to the

input specifications given in this section. The data for the

example cantilevered diaphragm shown on Figure A.l.l can be pre

pared in either of two ways. In both cases, the user should first

draw the finite element mesh and decide in which order the sub

assemblies must be presented for maximum efficiency without ex

ceeding the wavefront during assembly and reduction of the stiff

ness equations. The tentative numbering of the subassemblies on

Figure A.l.l is given as an example of this.

A.l.2 Manual Input

Since this longer type of input is more general and since

it will provide the basis for better understanding of how the

automatic mesh generator can be used, it will be detailed first.

The input data for the simple diaphragm of Section 5.2 is given
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as an additional guide for this case (Table A.l.l).

If the user has been compelled to choose the manual input,

then all degrees of freedom at each node should be numbered,

either according to the definitions of Section 3.3, or accord

ing to the user's understanding of the behavior of the diaphragm

components. For example, if it has been decided that two finite

elements should share a common degree of freedom at a given node,

then the number for this degree of freedom will be the same for

both finite elements. A more explicit example is that of an in

ternal hinge. Two beam elements meeting at this hinge would

share the same translational degrees of freedom at the hinge, but

would have different rotational degrees of freedom.

Figure A.l.2 shows a tentative numbering of degrees of free

dom for the example diaphragm. In numbering this diaphragm, it

was assumed that all frame interconnections are hinged and that

two individual sheets connected at seams share the same degrees

of freedom in the direction perpendicular to the seam line at

nodes where seam connectors exist. It is noted at this point

that this numbering also coincides with numbering by the mesh

generator (Section A.l.3) although this is not necessary.

Card Input

Title Cards

There are two mandatory title cards on which the user may

punch information regarding the problem that is to be solved ,
using all 80 columns of each card if necessary. FORMAT (20A4)
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Basic Control Card

This card provides information about what the program is

requested to do. The variables are:

NOPTl, NOPT2, NOPT3, MITER, NSU, NOOS, NOOM, PINF

FORMAT (715,5X,FlO.6)

NOPTl: 0 if only a linear analysis up to the elastic

limit is requested.

If a non-linear analysis is desired, NOPTI

should be equal to the maximum number of load

increments beyond the elastic limit, up to which

analysis is requested.

NOPT2: 0 if the longer type of input is going to be used.

1 if the automatic mesh generator is gOing to be

utilized.

NOPT3: 0 if output is required only at end of each load

increment.

I if output for every iteration and acceleration

is required in addition. Since NOPT3 = 1 would

produce a very large volume of output, practi

cally NOPT3 would be chosen as 0, except for

academic interest.

Maximum number of iterations specified per load

increment.

NSU:

NOOS:

The total number of subassemblies in the structure.

All subassemblies that have exactly the same geo

metric, material, and element properties fall

into one group. NOOS (no. of original
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subassemblies) is the total number of all such

groups.

All subassemblies whose basic finite elements

have the same geometric and material properties

fall into one group~ regardless of the number

of finite elements making up the subassembly.

NOOM (no. of original materials) is the total

number of all such groups.

The values of NOOS and NOOM are immaterial if the longer

type of input has been chosen.

PINF: This is the ratio of the incremental load to the

originally applied load, and is a positive non

integer variable. Value is immaterial if NOPTI =
O.

Subassembly Information Cards

When the manual input is chosen, at least two cards are

needed for each subassembly in the structure. These groups of

two or more cards are fed in the same order as the subassemblies

have been numbered (such as on Figure A.l.l).

The first card of each group contains the following vari

ables:

KUREL, KLl, NTYPE, NRE, KL2, LIKE, KE, NX

where KLI through NX are read directly into a long array NIX.

FORMAT (16I5)

KUREL: The total number of degrees of freedom in the

subassembly. For connection subassemblies only,

if a d.o.f. is associated with more than one
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spring element in the subassembly, then it should

be counted as many times as it is repeated.

KL1: (see also definition of an original subassembly,

NODS, on basic control card).

o if the subassembly is one of a kind or if

saving the relevant stiffness matrix would lead

to exceeding the limit of vector STORE that is

set aside for this purpose in the pre-program

(see also Appendices 2 and 3).

n if this is the first appearance of a subassem

bly of this kind.

-n if this is a subsequent appearance of a sub

assembly of kind n.

n should start from 1, and increase one by one

every time for the first appearance of a new

type of subassembly.

NTYPE: -3 if sheet to intermediate pur1in connection

(two springs in orthogonal directions).

-2 if end or edge connection (similar to above,

the difference in NTYPE being due to considera

tions of the check of collapse condition).

-1 if one dimensional connection spring element

(as for sheet to sheet seam connections).

1 if beam element (in x-direction)

2 if column element (in y-direction)

3 if plate element.

The values of KUREL, KL1, and NTYPE must always be entered.

NRE: Total number of supported degrees of freedom in
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the subassembly. If two or more subassemblies

share the same supported degree of freedom,

the support may be related to only one of them,

the choice being left to the user.

KL2: Total number of loaded degrees of freedom in the

subassembly. If two or more subassemblies share

the same loaded d.o.f., the same rule as for NRE

applies.

The next three variables need not be entered if KL1 is neg

ative.

LIKE:

KE:

NX:

(see also definition of original material, NOOM,

on basic control card).

o if the subassembly is made up of only one

finite element and is the only subassembly that

uses this finite element.

n if first appearance of the group of subassem

blies composed of the same basic finite element

n.

-n for subsequent appearances of subassemblies

with basic finite element n.

For the case of LIKE, n need not start from 1,

neither need it increase in order.

Total number of finite elements in the subassembly.

KE should be negative if this is a split subassem

bly (see Section 3.3 and the next group of cards).

(Necessary only for plate subassemblies which are

not split subassemblies).
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Total number of plate elements in the direc

tion parallel to the seams in the subassembly,

counted for only one row of plate elements.

The second and subsequent cards of the group contain the

elements of the vector LVABL, where LVABL (I), I = 1, KUREL, is

the list of the degrees of freedom in the subassembly as these

d.o.f.s have been numbered in the structural numbering system

(as on Figure A.1.2). Examples below are for subassemblies 1,

4, and 5 respectively of Figure A.l.l. Note repeating d.o.f.s

271 and 272 for subassembly 4 (see also above definition of

KUREL) .

FORMAT (1615)

Example: Subassembly 1

Vector LVABL:

225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 24

241 242 243 244 245

Example: Subassembly 4

Vector LVABL:

1 225 2 226 27 268 28 269 53 271 54 272 79 271 80 272

100 274 101 275

Example: Subassembly 5

Vector LVABL:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 27 28 29 30 31 32

33 34 35 36 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62

The total number of the groups of cards for the subassembly

information should be equal to NSU.
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Element, Load, and Support Data

This group is reviewed in three parts:

- Element Information Cards

- Load Information Cards

- Support Information Cards

Element Information Cards:

These consist of card(s) that give the geometric and ma

terial properties of the basic finite element of a subassembly

for which LIKE is zero or positive, except for the case of a

split subassembly (negative KE) for which element degree of

freedom numbers in the subassembly numbering system should also

be provided for each element in the subassembly unless KLI is

negative. This numbering is done internally when the subassem

bly is continuous, however a knowledge of how this is done is

necessary in order to properly furnish data for loaded and sup

ported degrees of freedom.

Subassembly numbering system:

Since a subassembly is composed of a number of finite ele

ments, it is necessary to establish the order in which these

elements are located in the subassembly, and thereby to relate

this location to the structural degrees of freedom. This is

done by what here is called a subassembly numbering system, as

opposed to the structural numbering system shown on Figure

A.l.2. The degrees of freedom in each subassembly are numbered

from 1 to the maximum number of degrees of freedom in the sub

assembly, this order being the same as the order of the structural
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degrees of freedom in th.e vector LVABL. Figure A.l.3 gives

examples of this numbering for each basic component of the

example diaphragm of Figure A.l.l. The reader will also note

that each finite element has been numbered from 1 to KE. Thus

each element can be identified with the numbers associated

with its nodes.

For each of the beam, column or connection elements, the

numbers associated with the element will follow the sequence

in which the subassembly has been numbered. However, for plate

elements, the numbers are read in a counter-clockwise order.

For example, for plate element number 6 of Figure A.l.3, the

numbers would be: 13 14 15 16 25 26 23 24.

As noted earlier, this information is not required for

continuous subassemblies, however, when split subassemblies are

utilized, relevant cards must be provided for each element in

a split subassembly. The reason why the numbers cannot be

generated by the program in this case can clearly be seen from

a comparison of Figures A.l.3 and A.l.4.

The cards are presented in the order that the elements have

been numbered in the subassembly, except that if at the same

time LIKE is positive for the subassembly, then the card re

lating to the geometric and material properties of the basic

finite element should be placed after the numbering card for

th.e first element.

The numbers are read into a vector NVABL.

FORMAT (1615)
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Geometric and Material Properties Data:

This is to be provided when LIKE is zero or positive for

the subassembly. The input depends on NTYPE.

NTYPE = -3 or -2 or -1 (spring connection)

The variables associated with this case are NCDAT and the

vectors X and Y, where these vectors correspond to the deflec

tion and load coordinates respectively of the multi-linear repre

sentation of the connection behavior as found from a shear test.

The order of the data is:

NCDAT Xl YI X2 Y2 ...•...•.••. XNCDAT YNCDAT

FORMAT (IS,SX, 7FIO.6,lO(/ ,8FIO.6))

(Xl' YI ) should be the elastic limit of the connection

test. If the point at which the connection actually breaks

has been noted, then this point should be given as (XNCDAT-I '

YNCDAT-I)' and (XNCDAT ' YNCDAT) will be any negative numbers.

If (XNCDAT ' YNCDAT) are positive, then any deflections greater

than XNCDAT will be assumed to correspond to perfectly plastic

behavior. This device is provided for ease of avoiding infi

nite negative slopes in the multi-linear representation.

NTYPE = 1 or 2 (beam or column element)

The variables are:

ALEN, ZI, AX, YM

FORMAT (8FIO.6)

ALEN: Length of beam or column element

ZI: Moment of inertia around an axis perpendicular

to the plane of the diaphragm
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AX: Cross-sectional area of the element

YM: Young's modulus of elasticity of the base ma

terial.

NTYPE = 3 (plate element)

The variables are:

UXY, UYX, YL, XL, EX, EY, T, G

FORMAT (8FlO.6)

UXY: Poisson's ratio that relates strains in the

y-direction to stresses in the x-direction

UYX: Poisson's ratio that relates strains in the

x-direction to stresses in the y-direction.

YL: Length of the side of the plate element in the

y-direction

XL: Length of the side of the plate element in the

x-direction

Elastic modulus in the x-direction

Elastic modulus in the y-direction

Thickness of the plate material

Effective shear modulus of the plate element

isotropic plate element is used, then EX = EY and

UXY = UYX.

If an orthotropic plate element is used, a simple rule of

thumb is that when EX is the smaller modulus of elasticity, then

UXY will be the smaller Poisson's ratio and vice versa.

Load Information Cards:

These should be provided only .if the variable KL2 is non-
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zero for a subassembly. If element information cards exist for

that subassembly, the load data follows these cards.

Variables associated are the vectors NDOF and PP, and the

input order is:

NDOF I PP1 NDOF Z PP Z NDOF KLZ PP KLZ

FORMAT (4(I5,5X,FlO.6))

NDOF: Vector whose elements are the numbers of the

loaded degrees of freedom in the subassembly

numbering system.

PP: Vector whose elements are the loads applied

on the above degrees of freedom, with the cor

rect sign with respect to the global coordinates.

Support Information Cards:

These are necessary only when NRE is non-zero for the sub

assembly in question, and come after material and load data

(if such exist) for the subassembly.

Variables associated are the elements of the vector NR.

FORMAT (1615)

NR:

A.l.3 Input with Mesh Generator

Input is greatly simplified when the diaphragm to be ana

lyzed conforms to the restrictions below.

a. The layout of the diaphragm is similar to that of the

cantilever test recommended by the AISI (4).

b. At most two subassemblies have supported degrees of
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freedom.

c. Loads are applied on only one subassembly.

d. Intermediate purlins (if any) run perpendicular to

the seam lines.

e. There are end fasteners at least at the corners of

each sheet.

f. There are sheet to sheet seam connectors except when

the panel is made up of only one sheet.

g. There are edge connectors.

h. There are no split subassemblies.

i. The number of the end connection subassemblies equals

the number of the perimeter column element subassemblies.

j. All sheets are modeled in exactly the same way.

In this case, all structural numbering for the subassem

blies is done by a mesh generator subroutine (SUBROUTINE GMESH).

Figures A.l.l through A.l.3 will again be used as a guide

to the input specifications along with Figure A.l.S. Further

more, the input data for the example diaphragm of Figure A.l.S

is given in Table A.l.2 for reference.

For the proper use of the mesh generator, it is necessary

to understand how the structural numbering is done by SUBROUTINE

GMESH for each component of the diaphragm and the relevant sub

assemblies. It is also necessary that the global x-axis of the

diaphragm be defined as being parallel to the seam lines, when

there is more than one sheet making up the diaphragm panel, as

on Figure A.I.I.
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A.l.3.l Numbering of Subassemblies by the Mesh Generator

The mesh generation is started from the panel sheets, the

first sheet to be numhered being the one closest to the x-axis.

Once all the degrees of freedom on this sheet have been numbered,

the numbers associated with each subassembly of the sheet are

picked and stored according to an order that is defined later.

When the first sheet has heen numbered, the mesh generator moves

on to the seam connections between this sheet and the next. After

the process is repeated for the seam connections, the degrees of

freedom of the next sheet are numbered and so on until the num

bering for the last sheet is completed.

There may be one or more rows of plate element subassemblies

in a given sheet (a row being defined in the x-direction). These

subassemblies are associated with the structural degrees of free

dom numbers row by row, starting with the row closet to the

x-axis, and within each row, starting with the leftmost (closest

to the y-axis) subassembly. The seam connection subassemblies

(if there is more than one in a given seam line) are treated the

same way starting with the leftmost seam connection SUbassembly.

It is helpful to the reader to refer to Figure A.I.S where the

numbers in parentheses indicate the order of this procedure for

the whole diaphragm.

After all the sheets and the seam connections have been

numbered, the mesh generator then numbers the subassemblies of

the beam (x-dir.) closest to the x-axis, starting again with

the leftmost subassembly. Then the degrees of freedom
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of the edge connection subassemblies between this beam and the

first sheet are numbered. The process is then repeated for

the beam farthest away from the x-axis and the associated edge

connections, in this order.

The numbering of the degrees of freedom for the perimeter

column subassemblies and the end connection subassemblies fol

lows a similar order, this time starting with those subassemblies

closest to the x-axis.

The last components to be numbered are the sheet to inter

mediate pur1in connections and the intermediate purlins, in the

case that these exist. There is one restriction in the forma

tion of subassemblies of these last two diaphragm components:

The subassembly will be defined as being on only one sheet, i.e.

a sheet to intermediate purlin connection subassembly or an in

termediate purlin subassembly cannot span more than one sheet

width. This restriction can be seen clearer on Figure A.I.S.

The last two components, therefore, are numbered sheet by sheet

for each purlin, starting with the leftmost connection subassem

bly on the sheet closest to the x-axis, then going on to the

purlin subassembly associated with the above connections, and

continuing with the next connection subassembly on the next

sheet, etc.

The order in which the subassemblies are numbered by the

mesh generator should not be confused with the order in which

the user wants the subassemblies to be ordered for solution.

It is the responsibility of the user to match the two different

sequences. This is done, as later explained in the card input
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specifications, through the use of a vector MSUB. On Figure

A.l.5, the subassembly numbers not in parentheses indicate a

user's possible choice of subassembly ordering for solution.

A.1.3.2 Actual Card Input

Title Cards

These two cards are the same as for the longer type of

input.

Basic Control Card

The variables on this card are the same as for the longer

type of input. However, it should be noted that the value of

NOPT2 will now be 1, and the values of NOOS and NOOM are impor-

tanto

Mesh Data

This data is fed into the program through several READ

statements. The READ statements and the associated variables

are given below in the order the relevant data has to be pro

vided. Input format is the same for all the READ statements

associated with mesh data: FORMAT (1615).

READ (5,200) NA, NB, NC, ND, NE, NFl, NFB, NFBl, NFBB, NFBBl,

NG, NGB, NGBB, NGBl, NGB2, NH, NHB, NBX, NBY,

NPUR, (NS(I),I=l,NFl), (NEV(I),I=l,NG), (NXV(I),

I=l,NBX), (NYV(I),I=l,NBY), (NCY(I),I=l,NBY)

This data is continuous and is given in as many cards as necessar-y
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in order to fit in the above vectors.

NA: The number of sheets making up the diaphragm

panel.

NB: The number of plate subassemblies in the x-direc

tion per sheet.

NC: The number of plate subassemblies in the y-direc

tion per sheet.

ND: If all plate subassemblies are alike, ND will be

the number of plate elements in the x-direction

per plate subassembly. If not, any integer may

be used.

NE: All plate subassemblies are required to have the

same number of plate elements in the y-direction.

NE is this number.

NFl: The number of sheet to sheet (sheet to purlin not

included) seam connection subassemblies in any

given seam line. If the panel is made up of only

one sheet so that there are no seam connectors,

then NFl should be 1, not zero.

NFB: The number of plate elements counted from the left

end (nearest to the y-axis) of a seam line before

the first seam connector (sheet to sheet or sheet

to pur1in) appears.

NFB1: The number of plate elements counted from the left

Bnd of a seam line before the first sheet to sheet

seam connector appears.

The number of plate elements between two seam
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NBY:

NPUR:
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connectors, (sheet to sheet or sheet to pur1in).

The number of plate elements between two sheet

to sheet seam connectors.

The number of edge connection subassemblies on

either of the two edges.

The number of plate elements counted from the

left end of an edge before the first edge con

nector appears.

The number of plate elements between two edge

connectors.

The number of beam elements counted from the left

end of an edge before the first edge connector

appears.

The number of beam elements between two edge

connectors.

The number of end connectors on one end of any

sheet.

The number of plate elements between the connec

tors on one end of any sheet.

The number of beam (x-dir.) subassemblies on

anyone of the two perimeter beams.

The number of column (y-dir.) subassemblies on

anyone of the two perimeter columns.

The number of intermediate purlins.
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Integer vector of effective length

NFl. The data is the number of sheet

to sheet seam connections in each of

the NFl subassemblies, these subassem

blies being ordered in the positive

x-direction. If there are no seam

connection subassemblies (allowed only

for the case of one sheet making up the

panel) then a zero should be punched

recalling that NFl is still given as

1 for this case.

Integer vector of effective length NG.

The data is the number of edge connec

tions (not the number of spring finite

elements) in each of the NG subassem-·

blies, the subassemblies being ordered

in the positive x-direction.

Integer vector of effective length NBX.

The data is the number of beam elements

in each of the NBX subassemblies (order

same as above).

Integer vector of effective length NBY.
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The data is the number of column ele

ments in each of the NBY subassemblies,

these subassemblies being ordered in

the positive y-direction.

(NCY(I),I-l,NBY): Integer vector of effective length NBY.

The data is the number of end connec

tions (not the number of spring finite

elements) in each of the NBY subassem

blies (order same as for NYV).

The next READ statement is activated only when NPUR is

non-zero.

READ (5,200) NPURl, NPUR2, NPUR3, NPUR4, NPURBl, NPURB2,

NSE, (MPURC(I), I-I, NA), (MPURL(I), 1=1, NA)

This data is also continuous and is given in as many cards as

necessary.

NPURl:

NPUR2:

NPUR3:

NPUR4:

The number of plate elements (in the x-direction)

counted from the left before the first inter

mediate purlin appears.

The number of plate elements between two inter

mediate purlins.

The number of plate elements in the y-direction

between any two sheet to purlin connectors, for

a purlin in a given sheet.

The number of plate elements in the y-direction,

counted from either end of a purlin before the

first sheet to purlin connector appears.
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NPURBl: The number of perimeter beam elements (x-dir.)

counted from the left side before the first inter

mediate purlin appears.

NPURB2: The number of perimeter beam elements between two

intermediate purlins.

NSE: 0 if the intermediate pur1ins are not connected

to the sheets at seams,

1 if the intermediate pur1ins are connected to

the sheets at seams.

(MPURC(I),I=l,NA): Integer vector of effective length NA.

The data is the number, as modeled, of

sheet to pur1in connections (not the

number of spring finite elements) on

each of the NA sheets for one inter

mediate purlin (since there will be

NA such subassemblies for each purlin).

(MPURL(I),I=l,NA): Integer vector of effective length NA.

The data is the number of purlin ele

ments (treated the same as column ele

ments) in each of the NA sheets, for

one intermediate purlin.

Data for the following READ statement is mandatory.

READ (5,200) NCORR, (MSUB(I) , 1=1, NSU)

The data is again continuous and is given on as many cards

as are necessary.

NCORR: 0 if all plate subassemblies have the same number

of plate elements in the x-direction.
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1 if the number of the plate elements in the

x-direction is not the same for all NB subas

semblies (see previous definition of NB) of a

rowan a given sheet.

(MSUB(I),I=l,NSU): Integer vector of effective length

NSU. This vector is used to match the

subassembly order of the mesh genera

tor with the user defined order (refer

back to Section A.l.3.l and Figure

A.l.S). For the example problem, the

subscripts I of the vector MSUB(I) are

the numbers in parentheses on Figure

A.l.S, and the values of MSUB(I) are

the numbers not in parentheses, (user

defined order). Thus for example:

MS UB (1 ) = 7 , MS UB (2) = 10, .

MSUB(8) = 24 etc.

Data for the next READ statement is to be provided only if NCORR

= 1.

READ (5,200) (NDV(I), I=l, NB)

(NDV(I),I=l,NB): Integer vector of effective length NB.

The data is the number of plate ele

ments in the x-direction in each of the

NB plate subassemblies of a row of a

sheet.

The next READ statement is activated a total of (NOOS+NOOM)

times as shown below in the double DO loops. In the first cycle
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data associated with. th.e variable NOOS is read. Then a similar

cycle is affected for NOOM.

DO 84 I=1,2

DO 172 J=l,NOOS

READ (5,200) NOS, (MSUB(K), K=l, NOS)

172 CONTINUE

84 NOOS = NOOM

Data associated with NOOS:

Each card defines the subassemblies that fall into one

group because they are exact replicas of each other.

Data associated with NOOM:

Each card defines the subassemblies that fall into one

group due to the exactly same basic finite element that each

subassembly in the group is composed of.

NOS: The total number of subassemblies 1n a given

group.

(MSUB(K),K=l,NOS): Integer vector of effective length NOS.

The data is the user defined numbers

(see Figure A.l.5) of each of the sub

assemblies in the group.

It should be noted that ordering of these groups for both

cases depends on the user defined order in wnich the first sub

assembly of each group is going to be considered for the solution

phase, since for the case of NOOS the data is used to generate
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KL1, which has been defined in the input specifications for the

longer type of input, and for the case of NOOM the data is used

to generate LIKE.

The next input card contains the data associated with the

supports and the loads on the structure.

READ (5,200) NREI, NREII, NRE2, NRE22, KL5, KL2

NREI: User defined number of one of the two possible

subassemblies on which some degrees of freedom

are supported.

NREII: Total number of supported degrees of freedom on

subassembly NREI.

NRE2: If there are supports on a second subassembly,

then NRE2 is the number of this subassembly.

NRE2 is always greater than NREI except when all

supports are on subassembly NREI, in which case

NRE2 should be any integer less than NREI.

NRE22: Total number of supported degrees of freedom on

subassembly NRE2.

KL5: The user defined number of the subassembly on

which loads are applied.

KL2: The total number of loaded degrees of freedom on

subassembly KL8.

Element, Load, and 8u~ort Data

This data is furnished in the same manner as for the longer

type of input except that no split subassemblies are allowed.

The ordering of the data also follows similar considerations.
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A.1.4 Other Considerations

It may have been noted that the diaphragm shown on Figure

A.l.S is probably not a good example of a well designed diaphragm.

It has been given in order to show that absolute sYmmetry is not

essential to use the mesh generator provided that the restric

tions set forth in the beginning of Section A.l.3 and the below

consideration are kept in mind. When the input instructions

read "as counted from the left", this means that a count from

the right does not have to give the same arithmetic result.

However, the intermediate spacings which are given as supple

mentary data, should not alter for the component in question.

It is quite possible to extend the range of the mesh gener

ator by making small changes and additions in Subroutine GMESH.

For example, within certain limits, the case where the seam

connectors are at the crests rather than the valleys of the

corrugations (case of no end connectors at sheet corners) can

be treated with minor changes in the program. This case was

not implemented because with the longer type of input more ef

ficient solution times can be attained, for this, even though it

is necessary to provide a larger volume of data. In such cases

the longer type of input provides more flexibility in decreasing

the total number of subassemblies.

Similarly, the case of no edge or end connectors was not

implemented since a well designed diaphragm will most likely

have these components.

This trade-off between a more, general mesh generator and
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practical situations is therefore justified since a more gen

eral mesh generator would either result in less efficient solu

tion times or would have to require more data and become quite

lengthy.

When the mesh generator is used, the incidences of the

spring elements that make up the connections are invariably

taken as sheet to frame for sheet to frame connections, and

lower sheet (closer to the x-axis) to upper sheet for the sheet

to sheet connections, by the mesh generator. When the manual

input is chosen, the user is free to make a different choice

of spring incidences. In either case, the directions of the

resulting forces should be evaluated depending on the incidence

of the respective element.

If it is desired to conduct a first order analysis by

using two different spring constants in the two directions for

a given connection, it is sufficient to group the spring elements

in one direction under one subassembly and those in the other

direction under anouber subassembly. However, there are two

drawbacks to this. One is that the longer type of input will

be necessary. The other drawback is that the elastic limit

will not be computed correctly due to the considerations in

volved in the algorithm, although the correct deflections at

the given initial load can be found correctly by simple propor

tioning from the results printed at the elastic limit.

Input data for the 10' x 12' welded cellular diaphragm and

the la' x 12' standard corrugated diaphragm are given on Tables

A.l.3 and A.l.4.
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APPENDIX 2

LIMITATIONS ON PROBLEM SIZE

This appendix gives the limits imposed by the program on

the sizes of problems to be solved. In case the below limits

are not sufficient, the three other appendices should be re

viewed carefully in order to make the necessary changes in the

program. In many cases the required changes will be minimal.

Maximum number of d. o. f.

Maximum number of connection subassemblies

Maximum number of d.o.f. per subassembly

Maximum number of d.o.f. in the wavefront

Different type and/or size finite elements

Different type and/or size sub assembl ies

D.o.f. associated with connections

Connection types with different test curves

Maximum number of data points for a connec
tion curve

Maximum number of supported d.o.f. in the
structure

Maximum number of supported d.o.f. in a
subassembly

Maximum number of loaded d.o.f. in a
subassembly

n
E (N. + 1) x N./2

. 1 - 1 1
1=

where,

1500

SO

40

80

15

16

750

5

10

10

10

10

2250

n number of original subassemblies that appear more

than once,
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N. total number of d.o.f. associated with subassembly i.
1

This limitation is imposed so that for similar subassem-

blies, the stiffness matrix need be generated only once, the

stiffness coefficients then being kept in array STORE to be

used for the next such subassembly (see KLI in input). For

KLI = 0, the stiffness matrix is not kept. Thus if the above

limitation is troublesome, it is sufficient to manipulate the

value of KLI.

The following additional limits are imposed by the mesh

generator only. They can be ignored if the longer type of in

put is going to be used.

Maximum number of subassemblies

Maximum number of sheet to sheet seam connections
on one seam line

Maximum number of nodal points on a given sheet

Maximum number of beam finite elements for a
frame member

Maximum number of edge connections on one edge

Maximum number of intermediate purl ins

Maximum number of subassemblies that have
supported d.o.f.

Maximum number of subassemblies on which
there are loads

100

20

100

6S

2S

8

2

1
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APPENDIX 3

ARRAYS AND VARIABLES USED IN THE PROGRAM

This appendix gives a listing of the arrays and major var

iables that are used in the program, other than those already

defined in Appendix 1.

A.3.l Arrays

BMK: Beam element stiffness matrix.

CLK: Column element stiffness matrix.

CY: Corrected resultant connection forces as obtained

from connection test curves. CY accommodates

JPASS (here 5) number of connection subassemblies

at a time, to be stored on tape after every it-

eration. (see also Figure A. 3. 1).

EL:

ELPA:

EQVEC:

JJ:

Initially used to store subassembly coefficients

to be written on tape, EL also accommodates other

vectors in routines GMESH and PLAST. For a com

plete map of EL see Figure A.3.l.

This is the main working area in the program.

See Figure A.3.2 for a complete map.

Raw yield functions for connections while checking

for diaphragm elastic limit. One connection sub

assembly at a time.

-Pre·solution: 1. Alphanumeric vector to print

out program label.

2. Later used to store values

of LIKE.



KCONN:

LCONN:

LDEST:

LND:

LaC:

LVABL:

MVABL:

NCEDGE:

NCEND:

NCONVE:
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-Mesh generator: Alias NSEAM (see NSEAM).

Coded connection subassembly ordering and number

of test data points.

-Temporary KCONN during pre-program.

-Permanent storage for KUREL and LIKE for con-

nection subassemblies.

Coded d.o.f. destinations for each subassembly.

Vector to pick connection stiffness coefficients

from beam stiffness matrix.

Addresses of start of subassembly stiffness co

efficients in vector STORE. (see Figure A.3.3).

-Mesh generator: Temporarily used to store d.o.f.

numoers for plate subassemblies.

-Main program: Stores d.o.f. numbers (in

structural numbering system)

for each subassembly (see also

input) .

-List of active variables (variables in the wave

front.

-Alias NS (see input) in the mesh generator.

Edge connection d.o.f.s are collected in this

vector during mesh generation.

End connection d.o.f.s are collected in this

vector during mesh generation (see also Figure

A.3.2).

Description of whether or which type of connec

tion, for each subassembly in the structure.



NCOMP:

NIX:

NRA:

NSEAM:

NSHARE:

NTO:

NVABL:

OL:

OLD:
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Vector in mesh generator, where the diaphragm

component d.o.f.s are collected before more

detailed breakdown.

Integer vector located in ELPA (see Figure

A.3.2). It is used in the pre-program to store

variable numbers, addresses and basic subassem

bly information,

Supported d.o.f.s in the structural numbering

system.

Seam connection d.o.f.s are collected in this

vector during mesh generation. (see also JJ).

D.o.f.s that are shared between two components

of the diaphragm are stored in this vector

during mesh generation.

Number of pairs of spring finite elements in each

connection subassembly. If odd number (n) of

springs, as could be for seam connections, then

the number of pairs is taken as (n+I)/2. Later,

keeps actual subassembly numbers for connection

subassemblies (NELEM)

Vector where the element d.o.f.s in the subassem

bly numbering system are kept (see also input) .

Connection spring elements cumulative internal

forces, JPASS subassemblies at a time. (see also

Figure A.3.2~ Also first order incremental "forces.

Connection spring elements cumulative deformations,

JPASS subassemblies ,at a time. (see also Figure

A.3.2).



OU:

RES:

S:

SK:

SSK:

STORE:

YDF:

z:

ISO

Corrected, connection spring elements cuaulntivc

int~rnal forces ready for output. one subn~~c.·

bly at a time. (see also figure A. 3. Z).

Residual forces due to connections showing non

linear behavior. One subassembly at a time.

Plate element stiffness matrix.

Each element stiffness matrix assumes the alias

SK in suhroutine SUBK.

Three dimensional matrix where the stiffness

matrices for original finite elements are kept

ordered according to LIKE, for further use

See Figure A.3.3.

Lowest factors to elastic limit for each connec

tion subassembly.

The slopes in the multi-linear idealization of

connection test curve. See also X and Y in in

put.

A.3.2 Major variables

A: The factor that will raise connection forces and

deflections to the elastic limit plUS apply the

first load increment beyond this limit (A •

ALPMAX + PINF).

ALPMAX: The factor to the elastic limit.

ANSWER: The deflection or deflection increment for a

given d.o.f. (back-substitution phase).

CE: Contributions to stiffness equations from a



CRIT:

CYP:

DFPl(2) :

FACTOR:

FPNORM:

Fl, F2:

IACC:

IALPHA:

IBA:

IBAR:

IBDIAG:

ICONV:
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given subassembly.

A diagonal decay criterion of roundoff damage.

Resultant force in connection corresponding to

the deflection imposed, as found from connec

tion curve (see also vector CY).

Uncorrected forces in the spring elements

modeling the connection.

Convergence is assumed when the norm of the

residual forces is less than or equal to FACTOR

times the norm of the applied loads. Here

FACTOR = O.OOOL

Norm of the applied loads.

Forces in the spring elements of a given connec

tion before the results of the last iteration

are added.

Equals 1 for one iteration after a successful

acceleration. Otherwise is O.

Counts the connection subassemblies up to KCOUNT

or backwards.

Subscript of ELPA ln back-substituion. Locates

coefficient of equation.

Right hand side of equation is located after

IBAR in ELPA.

Subscript of ELPA that locates diagonal coeffi

cient of equation.

Becomes -1 when convergence is attained in a

load increment (0 otherwise) and signals the
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IRHS:

IRW:

ITER:

JWHERE:
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beginning of th.e last iteration in that load

increment.

1 for first solution. Reverts to 0 before

first back-substitution and stays O.

1 when a right hand side of the equations is

being processed.

Counts number of records on auxiliary storage

unit 3.

Counts the number of iterations in a load incre

ment.

Associated with error diagnostics. Those pro

vided by Irons (46) have not been changed, al

though some have been removed.

JWHERE = 2 Negative KUREL.

JWHERE = 3 More than LVEND (here 40) d.o.f.s

for a subassembly. (see also LVABL).

JWHERE = 5 Size of NIX too small. ( see

NIXEND).

JWHERE = 6

JWHERE = 7

JWHERE = 9 :

JWHERE = 10:

Zero or negative numbered d.o.f.

(Repeated d.o.f. if program does

not stop)

Provided size for wavefront, MVEND

(here 80), too small. (see also

MVABL).

NELPAZ (see Figure A.3.2) too small.

LZ < 0 or element segment too long

for a tape record of prescribed



KACC:

KCOUNT:

KDISC(K):

KKE:

KKUREL:

KOFAIL:

KOU:

KOUNT:
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lengthMAXELT.

JWHERE = 12: Length of an equation is wrong.

JWHERE = 13: Zero pivot. (Inadequately sup-

ported structure or mechanism).

JWHERE = 14: CRIT > 108. Fatal ill condition-

ing.

JWHERE = 15: CRIT > 104. Suspected ill con-

ditioning. All above errors ex-

cept for JWHERE = 15, which only

causes a warning message to be

printed, stop the program.

Counts the number of successful accelerations ln

a load increment.

Total number of connection subassemblies.

Auxiliary storage units 4 and 8. The numbers

are switched every iteration.

Counts the d.o.f.s in a connection subassembly

in twos or fours.

Number of d.o.f.s of a finite element.

Counts the number of perimeter connection sub-

assemblies in the diaphragm, to be compared

with MFAIL.

Number of spring finite elements in a connection

subassembly (alias of KE for these subassemblies).

Counts the number of appearances of a variable

(d.o.f.) in thousands plus 1000. KOUNT is also

used as counter in subroutine GMESH.



KURPA:

LCUREQ:

LDES:

LHS:

LPASS:

LPREQ:

LVEND:

LVMAX :

LZ:

MAXELT:

MAXNIC:

MAXPA:

MAXREC:

MAXTAP:
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Number of active variables at a given time (cur

rent size of the wavefront).

Number of stored equations when current subas

sembly appears.

Decoded version of LDEST.

1 when a left hand side of the equations is being

processed.

Counts number of connection subassemblies pro

cessed in subroutine PLAST before a record is

wTItten on auxiliary storage unit 4 or 8 (max.

LPASS = JPASS = 5).

Number of stored equations when previous sub

assembly was assembled.

Maximum number of d.o.f. allowed per subassembly,

thus the dimension of LVABL.

The maximum number of d.o.f. per subassembly ac

tually encountered.

Length of subassembly stiffness and load record

on auxiliary storage unit 1.

Guaranteed maximum possible L2.

Highest numbered degree of freedom encountered.

Maximum actual size of the wavefront, in terms

of number of d.o.f.s.

A record on auxiliary storage unit 3 extends

from MINREC to MAXREC.

Limits length of buffer for length of stored

equations.



MCONN:

MFAIL:

MINREC:

MSTOR:

MVEND:

NACC:

NBAXO(Z) :

NBUFFA:

NCDATA:
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Counts connection subassemblies with different

connection curves.

Counts number of perimeter connection subassem

hlies in which all connections have reached

ultimate capacity.

See MAXREC.

Maximum allowable number of d.o.f., however not

the only factor controlling allowable d.o.f.s.

See also Figures A.3.2 and A.3.3. Here MSTOR =

1500.

Maximum allowable size of the wavefront, hence

the dimension of MVABL. (see also MAXPA).

Counts the number of iterations leading to an

acceleration. Acceleration is attempted when

NACC = 3. Also NACC = 4 when acceleration is

successful, or NACC = 5 when acceleration is

not successful.

Buffer in ELPA reserved for equations for back

substitution extends from (NBAXO + 1) to NBAXZ

(see Figure A.3.2).

NBAXZ - NBAXO.

Equals NCDAT (see input) when the connection be

havior is assumed perfectly plastic after last

(NCDAT) data point. Equals (NCDAT-I) if connec

tion is assumed to break after data point be-

fore last. In the latter case, the last data

point is a dummy point as explained in Appendix 1.



NCON:

NCONV:

NCTART:

NCYP:

NDEQN:

NDIAG:

NDOF:
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Preserves values of NTYPE (see input) for con

nection subassemblies.

Becomes 1 at beginning of last iteration in a

load increment. Changes to a in next load in

cremen t.

Used to find starting locations of end connec

tions d.o.f.s in vector NCOMP in mesh generator.

Counts number of actual connections in a connec

tion subassembly (Subroutine PLAST).

Location in ELPA of end term of an equation.

Location in ELPA of diagonal coefficient of the

wavefront equations.

Not the same as the vector NDOF. Used as a

counter in mesh generation.

NELEM: Counts subassemblies.

NELPAZ, NELPAI, NELZ: See Figure A.3.2.

NEQ: Counts equations backwards in back-substitution.

NEW: -Pre-program: NEW = Nl-NZ: range of subassembly

d.o.f. numbers in NIX.

-Solution: 1 when the coefficients for a

subassembly have just been as

sembled. a otherwise.

NEWRHS: -1 if convergence has not been attained in a

specified number of iterations. 1 otherwise.

After NEWRHS becomes -1, one more iteration is

performed before program terminates.

NFAIL: Counts the number of connections that have



NFIR, NSFIR:

NFIRST:

NIC:

NINT:

NIXEND:

NI ZZ:

NLAST:

Nap:

NPAR:

NPAZ:

NRAT:
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reached their ultimate strength, in a given

perimeter connection subassembly.

Artifices used in mesh generation to find the

locations of and d.o.f. associated with seam

connections.

The lowest numbered d.o.f. to be assigned to a

diaphragm component for which d.o.f. will be

generated in subroutine GMESH. Highest num

bered d.o.f. for that component will then be

NLAST.

Number of ad. o.f . (nickname).

Number of load increments actually applied to

the diaphragm beyond its elastic limit. To be

compared with NaPTI (see input).

Effective length of NIX (see Figure A.3.2).

Location in NIX of last label (no. of a d.o.f.)

for a subassembly.

See NFIRST.

Counts number of pairs of spring elements in a

connection subassembly. If odd numbered (n)

elements, then maximum Nap = (n+I)/2.

Location in ELPA preceding the assembled right

hand sides. (see Figure A. 3.2).

Last available location in ELPA for right hand

side associated with the variables in the wave

front.

Total number of supported d.o.f.



NRUNO:

NSOL:

NSPACE:

NSTART:

NSTOR:

NSTRES:

NSUB:

NSUBP:

NTURN :

NUREL:

NVABZ:
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See Figure A.3.2.

1 for first solution. Changes to 0 just before

control goes hack to heginning of solution

phase for the first iteration of the first load

increment beyond the elastic limit.

Locates beginning location in NIX of labels as

sociated with subassembly d.o.f. in mesh genera

tion.

Used to find starting locations of edge connec

tions d.o.f.s in vector NCOMP in mesh generator.

-Allocates places for subassembly residual forces

in vector STORE when recording them on auxil

iary storage devices is not efficient.

-Allocates places for subassembly, accelerated

deflection increments in ELPA after a successful

acceleration.

Number of appearances of a variable.

Counts subassemblies in mesh generation. MSUB

(NSUB) is the user defined subassembly number.

Counts plate subassemblies in mesh generation

to compare with NB (see input).

Artifice used in routine PLAST to deal with

single spring element connections (sheet to

sheet seam) in pairs.

Alias of KUREL in a loop in which KUREL 1S al

ready in use.

Total number of d.o.f.



P:

PBAR:

RBAR:

RNORM:

S:

SBAR:

Sl, S2:

SlI, S2I:

THETA:

YDFN:
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-Norm of initially applied loads.

-After elastic limit is £ound, it becomes a

factor of the norm of the applied loads.

Uncorrected resultant force in a connection.

Resultant residual force due to a connection.

Norm of residual forces.

Acceleration factor.

Resultant deformation of a connection.

Deformations of first and second spring elements

respectively, of a connection due to the ini

tially applied loads.

Same as above, except that now they are deforma

tion increments due to residual forces, or

residual forces plus new load increment.

Shows the direction of a resultant associated

with a connection.

Yield function in routine PLAST.



C APPENDIX 4
C
C DIAPHRAGM NON-LINEAR ANALYSIS
C
C PROGRAM AND FLOW CHARTS
C
C
C
C THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN DEVELOPED FOP THE SPECIFIC
C PURPOSE OF ANALYZING LIGHT GAGE METAL SHEAR DIAPHRAGMS
C IN THE LINEAR AND NON-LINEAR RANGES OF RESPONSE UP TO
C COLLAPSE. OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE TO THE USER FOR SPE-
C CIFYING THE EXTENT OF THE REQUIRED ANALYSIS.
C THE PROGRAM HAS BEEN WRITTEN IN THE FORTRAN IV
C LANGUAGE AND HAS BEEN TESTED AGAINST THE G-LEVEL AND
C WATFIV COMPILERS. AS AUXILIARY STORAGE DEVICES, IT
C USES 2 SCRATCH DISK UNITS (UNITS 1 ANO 2) FOR LINEAR
C ANALYSIS AND 5 SCRATCH DISK UNITS (UNITS 1, 2, 3, 4,
C AND 8) FOR NON-LINEAR ANALYSIS. THE DIMENSION STATE-
C MENTS IN THE PROGRAM HAVE BEEN SIZED ON A 7294 BYTE
C RECORD LENGTH.
C MACRO FLOW CHARTS FOR THE FOUR LONGER ROUTINES
C MAIN, SUBK, PLAST, AND GMESH ARE GIVEN ON FIGURES
C A.4.1 THROUGH A.4.4. THE REST OF THE DOCUMENTATION
C FOR THE PROGRAM IS GIVEN IN CHAPTER 4 AND APPENDICES
C 1 THROUGH 3 OF THIS REPORT. FULL DOCUMENTATION OF THE
C SOLUTION ROUTINE WRITTEN BY IRONS CAN BE FOUND IN
C REFERENCE 46.
C THE PROGRAM MAKES NO CCNVERSION OF UNITS. ANY
C CONSISTENT SET OF UNITS CAN BE USED IN THE INPUT.
C THE FOLLOWING LISTING OF THE PROGRAM IS GIVEN IN
C A 60 COLUMN FORMAT, WITH LONGER STATEMENTS BEING CON-
C TINUEO ON THE NEXT CARD PRECEDED BY A C IN THE SIXTH
C COLUMN OF THE LINE AND TWO BLANK COLUMNS. THESE TWO
C BLANK COLUMNS SHOULD BE AVOIDED WHEN A CARD OECK IS TO
C BE MADE FROM THE LISTING.
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BLOCK DATA
IMPLICIT REAl*S(A-H,O-Z)
COMMON IBLK11 RNORM,FPNORM,P,PI,IAlPHA,ICONV,NCONV,KCO

C UNT,NSTOR,
lIC,lVMAX,NIZZ,lPASS,KUREll,KOU1,NCYP1,MSTOR,KKE,NIXEND

COMMON IBlK21 Sl,S2,AlPMAX,PINF,CYP,NCON,NSOl,KDISK,KD
C ISC,KOU,NOP,
INACC,NINT,MFAIl,JPASS,NTO(SO),KCONN(SO),lCONN(lOO)

DATA P/O. DO/,PI/3.14159 OO/,ALPMAX/1. DO/,IAlPHA/OI,K
C DISC/4/,
lKOlSK/S/,MSTOR/lSOO/,lC/2/,NSOL/1/,NACC/-1/,ICONV/O/, N
C CONV/O/,
2NINT/l/,KUREll/O/,KOUl/OI,NCYPl/O/,NIXENO/lOSOO/,NIZZ I
C O/,LVMAX/O/,
3JPA $S/SI

END
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IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION NR( 10), EQVEC( 10) ,OL( 200),OLD( 100) ,CY( 100)
DIMENSION NIX(12000),YDF(50),RES(40),NDOF(10),PP(10),N

C RA( 10)
COMMON /BLK!/ RNORM,FPNORM,P,PI,IALPHA,ICONV,NCONV,KCO

C UNT,NSTOR,
lIC,LVMAX,NIZZ,LPASS,KUREL1,KOU1,NCYP1,MSTOR,KKE,NIXEND

COMMON /BLK2/ Sl,S2,ALPMAX,PINF,CYP,NCON,NSOL,KDISK,KD
C ISC,KOU,NOP,
1NACC,NINT,MFAIL,JPASS,NTO(SO),KCONN(50) ,LCONN(100)

COMMON IBLK3/ STORE(2250),LOC(ZO),NCONVE(50)
COMMON IBLK41 SSK(8,8,15),X(10,5),Y(10,S',Z(9,5'
COMMON IBLKSI MVABL(80),LVABL(40),LDEST(40),LND(8)
COMMON IBLK6/ ELPA(7000),EL(860),JJ(40)
COMMON /BLK71 INITL,NEWRHS,NELEM,KUREL,LPREQ,

1 LZ,NELZ,NBAXO,NBZ,KL,LDES,NSTRES,KK,LIKE,KOUNT,NX,N
C VH

COMMON IBLK81 KE,KL1,NTYPE,NE
DATA NELPAZ/55001,LVEND/401,MVEND/80/,KOFAIL/01,MAXTAP

C 19001,
IMAXELT/860/,NCDAT/0/,MAXNIC/0I,MAXPA/01,NVABZ/0/,KACC I
COl,
ZLCUREQ/01,ITER/-1/,IACC/01,NRAT/0I,NELPAl/4000/,FACTOR
C 11. D-41

EQU I VALE NCE (N IX( 1 ) , ELPA( U ) , (0L( 1 ) , EL( 100) ) , ( RES ( U ,E
C L(301»,
l( OL 0 ( 1) , EL ( 341) ) , ( CY( U , EL( 44 U ) , ( YDF ( 1) ,E L(6S 0) )

NFU NC ( I ,J )=1+ (J * (J - U ) 12
DO Z 1=1,8

Z LND(l)=I
NEWRHS=l
INITL=l
L DC ( 1) = 1

C PROBLEM LABEL AND CONTROL DATA
READ (S,804) (JJ(I),I=1,40)

804 FORMAT (20A4)
READ(5,901) NOPTl,NOPT2,NOPT3,MITER,NSU,NOOS,NOOM,PINf

901 FORMAT(7I5,5X,F10.6)
WRITE (6,9S1) (JJ(I),I=1,40)

951 FORMAT (!X,ZOA4)
WRITE (6,950) NOPT1,NOPT2,NOPT3,MITER,NSU,NOOS,NOOM,PI

C NF
9S0 FORMAT (/,5X,'MAX. NO. OF LOAD INCREMENTS BEYOND ELAST

C IC LIMIT = ,
!,IS,I,SX,'ONE IF MESH GENERATOR IS REQUESTED. ELSE ZER
C 0 = 'tI5,/,5
2X,'OUTPUT CONTROL OPTION = ',I5,1,5X,'MAX. NO. OF ITER
CATIONS PER L
30AD INCREMENT = ',I5,1,5X,'TOTAL NO. OF SUBASSEMBLIES
C = ',I5,1,5X,
4'TOTAL NO. OF ORIGINAL SUBASSEMBLIES = ',IS,I,5X,'TOTA
C l NO. OF ORI
5GINAL FINITE ELEMENTS = ',I5,1,5X,'RATIO OF STANDARD L
C OAD INCREMEN
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C

9001

7

8
10

2489
4

9002
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6T TO INITIAL LOADING = ',014.6,/)
C PUT ALL ELEMENT NICKNAMES IN LONG VECTOR, NIX.

IF{NOPT2.EQ.0) GO TO 12
CALL GMESH(NOOS,NOOM,NSU,LVEND)
GO TO 2489

12 DO 10 NELEM=l,NSU
IJKL=NIXEND-8*NELEM
I=IJKL+1
J=IJKl+7

C LONGER TYPE INPUT. SUBASSEMBLY INFORMATION
READ(S,900) KUREL,(NIX(IJ),IJ=I,J)
JWHERE=2
IF(KUREL.LE.O) GO TO 130
IF(KUREL.LE.LVMAXl GO TO 6
LVMAX=KUREL
JWHERE=3
IF(LVMAX.GT.LVEND) GO TO 130
JWHERE=5
IF(NIZZ+KUREL+8*NELEM.GT.NIXENDl GO TO 130
LONGER TYPE INPUT. DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR SUBASSEMBLY
READ(S,900) (LVABL(I),I=l,KUREL)
WRITE(6,9001l NELEM,(LVABL(I),I=1,KUREL)
FORMAT(5X,'SUBASSEMBLY ',I5,5X,'0.0.F.S',!,8(39X,10I5,

C I) l
DO 8 I=1,KUREL
NIC=LVA8L(Il
JWHERE=6
IF{NIC.LE.O) GO TO 130
NIZZ=NIZZ+1
NIX(NIZZ)=-NIC
J=I
J=J+l
IF(J.GT.KUREL) GO TO 8
IF(LVABL(J).EQ.NIC) WRITE(6,834) JWHERE,NIC
GO TO 7
CONTINUE
NIX(8+IJKL)=NIZZ
DO 4 I=l,MVENo
MVABL(I)=O
N1=1
MCONN=O
WRITE(6,9002)
FORMAT(3X,'SUBASSEMBlY',3X,'KUREL',5X,'KL1',5X,'NTYPE'

C ,7X, 'NR E I , 7 X
1, 'KL2',7X,'LIKE',7X, 'KE',8X, 'NX',/)

DO 26 NELEM=l~NSU

LPREQ =LCUREQ
LCUREQ=NVAB Z
IJKL=NIXEND-8*NELEM
NZ = NIX(8+IJKL)
NTYPE=NIX(2+IJKl) ,
IF(NTYPE.EQ.-2) KOFAIL=KOFAIL+1
IFlNTYPE.NE.3) GO TO 4441
NX=NIX(IJKL+7)
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NVH=(NX+1)*2
4441 LIKE=NIX(5+IJKL)

KL2=NIX(4+IJKL)
NRE=NIX(3+IJKL)
KE=NIX(6+IJKL)
KLl = NIX(1+!JKL)
KUREL = NZ-Nl+1
WRITE(6,9003) NELEM,KUREL,KL1,NTYPE,NRE,KL2,LIKE,KE,NX

9003 FORMAT(9(5X,I5»
LZ=(KUREL+l)*KUREL/2
DO 22 NEW=N1,NZ
NIC=NI X(NEW)
LDES=NIC
IF(NIC.GT.O) GO TO 20
IF(MAXNIC+NIC.LT.O) MAXNIC=-NIC
NCOR16=MAXPA
IF(NCOR16.EO.0) NCOR16=1
DO 14 LDES=1,NCOR16
IF(MVABL(LDES).EO.O) GO TO 16

14 CONTINUE
LDES=NCOR16+1

16 MVABL(LDES)=NIC
IF(LDES.GT.MAXPA) MAXPA=LDES
JWHER.E=7
IF(MAXPA.GT.MVEND) GO TO 130
KOUNT=lOOO

C RECORD FIRST, LAST AND INTERMEDIATE APPEARANCES
DO 18 LAS=NEW,NIZZ
IF(NIX(LAS).NE.NIC) GO TO 18
NIX(LAS)=LDES
KOUNT=KOUNT+1000
LAST=LAS

18 CONTINUE
NIX(LAST)=LDES+IOOO
LDES=LDES+KOUNT
NIX(NEW)=LDES

20 LDEST(NEW-N1+1)=LDES
22 CONT INUE

Nl=Nl+1
C RECONSTRUCT ELEMENT NICKNAMES AND COUPLE WITH DESTINAT
C ION VECTORS
C AND INITIAL ELEMENT STIFFNESS AND LOAD DATA

DO 24 KL=1,KUREL
CALL CODEST
NIC=-MVABU LDES)
LVABUKL)=NIC
IF(NSTRES.NE.O. AND .NSTRES.NE.1) GO TO 24
MVABL(LDES)=O
NVABl=NVABZ+1

24 CONTINUE
IF (KL1.GE.0) GO TO 305
KL1 :: -KL1
LIKE=JJ(KL1)
NCON=NCONVE(KL1)
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IF(NCON.EQ.O) GO TO 1113
IALPHA=IALPHA+1
KCONN(IALPHA)=LCONN(KL1)

1113 DO 1002 I=1,LZ
1002 EU I) = STOR E( LOC ( KLU - 1+I )

GO TO 320
305 IF(NTYPE.GE.O) GO TO 1906

LND(2)=4
IF(LIKE.LT.O) GO TO 1907

C CONNECTION TEST DATA INPUT
MCONN= MCONN+ 1
READ(5,1905) NCDAT,(X(I,MCONN),Y{I,MCONN),I=l,NCDAT)

1905 FORMAT(I5,5X,7F10.6,10(!,8F10.6»
IF(LIKE.NE.O) NIX(NIXEND+2*LIKE-1)=MCONN
IF(LIKE.NE.O) NIX(NIXEND+2*LIKE)=NCDAT
IF(NCDAT.EQ.1) GO TO 1907
NCDAT A=NCDAT
IF(Y(NCDAT,MCONN).LT.O.) NCDATA=NCDAT-l
DO 3273 M=2,NCDATA

3273 Z(M-1,MCONN)=(Y(M,MCONN)-Y(M-1,MCONN»!(X(M,MCONN)-X(M
C -l,MCONN»

1907 NCON=NTYPE
IF(LIKE.LT.O) MCONN=NIX(NIXEND-2*LIKE-1)
IF(LIKE.LT.O) NCDAT=NIX(NIXEND-2*LIKE)
IALPHA=IALPHA+1
KCONN(IALPHA)=MCONN+NCDAT*100
NTYPE=l
GO TO 321

1906 NCON=O
321 IF(KL1.EQ.0) GO TO 4258

NCONVE(KL1)=NCON
LCONN(KL1)=MCONN+NCDAT*100

C ASSEMBLE SUBASSEMBLY STIFFNESS COEFFICIENTS
4258 CALL SUBK(MCONN)

LND(Z)=Z
320 IF(NCON.NE.O) NTO(IALPHA)=(KUREL+2)/4

IF(KL2.EQ.0) GO TO 319
C LOADS ON SUBASSEMBLY

READ(5,600) (NDOF(I),PP(I),I=1,KL2)
600 FORMAT(4( I5,5X,FIO.6»

NCON=NCON+10
NPM=LZ+1
LZ=LZ+KUREL
DO 1008 I=NPM,LZ

1008 EUI)=O.
DO 1005 I=1,KL2
P=P+PP(I)*PP(I)

1005 EL(NDOF(I)+NPM-1)=PP(I)
319 IF (NRE.EQ.O) GO TO 304

C SUPPORTED DEGREES OF FREEDOM
READ (5,900) (NR(I),I=l,NRE)
00 1007 I = 1,NRE
NP = NR(I)+(NR(I)*(NR(I)-1»/2
NRA(I+NRAT)=LVABL(NR(I»
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1007 EL(NP) = EL(NP) + 1.0D+20
NRAT=NRAT+NRE

304 WRITE(l) KUREL,lPREQ,LIKE,NCON,(LVABL(I),LDEST(I),I=l,
C KUREU,
1 Ll,(EL(I),l=l,LZ)

26 CONTINUE
REWIND 1
KCOUNT=IALPHA

C PRE-PROGRAM ENDED AND SUBASSEMBLY RECORDS WRITTEN
C ESTABLISH STOREAGE ~EQUIREMENTS AND AREA BOUNDARIES

34 NELZ=NFUNC(O,LVMAX+1)*INITL+lVMAX
IF(NELZ.GT.MAXELT) NELZ=MAXELT
NPAR=NFUNC(O,MAXPA+l)*INITL+NElZ
IF(INITL.EQ.O) GO TO 36
NPAZ=MAXNIC+MAXPA
N=NPAR+MAXPA*2
IF(N.GT.NPAZ) NPAZ=N
NBAXO=NPAl+l
IBA=NBAXO
NBAXZ=NBAXO+MAXTAP
IF(NBAXZ.GT.NElPAZ) NBAXZ=NElPAZ
NBUFFA=NBAXZ-NBAXO
JWHERE=9
IF (NBUFFA.LT.MAXPA+4) GO TO 130
NRUNO=NPAZ-MAXPA

36 NCOR1=NBAXO+INITL*NBUFFA
DO 38 1=1,NCOR1

38 ELPA( I )=0.0
KURPA=O
IF(ICONV.EQ.-1) NCONV=l
IF(NSOl.EQ.O) REWIND KDISC
IF(NCONV.EQ.1) WRITE{6,5555) NINT

5555 FORMAT(//,5X,'RESULTS FOR END OF lOAD INCREMENT',I5,'
C BEYOND ELAS
lTIC lIMIT' ,II)

C SEEK AND ASSEMBLE NEW SUBASSEMBLY
DO 90 NELEM=l,NSU
IF (INITL.EQ.O) GO TO 39
READ(l) KUREL,LPREQ,LIKE,NCON,(LVABl(I),lDEST(I),I=l,K

C UREl)
l,lZ,(ELPA(I),I=l,LZ)

IF(NCON.GT.O) GO TO 4443
NPM=LZ+l
LZ=LZ+KUREL
DO 4442 I=NPM,LZ

4442 ElPA(I)=O.
GO TO 41

4443 NCON=NCON-10
GO TO 41

39 BACKSPACE 1
IF(IACC.EQ.l.OR.NACC.EQ.5.0R.(ITER.EQ.0.ANO.NINT.EQ.1)

C ) GO TO 45
READ(l) KUREL,lPREQ,LIKE,NCCN,(LVABl(I),LDEST(I),ElPA(

C 1),1=1,
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1KUREL)
GO TO 47

45 REAO(1) KUREL,LPREQ,LIKE,NCCN,(LVABL(I),LOEST(I),I=1,K
C UREU

IF(NCON.EQ.O) GO TO 53
NSTOR=NSTCR-KUREL
DO 51 1=1,KUREl

51 ELPAlI)=STORE(NSTOR+I)
GO TO 47

53 DO 55 I=1,KUREL
55 ELPA(J)=O.
47 8ACKSPACE 1
41 WRITE(2) KUREL,LPREQ,LIKE,NCON,(LVABL(I),LOEST(I) ,1=1,

C KUREL),
1IBA,(ELPA(I),I=NBAXO,IBA)

IF(NSOL.EQ.O) GO TO 43
JWHERE=10
IF(LZ.GT.NELZ. OR .LZ.LE.O) GO TO 130

43 1BA=NBAXO
NEW=l
L=O
DO 40 KL=1,KUREL
CALL CGOEST
MVABL(LOES)=LVABL(KL)
LVABL(Kl)=LOES

40 IFlLOES.GT.KURPA) KURPA=LOES
NCOR2=2-INITL
DO 66 LHSRHS=NCOR2,2
LHS=2-LHSRHS
IRHS=1-LHS
NCOR3=LHS*KUREL+IRHS
DO 66 KL=l,NCOR3
GO TO (42,44),LHSRHS

42 KG=LVABU KL)
MGO=NFUNC(O,KG)+NELZ
GO TO 46

44 MGO=(KL-l)*MAXPA+NPAR
46 NCOR4=LHS*KL+IRHS*KUREL

DO 66 IL=l,NCOR4
IG=LVABL( IL)
L=L+l

48 CE=ELPA(L)
GO TO (50,56),LHSRHS

50 IF(KG-IG) 52,54,56
52 MG=NFUNC(KG,IG)+NELZ

GO TO 66
54 IF(KL.NE.IL) CE=CE+CE
56 MG=MGO+IG
66 ELPA(MG)=ELPA(MG)+CE

IF(NSOL.EQ.O) GO TO 57
JWHERE=12
IF(L.NE.LZ) GO TO 130

C ELIMINATE VARIABLE IN POSITION LOES, AND WRITE EQUATIO
C N FOR TAPE
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57 DO 90 KL=1,KUREL
CALL CODEST
IF(NSTRES.NE.O. AND .NSTRES.NE.1) GO TO 90

68 NDEQN=IBA+KURPA+4
IF(NDEQN.LE.NBAXZ. AND .NEW.EQ.O) GO TO 70
IF ( NEw. Ef..t. 0 ) WRIT E(2) I BA, ( EL PA( I ) , 1= NBAX 0, I BA)
IBA=NBAXO
NEW=O
IF(INITL.NE.O) GO TO 68
BACKSPACE 1
READ(1) NBZ,(ELPA(I),I=NBAXO,NBZ)
BACKSPACE 1
GO TO 68

70 IBDIAG=IBA+LDES
NDIAG=IBDIAG
IF( INITL.NE.O) NDIAG=NFUNC(O,LDES+l)+NELZ
PIVOT=ELPA(NDIAG)
ELPA(NDIAG)=O.O
JWHERE=13
IF(PIVOT.EQ.O) GO TO 130
MGZ=NELZ
JGZ=KURPA
IBO=IBA
IF(INITL.EQ.O) IBA=IBA+KURPA
NCOR5=2-INITL
DO 84 LHSRHS=NCOR5,2
IF(LHSRHS.EQ.2) JGZ=1
DO 84 JG=l,JGZ
IBA=IBA+1
GO TO (72,76),LHSRHS

72 MGO=MGZ
MGZ=MGO+JG
IF(LDES.GT.JG) GO TO 74
MG=MGO+LDES
GO TO 78

74 MG=NFUNC(JG,LDES)+NELZ
GO TO 78

76 MGO=(JG-l)*MAXPA+NPAR
MG=MGO+LDES
MGl=MGO+KURPA

78 NDELT=IBO-MGO
CONST=ELPA(MG)
ELPAlIBA)=CONST
IF(CONST.EQ.O) GO TO 84
CONST=CONST/PIVOT
ELPA(MG)=O.O
IFlINITl.NE.LHSRHS) GO TO 80

C SIMULTANEOUSLY, CREATE A SIMPLE ROUNDOFF CRITERION
MG=NPAR+MAXPA+JG
ELPA(MG)=ElPA(MG)+ELPA(MGZ)**2

80 NCOR6=MGO+1
DO 82 I=NCOR6,MGI

82 ELPA(I)=ELPA(I)-CONST*ELPA(I+NDELT)
84 CONT INUE
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ELPA(IBDIAG)=PIVOT
IBA=NDEQN
ElPA(IBA)=KURPA
ELPA(IBA-l)=LDES
NIC=MVABl (lDES)
ElPA(IBA-2)=NIC
IF(INITL.EQ.O) GO TO 88
MG=NPAR+MAXPA+lDES
CRIT = DSQRT(ELPA(MG»/DABS(PIVOT)
ElPA(MG)=O.O
JWHERE=14
IF(CRIT.GT.1.0E8) GO TO 130
JWHERE = IS
IF(CRIT.GT.1.OE4. OR .PIVOT.LT.O.)

1 WRITE(6,834) JWHERE,NIC,CRIT,PIVOT,Ll,NELl,NElEM
88 MVABl(LDES)=O

IF(MVABl(KURPA).NE.O) GO TO 90
KURPA=KURPA-1
IF(KURPA.NE.O) GO TO 88

90 CONT I NUE
DO 94 I=l,NEll

94 ElPA(I)=O.O
C BACK-SUBSTITUTE INTO EQUATIONS, TAKEN IN REVERSE ORDER

IF(NSOl.EQ.O) REWIND KDISK
IF(INITL.NE.O) REWIND 1
I NI Tl=O
MDISK=KDISK
KDISK=KDISC
KDISC=MDISK
NBl=IBA
NEQ=NVABl
lPREQ=LCUREQ
NELEM=NSU
IAlPHA=KCOUNT
RNORM=O.
lPASS=O
NSTOR=MSTOR
IF(NACC.EQ.S) NACC=O
NACC=NACC+1
IF(NACC.EQ.3.AND.(NCONV.EQ.l.OR.NEWRHS.EQ.-l» NACC=l

100 IF(IBA.NE.NBAXO) GO TO 102
BACKSPACE 2
READ(2) NBl,(ElPA(I),I=NBAXO,NBl)
BACKSPACE 2
IBA=NBl

102 KURPA=ElPA(IBA)
lOES=ELPA (I BA-ll
NIC=ELPA(IBA-2)
IBAR=IBA-4
IBA=IBAR-KURPA
IBOIAG=IBA+lDES
PIVOT=ElPA(IBDIAG)
ELPA(IBDIAG)=O.O
MGO=NRUNO
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~GZ=MGO+KURPA

CONST=ELPA(IBAR+l)
NDELT=IBA-MGO
NCOR8=MGO+l
DO 104 I=NCOR8,MGZ

104 CONST=CONST-ELPA(IJ*ELPA(I+NDELT)
C PLACE ANSWERS AND PREPARE FOR NEW ITERATIVE LOOP

ANSWER=CONST/PIVOT
ELPA(MGO+LDES)=ANSWER
ELPA(NIC)=ANSWER
IF(NACC.EQ.ZJ ELPA(NELPAZ+NICJ=ANSWER

106 ELPA(IBDIAG)=PIVOT
IF(IBA.~Q.NBAXO. AND .NEWRHS.EQ.l)

1 WRITE(1) NBl,( ELPAl 1) ,I=NBAXO,NBZJ
NEQ=NEQ-1

108 IF(NEQ.NE.LPREQ) GO TO 100
BACKSPACE Z
READ(Z) KUREl,LPREQ,lIKE,NCCN,(lVABL(I),lDEST(I),I=l,K

C UREL),
1 NBl,(ELPA(!),I=NBAXO,NBZJ

BACKSPACE Z
IBA=NBZ
IFllNSOL.EQ.l.0R.NACC.EQ.3).AND.NEWRHS.EQ.1) WRITE(l)

C KUREL,LPREQ,
ll1KE,NCON,(LVABL(1) ,LDEST(I),!=l,KUREL)

IF(NCON.E'.O) GO TO 1810
C PLACE ANSWERS FOR CONNECTION SUBASSEMBLIES ALSO

DO 11Z KL=l,KUREL
CALL ceDEST
IF(NACC.EQ.3) GO TO 109
ELlKL)=ELPA(NRUNO+LDESJ
IF(IACC.EQ.l) ELlKL)=EL(KL)-ELPA(NELPA1+NSTOR+KLJ
GO TO 112

109 STORE(NSTOR+KL)=ELPA(NRUNO+LDES)
112 CONTINUE

NSTOR=NSTOR+KUREL
111 IF(NACC.EQ.3) GO TO 99
113 NOP=O

KKE=O
901 KKE=KKE+2
951 PPM=KKE/Z

IF (DCOS(PPM*PI» 95,3,3
95 Sl=EL(KKE)-ELlKKE-1J

IFlKKF.LT.KUREL) GO TO 901
S2=0.
KI<'. E=KK E+2
GO TO 2193

3 S2= EL(KKE)-EL(KKE-1)
2193 NOP=NOP+1

NKKE=KKE/2
EL(NKKE-1)=Sl*SSK(l,1,LIKE)
EL(NKKE)=S2*SSK(1,1,LIKE)
IF (NSOL.EQ.O) GO TO 908

C FIND FACTOR TO ELASTIC LIMIT
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IF(NCON.NE.-l) GO TO 2188
EQVEC(NOP)=EL(NKKE-1)*EL(NKKE-l)
SQE=EL(NKKE)*EL(NKKE)
IF(EQVEC(NOP).LT.SQE) EQVEC(NOPt=SQE
GO TO 2790

2788 EQVEC(NOPt=EL(NKKE-1)*EL(NKKE-1)+EL(NKKE)*EL(NKKE)
2790 IF (NOP.NE.NTO(IALPHA» GO TO 907

NCONVE(IC/2)=NCON
LCONN(IC-1)=LIKE
LCONN(IC)=KUREL
NTO(IAlPHA)=NELEM
IC=IC+2
NSTOR=NSTOR-KUREL
KOU=KUREL/2
DO 222 IJ=l,KOU

222 STORE(NSTOR+IJ)=EL(IJ)
NSTOR=NSTOR+KUREL
YDFMAX=EQVEC( 1)

DO 11 IJ=2,NOP
11 IF(EQVEC(IJ).GT.YDFMAX) YDFMAX=EQVEC(IJ)

MCONN=KCONN(IALPHA)
DO 5000 1=1,10000
IF(MCONN.LT.IOO) GO TO 5001

5000 MCONN=MCONN-100
5001 YOF(IALPHA)=Y(1,MCONN)/DSQRT(YOFMAX)

IALPHA=IALPHA-1
IF(IALPHA.NE.O) GO TO 99
ALPMAX=Y DF (U
DO 15 KJ=2,KCOUNT

15 IF(YOF(KJ).LT.ALPMAX) ALPMAX=YOF(KJ)
C ALPMAX IS THE FACTOR TO ELASTIC LIMIT

WRITE(6,1901) ALPM~X

1901 FORMAT(/11,6X,'STRUCTURAL FACTOR TO ELASTIC LIMIT =',0
C 20.8.1/)

P=P*FACTOR
FPNORM=P*«ALPMAX+PINF)**2)
CALL PLAST(NOPT1,NOPT3)
GO TO 99

908 IF(KKE.LT.KUREL) GO TO 901
IF«NCONV.EQ.1.0R.NOPT3.NE.0.OR.NEWRHS.EQ.-l).AND.IALP

C HA.EQ.KCOUNT
1) WRITE(6,5007)

5007 FORMAT(/,lOX,' CONNECTION SPRING ELEMENTS INTERNAL FOR
C CES',/)

CALL PLAST(NOPT1,NOPT3)
IF(NACC.LT.4) GO TO 909
DO 747 l=l,KUREL

141 STORE(NSTGR+I)=RES(I)
NSTOR=NSTOR+KUREl
IC=IC+2
IF(IC.lE.2*KCOUNT) GO TO 738
IF(NACC-4) 130,740,732

1810 IF(NSOl.EQ.l.OR.NACC.EQ.3) GO TO 99
DO 1817 I=1,KUREL
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C
C
C

1817 RES(I)=O.
909 IF(NEWRHS.EQ.1) WRITE(l) KUREL,LPREQ,LIKE,NCON,(LVABL(

C I ) ,
1LOEST(I),RES(I),I=1,KUREL)

99 DO 116 KL=l,KUREL
CALL COOEST
IF(NSTRES.LE.O) GO TO 116
NIC=LVABL(KL)

116 CONTINUE
NELEM=NELEM-1
IF(NELEM.NE.O) GO TO 108
IF (NSOL.EQ.O) GO TO 97
DO 101 I=l,MAXNIC

101 STORE(I)=ALPMAX*ELPAlI)
IF(NOPT1.EQ.0) GO TO 732
FIRST ORDER DEFLECTIONS CORRESPONDING TO STANDARD LOAD

INCREMENT
TO BE WRITTEN ON UNIT 3
DO 762 I=l,MAXNIC

762 ELPA(I)=PINF*ELPA(I)
MINREC=l
I RW=l
IF(MAXNIC.LE.MAXTAP) GO TO 5016
IRW=MAXNIC/MAXTAP
DO 5010 I=l,IRW
MAXREC=I*MAXTAP
WRITE(3) MINREC,MAXREC,(ELPA(J),J=MINREC,MAXREC)

5010 MINREC=MINREC+MAXTAP
IF(MAXREC.EQ.MAXNIC) GO TO 732
IRW=IRW+1

5016 MAXREC=MAXNIC
WRITE(3) MINREC,MAXREC,(ELPA(J) ,J=MINREC,MAXREC)
GO TO 732

97 DO 731 I=l,MAXNIC
731 STORE(I)=ELPA(I)+STORE(I)

IACC=O
IF (NACC.EQ.3) GO TO 6658

732 IF(NEWRHS.EQ.-1) GO TO 5050
IF(NOPT3.EQ.0.ANO.NSOL.EQ.0.ANO.NCONV.~E.l)GO TO 5005
PRINT DEFLECTIONS AND SUPPORT REACTIONS
WRITE(6,5006)
FORMAT (/,1 OX, I DEFL ECT IONS' ,/)
DO 400 1= 1, NRA T

400 El(I) =STORE(NRA(I»*(-1.OD+20)
729 WRITE (6,840) (I,STORE(I),I=l,MAXNIC)
840 FORMAT(5(4H 00F,I4,2X,D14.6»

WRITE (6,843)
843 FORMAT (lHO)

WRITE (6,841) (NRA(I),EL(l)tI=l,NRAT)
841 FORMAT (6X,32HREACTION ASSOCIATED WITH OOF NO.,I5,3H I

C S,020.8)
IF(NOPTl.EQ.O) STOP

5005 GO TO (6659,6660,6652,742),NACC
6659 IF(NSOL.EQ.!) GO TO 733

C
5050
5006
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6660 IF(MFAIL.EQ.KOFAIL.ANO.NCONV.EQ.O) GO TO 4548
IF(NCONV.EQ.O) MFAIL=O
IF(NCONV.EQ.O) GO TO 734
DO 5020 I=1,IRW

5020 REAO(3) MINREC,MAXREC,(ELPA(J) ,J=MINREC,MAXREC)
733 DO 730 I=1,MAXNIC
730 STORE( I )=STORE(! )+ELPA(!)
734 IF(NACC.NE.3.0R.NEWRHS.EQ.-1) GO TO 736

MODIFIED AITKEN ACCELERATOR. S IS THE ACCELERATION FA
CTOR

OENOM=O.
ZNUM=O.
DO 735 !=1,MAXNIC
SQE=ELPA(!)
IF(OABS(SQE).LT.1.E-1Z) SQE=O.
EL6=ELPA(I+NELPAZ)
IF(OABS(EL6).LT.1.E-IZ) EL6=0.
OENOM=OENGM+(SQE-ELb)**2

735 ZNUM=ZNUM-(SQE-EL6)*SQE
S=ZNUM/OENOM
IF(S.LE.O.) GO TO 7001
KACC=KACC+1
IF(NOPT3.EO.1) GO TO 732
NACC=4
GO TO 6655

7001 IF(NOPT3.EQ.l) WRITEl6,6653) S
6653 FORMAT(II,'ACCELERATI0N FACTOR IS ',020.8,' .NO ACCELE

C RATION DONE.
1 ITERATION CONTINUES'»

NACC=5
GO TO 6655

6652 DO 737 1=1,MAXNIC
ELPA(!)=S*ELPA(I)

737 STORE(!)=STOREl!)+ELPA(I)
WRITE(6,ZOOO)

ZOOO FORMAT(10X,'ACCELERATEO VALUES ARE')
NACC=4
GO TO 732

742 DO 751 I=l,MAXNIC
751 STORE(!)=STORE(I)-ELPAl!)

6655 lC=2
NSTOR=MSTOR

738 NCON=NCONVE(IC/Z)
LIKE=LCONN(IC-1)
KUREL=LCONN(IC)
IF(NACC.EQ.4) GO TO 6656
DO 6657 1=1,KUREL

6657 ELl!)=STORE(NSTOR+I)
GO TO 113

6656 DO 739 I=1,KUREL
EL(I)=STORE(NSTOR+I)*(S+1.)

139 ELPA(NELPA1+NSTOR+I)=EL(I)-STORE(NSTOR+I)
GO TO 113

740 NACC=O

C
C

6658
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IACC=1
736 ITER=ITER+1

IF(NEWRHS.EO.1) GO TO 1052
WRITE(6,1903) MITER,ITER

1903 FORMAT(10X,' NO CONVERGENCE IN ',14,' ITERATIONS.RES
CULTS GIVEN A
1RE FOR' ,14,' ITERATIONS')

STOP
1052 NSOL=O

REWIND 3
IF(ICONV.EO.O.AND.ITER.EQ.MITER) NEWRHS=-l

C GO BACK FOR NEW ITERATION IN SAME LOAD INCREMENT
IF(NCONV.EO.O) GO TO 34
WRITE(6,1902) ITER,KACC

1902 FORMAT(lOX,' CONVERGED IN ',14,' ITERATIGNS AND ',14,'
C ACCELERATIO
INS' )

IF(MFAIL.LT.KOFAIL) GO TO 4457
4548 WRITE(6,4447)
4447 FORMATCII,5X,'FAILURE IN ALL PERIMETER CONNECTIONS')

STOP
4457 NACC=O

IFCNINT.GE.NOPT1) STOP
C GET READY FOR FIRST ITERATION OF NEW LOAD INCREMENT

NINT=NINT+l
KACC=O
MFAIL=O
ITER=O
NCONV=O
ICONV=O
GO TO 34

C ERROR DIAGNOSTICS AND FINISH
130 WRITE:(6,832)
832 FORMATC/6H ERROR)

WRITEC6,834) JWHERE,NIC,CRIT,PIVOT,Ll,NEll,NELEM,NRHS,
1 NBUFFA,LVMAX,NIZl,NELPAZ,LVEND,MVEND,NIXEND

A=O.O
A=l.O/A

140 STOP
834 FORMATC/9H JWHERE =,I3,5X,5HNIC =,I4,5X,6HCRIT =,E9.2,

C 3 X,
1 7HPIVOT =,E12.4,3X,4HLZ =,I5,11X,6HNElZ =,15/
2 8H NELEM =,I4,5X,6HNRHS =,I3,SX,BHNBUFFA =,I6,4X,
3 7HLVMAX =,IS,10X,6HNIZZ =,I5,9X,8HNELPAZ =,15/
4 8H lVEND =,14,5X,7HMVEND =,I4,3X,8HNIXEND = 16)

900 FORMAT(1615) ,
END
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SUBROUTINE CODEST
C (INTERPRETS CODED ELEMENT DESTINATIONS FROM LDEST.)

IMPLICIT REAL*S(A-H,O-Z)
COMMON /BLK5/ MVABL(SO),LVABL(40),LDEST(40),LND(SJ
COMMON /BLK1/ INITL,NEWRHS,NELEM,KUREL,LPREQ,

1 LZ,NELZ,NBAXO,NBZ,KL,LDES,NSTRES,KK,LIKE,KOUNT,NX,N
C VH

LDES=LDEST(KLJ
DO 2 NSTRES=l,lOOOOOO
IF(LDES.LT.IOOO) GO TO 4

2 LDES=lDES-IOOO
4 NSTRES=NSTRES-2

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE PLATE(UXY,UYX,YL,XL,EX,EY,T,G)
C CRTHOTROPIC PLANE STRESS ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX GE~ER

C AT OR
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)
DIMENSION $(8,8)
COMMeN IBLK61 ELPA(1000),EL(860),JJ(40)
EQUIVALENCE ($( 1, U ,ELPA( 610U)
A=EX/l1.-UXY*UYX)
B=EY/(l.-UXY*UYX)
C=EX*UYX/(l.-UXY*UYX)
D=YL/XL
DO 100 I = 1.7,2
$(1,1) = T*«A*D/3.)+(G/(3.*D»)

100 $(1+1,1+1) = T*«B/(3.*0»+(G*D/3.»
$(2,1) = T*(C+G)/4.
$(4,3) = -$(2,1)
$(6,5) = $(2.1)
$(8,1) = -$(2,1)
5(3,2) = T*(-C+G)/4.
$(5,4)= $(3.2)
$(1,6) = $(3,2)
$(4,1) = -$<3.2)
$(6,3) = S(4,U
$(8,5) = $(4,1)
$(5,2) = -$(2,1)
$(7,4) = $(2,1)
$ (6, 1) = -$(2,1)
$(8,3) = $(2.1)
$(1,21 = -$(3,2)
$(8,1) = -$(1,2)
$(3,1) = T*« .... A*0/3.)+G/(6.*0»
$(4,21 =-T*«-B/(6.*0»+(G*0/3.»
$(5,3) = T*«A*0/6.)-lG/(3.*D»)
$(6,4) = T*«-B/(3.*0')+(G*0/6.»
$(1,5) = $(3,1)
$(8,6) = S(4.2)
$( 5, 1) = -$( 1, U/2.
$(6,2) = -5(2,2)/2.
$(1,3) = $(5,1)
$(8,4) = $(6,2)
$(1,1) = $(5,3)
$(8,2) = $(6,4)
DO 101 I = 2,8
DO 102 J = 1,1
IF (I .LE.J) GO TO 101

102 $(J,I) = $(I,JI
101 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE BEAM(ALEN,ZI,AX,VM)
C BEAM ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX GENERATOR

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)
DIMENSION BMK(8,8)
COMMON IBLK61 ELPA(7000),EL(860),JJ(40)
EQUIVALENCE (BMK(1,1),ELPA(6101))
DO 100 I = 1,6
DO 100 J = 1,6

100 BMK(I,J) = 0.0
108 BMK(l,1) = AX*VM/ALEN

BMK(1,4) = -BMK(1,1)
ST = ZI*VM
BMK(2,2) = 12.*ST/ALEN**3
BMK(2,3) = -6.*ST/ALEN**2
BMK (2 ,5) = - BMK (2,2 )
BMK(2,6) = BMK(2,3)
BMK(3,3) = (4.*ST/ALEN)
BMK(3,5) = -BMK(2,3)
BMK(3,6) = (2.*ST/ALEN)
BMK(4,4) = BMK(1,1)
BMK(5,5) = BMK(2,2)
BMK(5,6) = BMK(3,5)
BMK(6,6) = BMK(3,3)
DO 109 I = 2,6
DO 109 J = 1,5
IF (I.LE.J) GO TO 109
BMK(I,J) = BMK(J,J)

109 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE COLUM(ALEN,ZI,AX,YM)
C COLUMN ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX GENERATOR

IMPLICIT REAL*S(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION CLK(S,8)
COMMON /BLK6/ ELPA(7000),EL{860),JJ(40)
EQUIVALENCE (CLK(1,1),ELPA(6101»
DO 100 I = 1,6
DO 100 J = 1,6

100 CLK(l,J) = 0.0
104 SZ = YM*Z I

CLK(l,l) = 12.*SZ/ALEN**3
CLK(1,3) = 6.*SZ/ALEN**2
CLK(1,4) = -CLK(l,l)
CLK(1,6)=CLK(1,3)
CLK(2,2) = AX*VM/ALEN
CLK(2,5) = -CLK(2,2)
CLK(3,3) = (4.*SZ/ALEN)
CLK(3,4) = -6.*SZ/AlEN**2
ClK(3,6) = (2.*SZ/ALEN)
DO 103 I = 1,3

103 CLK(I+3,I+3) = CLK(I,I)
ClK(4,6) = ClK(3,4)
DO 105 I = 2,6
DO 105 J = 1, 5
IF (I.LE.J) GO TO 105
CLK(!,J) = ClK(J,!)

105 CONT INUE
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE SUBK(MCONN)
C GENERATES ELEMENT D.O.F. IN SUBASSEMBLY NUMBERING
C SYSTEM AND ASSEMBLES SUBASSEMBLY STIFFNESS
C COEFFICIENTS

IMPLICIT REAl*8(A-H,0-Z)
DIMENSION NVABL(81,SK(8,8)
COMMON /BLK21 Sl,S2,ALPMAX,PINF,CYP,NCON,NSOL,KDISK,KD

C ISC,KOU,NOP,
INACC,NINT,MFAIL,JPASS,NTO(SO),KCONN(SO),LCONN(lOO)

COMMON IBLK3/ STORE(22S0),LOC(20),NCONVE(SO)
COMMON IBLK41 SSK(8,8,1S),X(10,S),Y(10,S),Z(9,S)
COMMON IBLKSI MVABL(80),LVABL(40),LDEST(40),LND(8)
COMMON IBLK61 ElPA(1000),EL(860),JJ(40)
COMMON IBLK11 INITL,NEWRHS,NELEM,KUREL,LPREQ,

1 ll,NELZ,NBAXO,NBl,KL,LDES,NSTRES,KK,LIKE,KOUNT,NX,N
C VH

COMMON IBLK81 KE,KLl,NTYPE,NE
EQUIVALENCE (SK(1,1),ELPA(6101»,(NVABL(1),ELPA(6201)
DO 100 I=l,LZ

100 EL( n=o.o
900 FORMAT (16IS)

NPL=O
NENO=O
MEG=KE
IF( KE.l T. 0) KE=-KE
IF(LIKE.GT.O) GO TO 118
NENO=NENO+l
LIKE=-LIKE

118 DO 120 NE = 1,KE
IF(MEG.LT.O) GO TO 988

C GENERATE ELEMENT D. O. F. IN SUBASSEMBLY NUMBERING SYS
C TEM

IF(NCON.EQ.O) GO TO 981
KKUREL=2
NVABL(1)=2*NE-l
NVABL(2)::2*NE
GO TO 982

981 IF(NTYPE.EQ.3) GO TO 983
KKUREL=6
DO 984 1=1,6

984 NVABL(I)::3*NE-3+I
GO TO 982

983 KKUREL=8
KCNE=NE-NX
DO 98S 1=1,1000
IF(KONE.LE.1) GO TO 986

98S KONE=KONE-NX
986 1F(KONE.EQ.l) NPL=NPL+l

J=l
DO 981 1=1,4
IF ( I. EQ. 3) J=-l
NVABL(I)::2*NE-2+I+NPL*2

987 NVABL(I+4)=NVH+NVABL(I)+J*2
GO TO 982
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988 READ(5,900) KKUREL,(NVABL(I),I=l,KKUREL)
982 NENO=NENO+1

IF(NENO.GT.1) GO TO 743
C INTRODUCE (ANOTHER) ORIGINAL FINITE ELEMENT

GO TO (301,302,303), NTYPE
301 IF(NCON.EQ.O) GO TO 304

AX=Y(1,MCONN)/X(1,MCONN)
ALEN=l.
YM=l.
ZI=O.
GO TO 641

304 READ(5,601) ALEN,ll,AX,YM
601 FORMAT(8F10.6)
641 CALL BEAM(ALEN,lI,AX,YM)

GO TO 647
302 READ(S,601) ALEN,lI,AX,YM

CALL COLUM(ALEN,lI,AX,YM)
GO TO 647

303 REAO(5,601) UXY,UYX,YL,XL,EX,EY,T,G
CALL PLATE(UXY,UYX,YL,XL,EX,EY,T,G)

647 IF(LIKE.EQ.O) GO TO 980
DO 734 I = 1,KKUREL
DO 734 J = 1,KKUREL

734 SSK( I ,J,LIKE) =SK(lND( I) ,LND(J))
GO TO 980

743 DO 755 I = 1,KKUREL
DO 755 J = l,KKUREL

755 SK(LND(I),LND(J)=SSK( I,J,LIKE)
C PLACE ELEMENT COEFFICIENTS IN SUBASSEMBLY MATRIX (EL)

980 DO 103 !=l,KKUREL
DO 103 J = 1,!
!F (NVABL(J).LE .NVABL(!» GO TO 141
NP=NVABL(I)+(NVABL(J)*(NVABL(J)-1»)/2
GO TO 150

141 NP = NVABL(J) + (NVABL(!)*(NVABL(!)-1»/2
150 EL(NP)=SK(LND(J),LND(!)+EL(NP)
1 0 3 C 0 NT ! NU E
120 CONTINUE

IF (KL1.EQ.0) RETURN
JJ(KLl)=LIKE

C KEEP SUBASSEMBLY STIFFNESS COEFFICIENTS FOR FURTHER US
C E

DO 130 ! = 1,Ll
130 STORE(LOC(KL1)-1+!) = EL(I)

LOC(KL1+1) = LOC(KL1) + Ll
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE PlAST(NOPT1,NOPT3)
C ANALYZES CONNECTIONS IN THE NON-LINEAR RANGE

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A~H,O-Z)

DIMENSION OL(200),RES(40),OlD(lOOt,CY(100t,OU(20)
COMMON /BlKl/ RNORM,FPNORM,P,PI,IAlPHA,ICONV,NCONV,KCO

C UNT,NSTOR,
lIC,LVMAX,NIZZ,lPASS,KUREL1,KOU1,NCYP1,MSTOR,KKE,NIXEND

COMMON /BLK2/ Sl,S2,ALPMAX,PINF,CYP,NCON,NSOL,KDISK,KD
C ISC,KCU,NOP,
INACC,NINT,MFAIL,JPASS,NTO(SO),KCONN(SO),LCONN(100t

COMMON /BLK3/ STORE(22S0),LOC(20),NCONVE(SO)
COMMON /BLK4/ SSK(8,8,lS),X(10,S),Y(10,S),Z(9,S)
COMMON /BLKS/ MVABL(80),LVABL(40),LDEST(40),LND(8)
COMMON /BLK61 ELPA(1000),EL(860t,JJ(40)
COMMON /BLK1/ INITL,NEWRHS,NElEM,KUREL,lPREQ,

1 lZ,NELZ,NBAXO,NBZ,Kl,lDES,NSTRES,KK,LIKE,KOUNT,NX,N
C VH

EQUIVALENCE (OL(I),EL(100»),(RES(I),El(301),(OLD(I),E
C L(34U)

EQUIVALENCE (CY(I),El(441»,(OU(I),EL(6S0))
IF(NSOl.EQ.O) GO TO 3

C RETRIEVE BASIC SUBASSEMBLY INFORMATION AND INITIALIZE
C VARIABLES

MFAIL=O
WRITE(6,201)

201 FORMAT(I/,6X,'CONNECTION SPRING ELEMENTS INTERNAL FORC
C ES AT ELASTI
lC LIMIT',I/)

IC=2
NSTOR=MSTOR
1AlPHA=KCOUNT
A=ALP~AX+PINF

32 NCON=NCONVE(IC/2)
lIKE=LCONN(IC-1)
KUREL=LCONN(IC)
IC=IC+2

410 SPS=SSK(I,I,LIKE)
MCONN=KCONN(IALPHAt
00 420 1=1,10000
IF(MCONN.LT.I00) GO TO 421

420 MCONN=MCONN-I00
421 NCDAT=I-l

NCOATA=NCDAT
IF(Y(NCOAT,MCONN).LT.O.) NCDATA=NCOAT-l
KOU=KUPEL/2
NCYP=KOU
IF(NCON.NE.-l) NCYP=KOU/2
L=O
AN=OCCS (KOU* PI)
IF(AN.lT.O.) L=l
KKE=O
NKKE=O
KOUNT=O
IF(NSOL.EQ.O) GO TO 422
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DO 77 I=I,KOU
EL(I)=STORE(NSTOR+I)

77 OU(!)=ALPMAX*EL(!)
C PRINT SPRING FORCES AT ELASTIC LIMIT

WRITE(6,202) NTO(IAlPHA),(I,OU(I),I=l,KOU)
!F(NOPTl.NE.O) GO TO 15
!AlPHA=IALPHA-l
GO TO 424

C ACTUAL ANALYSIS AFTER FIRST SOLUTION STARTS HERE
15 NKKE=NKKE+2

KKE=KKE+4
CYP=Y(I,MCONN)
F1=EU NKKE-1)
KOUNT=KOUNT+l

C DFPl, DFP2 REFLECT NEW LOAD INCREMENT (SEE A)
DFPl=A*F1
OL(KURELl+KOU+NKKE-1)=PINF*Fl
OLD(KOUl+NKKE-l)=ALPMAX*F1/SPS
SlI=OL(KURELl+KOU+NKKE-l)/SPS
IF(KOUNT.EQ.KOU) GO TO 11
IF(NCON.EQ.-l) CYPl=Y(I,MCONN)
DFP 2=A *EU NKKE)
KOUNT=KOUNT+l
OL(KUREL1+KOU+NKKE)=PINF*EL(NKKE)
OLD(KOUl+NKKE)=ALPMAX*EL(NKKE)/SPS
S2I=OL(KURELl+KOU+NKKE)/SPS
IF(NCON.NE.-l) GO TO 10

C SHEET TO SHEET SEAM CONNECTIONS ANALYSIS
11 NTURN=1

OLD(KOUl+NKKE-l)=OLD(KOUl+NKKE-l)+SII
PBAR=DABS(DFP1)

17 YDFN=PBAR-CYP
IF(YDFN.GT.O.) GO TO 18
IF(NTURN.EQ.O) GO TO 56
CY(NCYP1+NKKE-l)=CYP
RES(KKE-2)=0.
OL(KUREL1+NKKE-l)=OFPl
IF(KOUNT.EQ.KOU) GO TO 31

206 OLD(KOUl+NKKE)=OLD(KOUl+NKKE)+S2I
CYP=CYPI
PBAR=DABS(DFP2)
NTURN=O
GO TO 17

18 SBAR=DABS(OLO(KOUl+NKKE-l»
IF(NTURN.EQ.1) GO TO 106
SBAR=OABS(OLD(KOUl+NKKE»
GO TO 106

C NON-LINEAR ANALYSIS IN RE-SOlUTION
3 IF(lPASS.NE.O) GO TO 410

C READY TO READ RECORD
READ(KDISK) KUREL1,KOUl,NCYP1,(OL(I),I=1,KURELl),(OLD(

C I),I=1,KOU1)
1, (CY( I), I=I,NCYPl)

KURELl=O
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KOU1=0
NCYPl=O
GO TO 410

422 NFAIL=O
IF(NCONV.NE.1) GO TO 16
DO 402 I=1,KOU

402 OU(I)=OL(KUREL1+I)
C PRINT SPRING FORCES IN RE-SOLUTION

WRITE(6,202) NTO(IALPHA),(I,OU(I),I=1,KOU)
16 KKE=KKE+4

NKKE=NKKE+2
CYP=CY(NCYP1+NKKE/2)
IF(NCON.EC.-l) CYP=CY(NCYPl+NKKE-1)
Fl=OL(KURELl+NKKE-1)
KOUNT=KOUNT+l
IF(KOUNT.EQ.KOU) GO TO 33
IF(NCON.EQ.-l) CYP1=CY(NCYP1+NKKE)
F2=OL(KURELl+NKKE)
KOUNT =KOUt\T+1

33 IF(NCONV.EQ.l) GO TO 2
DFPl=EL(NKKE-l)+Fl
SlI=EL(NKKE-lt/SPS
IF(KOUNT.EQ.KOU.ANO.L.EQ.1) GO TO 11
DFP2=EL(NKKE)+F2
S2I=EL(NKKE)/SPS
IF(NCON+2) 10,10,11

2 S1I=OL(KURELl+KOU+NKKE-l)+EL(NKKE-1)
DFP1=F1+SlI
SII=SlI1SPS
IF(KOUNT.EC.KOU.AND.L.EQ.lt GO TO 11
S2I=OL(KURELl+KOU+NKKE)+EL(NKKE)
DFP2=F2+S2I
S2I=S2I/SPS
IF(NCON.EQ.-l) GO TO 11

10 PBAR=DSQRT(OFPl*DFPl+DFP2*DFP2)
OLO(KOUl+NKKE-l)=OLD(KOUl+NKKE-l)+SI1
OLD(KOUl+NKKE)=OLD(KOUl+NKKE)+S2I
YDFN=PBAR-CYP
IF(YDFN.LT.O.) GO TO 5
SBAR=DSQRT(OLD(KOUl+NKKE-1)**2+0LD(KOU1+NKKEI**2)

C COMPARE RESULTANT DEFORMATIGN WITH CONNECTION CURVE AN
C 0 FIND
C CORRECT RESULTANT FORCE

106 IF(SBAR.GT.X(l,MCONN).AND.SBAR.LT.X(NCDATA,MCONN) GO
C TO 104

IF(SBAR.GE.X(NCDATA,MCONN) GO TO 303
CYP=Y(l,MCONN)
GO TO 105

303 IF(NSOL.EC.1) GO TO 304
IF(NCON.EQ.-2) NFAIL=NFAIL+l

304 CYP=Y(NCDATA,MCONNI
IF(NCDATA.LT.NCDAT) CYP=O.
GO TO 105

104 DO 302 M=2,NCDATA
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IF(SBAR-X(M,MCCNN» 301,301,302
301 CYP=Y(M-1,MCONN)+(SBAR-X(M-1,MCONN»*Z(M-1,MCONN)

GO TO 105
302 CONTINUE

C FIND RESULTANT AND NODAL RESIDUAL FORCES
105 RBAR=PBAR-CYP

IF(NCON.EQ.-l) GO TO 14
THETA=DABSCDATAN(DFP2/DFP1»
RES(KKE-2)=RBAR*DCOSCTHETA)*DABSCDFP1)/DFP1
RES(KKE)=RBAR*DSIN(THETA)*DABS(DFP2)/DFP2
CYCNCYPl+NKKE/2)=CYP
OL(KUREL1+NKKE-l)=DFP1-RESCKKE-2)
OL(KUREL1+NKKEJ=DFPZ-RES(KKE)
GO TO 30

14 IF(NTURN.EQ.1) GO TO 58
RES(KKE)=RBAR*PBAR/DFP2
OLCKUREL1+NKKE)=DFPZ-RES(KKE)
CY(NCYP1+NKKE)=CYP
GO TO 30

58 RES(KKE-2)=RBAR*PBAR/DFPl
OL(KUREL1+NKKE-l)=DFPl-RESCKKE-Z)
CY(NCYP1+NKKE-l)=CYP
IF(KOUNT.EQ.KOU.AND.L.EQ.1) GO TO 31
GO TO 206

5 RES(KKE-2)=0.
OL(KUREL1+NKKE-l)=DFPl
CY(NCYPl+NKKE/2)=CYP

56 RES(KKE)=O.
OL(KUREL1+NKKE)=DFP2
IF(NCON.EQ.-1) CY(NCYP1+NKKE}=CYP

30 RES(KKE-l)=-RES(KKE)
31 RESCKKE-3)=-RES(KKE-Z)

IF(KKE.GT.KUREL) RESCKKE)=O.
CALL CONV CRESCKKE-Z),RES(KKEl)
IF(NSOL.EQ.O.) GO TO 13

99 IF(KOU.NE.KOUNT) GO TO 15
404 LPASS=LPASS+1

KUREL1=KUREL1+KUREL
KOU1=KOU1+KOU
NCYP1=NCYP1+NCYP
IF(LPASS.LT.JPASS.AND.IALPHA.NE.O) GO TO 406
IF(NSOL-l) 405,403,403

406 IF(NSOL-l) 408,12,12
C WRITE RECORD ( AT THIS POINT AFTER ONLY INITIAL SOLUTI
C ON)

403 WRITE(S) KUREL1,KOU1,NCYP1,(OLCI),I=1,KUREL1),(OLD(I),
C I =1 , KOU 1 ) , ( C
1Y(I) ,I =1, ~CYPl)

IFCIALPHA.EQ.O) GO TO 12
407 LPASS=O

IF(NSGL.E'.O) RETURN
C UP TO NEXT 'RETURN' FIRST SOLUTION ONLY

KUREL1=0
KOUl=O
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NCYP1=0
12 DO 78 !=1,KUREl
18 STORE(NSTOR+I)=RES(!)

424 NSTOR=NSTOR+KUREl
35 IF(IAlPHA.NE.O) GO TO 32

IF(NOPT1.NE.0) REWIND 8
RETURN

C RE~SOlUT!CN ONLY
13 IF(KOU.NE.KOUNT) GO TO 16

IF(NFAIl.EQ.NCYP) MFAIl=MFAIl+1
IF«NCONV.EQ.1.0R.NOPT3.EQ.0).AND.NEWRHS.EQ.1) GO TO 4

C 04
KKOB=KUREll+l
KKOE=KUREl1+KOU
KAlPHA=!ALPHA+l

C PRINT SPRING FORCES IN RE-SOlUTIONS
WRITE(6,202) NTO(KAlPHA),(I,OL(I),I=KKOB,KKOE)
GO TO 404

C WRITE RECORDS IN RE-SOlUTION
405 IF(NEWRHS.EQ.l) WRITE(KDISC) KUREll,KOU1,NCYP1,(Ol(!),

C I=l,KUREll),
1(OlD(!),I=1,KOU1),(CY(I),I=1,NCYP1)

IF(IALPHA.GT.O) GO TO 401
202 FORMAT(!,10X, 'SUBASSEMBLY ',I3,!,4(2X,'ElEMENT',I3,2X,

C D16.8))
408 RETURN

END
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SUBROUTINE CON V (DFDPl,DFDP2)
C CHECKS CONVERGENCE

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
COMMON IBLKll RNORM,FPNORM,P,PI,IALPHA,ICONV,NCONV,KCO

C UNT,NSTCR,
lIC,LVMAX,NIZZ,LPASS,KURELl,KOUl,NCYPl,MSTOR,KKE,NIXEND

COMMON IBLK21 Sl,S2,ALPMAX,PINF,CYP,NCON,NSOL,KDISK,KD
C ISC,KGU,NOP,
INACC,NINT,MFAIl,JPASS,NTO(50),KCONN(50),lCONN(lOO)

COMMON /BLK7/ INITL,NEWRHS,NELEM,KUREl,LPREQ,
1 LZ,NELZ,NBAXO,NBZ,KL,LDES,NSTRES,KK,LIKE,KOUNT,NX,N
C VH

RNORM=RNORM+2.*(DFDP1*DFDPl+DFDP2*DFDP2)
IF(KOU.NE.KOUNT) RETURN
IALPHA=IAlPHA-l
IF(IALPHA.NE.O) RETURN
WRITE(6,100) RNORM

100 FORMAT(5X,' RES. FORCE NORM = ',D20.8)
IF(NCONV.EQ.l.OR.NACC.EQ.4) RETURN
IF(RNORM.lE.FPNORM) ICONV=-l
IF(ICONV.NE.-l) RETURN
FPNORM=P*«ALPMAX+(NINT+l)*PINF)**2)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE GMESH(NOOS,NOOM,NSU,LVEND)
C GENERATES DIAPHRAGM FINITE ELEMENT MESH D.O.F.

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)
DIMENSION NIX(12000),NCOMPI200),MSUBI100),NCENO(200),N

C CEDGE(100),
1NSHARE(20),NXV(20),NYVIZO),NCY(ZO),MPURC(20),MPURL(20)
C ,NPURCISOO)
2,NDV(20)

COMMON IBLK11 RNORM,FPNORM,P,PI,IALPHA,ICONV,NCONV,KCO
C UNT,NSTOR,
1IC,LVMAX,NIZZ,LPASS,KUREL1,KOU1,NCYP1,MSTOR,KKE,NIXEN0

COMMON /BLKS/ NS(80),lVABL(40),NEV(40),LND(8)
COMMON /BLK6/ ELPA(7000),EL(860),NSEAM(40)
COMMON /BLK7/ INITL,NEWRHS,NElEM,KUREl,LPREQ,

1 lZ,NELZ,NBAXO,NBZ,KL,LDES,NSTRES,KK,LIKE,KOUNT,NX,N
C VH

EQUIVALENCE (NIX(1),ELPA(1»,(NCOMP(1),ELPA(6S01»,(MS
C UB(1),ELPAI6
1601»,(NCENO(1),ELPA(66S6»,(NCEOGE(1),ElPA(61S6»,(NS
C HARE(l),ELPA
2(6806»,(NXV(1) ,ELPA(6816»,(NYV(1),ELPA(6826»,(NCY(1
C ),ELPA(6836)
3) ,(MPURC(1),ELPA(68S1»,(MPURL(1),ELPA(6871»,INPURC(1
C ),El(l))

C READ BASIC MESH DATA
READ(S,200) NA,NB,NC,ND,NE,NF1,NFB,NFBl,NFBB,NFBB1,NG,

C NGB,NGBB,NGB
11,NGB2,NH,NHB,NBX,NBY,NPUR,(NSII),I=1,NF1),(NEV(I),I=1
C ,NG),INXVIIl
2,I=1,NBX),INYVII),I=1,NBY),(NCY(I),I=1,NBY)

C ARE THERE INTERMEDIATE PURL INS?
IFINPUR.EQ.O) GO TO 110
READIS,200) NPUR1,NPURZ,NPUR3,NPUR4,NPURB1,NPURB2,NSE,

C IMPURC( J), 1=
11,NA),(MPURL(I),I=1,NA'

NSUM=O
NPURN=O
NPURL=O
00 111 1=1, NA
NPURN=NPURN+MPURC(I)

111 NPURL=NPURL+MPURL(I)
NPURS=O
NPUR6=NPUR4

C MATCH SUBASSEMBLY NUMBERS AND INITIALIZE VARIABLES
110 REAOIS,200) NCORR,(MSUBII) ,I=l,NSU)

IF(NCORR.EQ.1) READ(S,200) (NDV(I),I=l,NB)
NOT=O
DO 168 I=l,NB
IF(NCCRR.EQ.O) NDV(I)=ND

168 NDT=NDT+NDV(I)
NF=NSE*NPUR
NG2=0
NBX1=O
NBY1=O
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DO Z I=l.NFl
Z NF=NF+NS(!)

DO 4 I=l.t\BX
4 NBXl=NBXl+NXV(I)

DO 6 I=I.NBY
6 NBY1=NBYl+NYV(I)

DO 80 I=l.NG
80 NGZ=NGZ+NEV(I)*4

NBD=Z*(NDT+l)
NFIRST=l
NLAST=NBO*(NE*NC+l)
LAST=NLAST
NSUB= 1
NSPACE=(MSUB(I)-I)*LVEND+l
NTOTAL=NA*NH*4

C GENERATE O. O. F. NUMBERS FOR PLATE AND SEAM CONNECTIO
C N
C SUBASSEMBLIES. OTHER CONNECTION D.O.F.S PARTIALLY GEN
C ERATED IN
C THIS LCCP

DO 44 NP=l.NA
NFIR=Z*NFB+l
NSFIR=Z*NFB1+1
K=l
KK=1
DO 1Z I=NFIRST.NLAST
IF(NP.EQ.l.OR.K.GT.NF) GO TO 10
IF(NFIR-I+NFIRST-K) 10,8.10

8 NCOMP(I-NFIRST+K)=I
NCOMP(I-NFIRST+K+l)=NSHARE(K)
IF(NSFIR-I+NFIRST-K) 150.148,150

148 NSEAM(Z*KK-l)=NSHARE(K)-l
NSEAM(Z*KK)=I
KK=KK+1
NSFIR=NSFIR+Z*NFBBI

150 NFIR=NFIR+Z*NFBB
K=K+l
GO TO lZ

10 NCOMP(I-NFIRST+K)=I
12 CONTINUE

IF(NPUR.EQ.O) GO TO 108
NUM=MPURC(NP)*4
DO lIZ MP=I,NPUR
J=O
NCONST=NPURl*Z+(MP-1)*NPURZ*Z+NBD*(NPUR4+NPUR5)
oa lIZ I =4 • NU M• 4
NPURC(I-3+(MP-1)*NPURN*4+NSUM)=NCOMP(1+NBD*NPUR3*J+NCO

C NST)
NPURC(I-l+(MP-l)*NPURN*4+NSUM)=NCOMP(Z+NBD*NPUR3*J+NCO

C NST)
lIZ J=J+l

NSUM=NSUM+NUM
NPUR4=0
IF(NSE.EQ.O) NPUR5=NPUR6
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108 IF(NA.NE.1.ANO.NP.EQ.NA) GO TO 38
NSTART=NBO*NC*NE+(NFB+l)*2
IF(NP.NE.l) GO TO 38
NCTART=2*NGB+1
DO 14 I=lyNG2y4
NCEOGE(I)=NCOMP(NCTART)
NCEOGE(I+2)=NCOMP(NCTART+l)

14 NCTART=NCTART+2*NGBB
GO TO 16

38 LIMIT=O
DO 42 J=1,NF1
NUREL=NS(J)*2
DO 40 I=l.NUREL

40 NIX(NSPACE+I-1)=NSEAM(LIMIT+I)
CALL NPLACE(NUREL,-1,NS(J),NSPACE,NSUB,LVENO,NIXENO)

42 LIMIT=LIMIT+NUREL
IF(NP.EQ.~A) GO TO 20

16 IFINF.EQ.O) GO TO 20
DO 18 I=l,NF
NSHARE(!)=NCOMP(NSTART)

18 NSTART=NSTART+2*NFBB
20 NCTART=l

NHl=(NP-1)*NH*4
NH2=NH*4
DO 22 I=1,NH2,4
NCENO(NHl+I)=NCOMP(NCTART)
NCENO(NH1+I+2)=NCOMP(NCTART+l)
NCENO(NHl+NTOTAL+I)=NCOMP(NCTART+NBO-2)
NCENO(NHl+NTOTAL+I+2)=NCOMP(NCTART+NBO-1)

22 NCTART=NCTART+NBO*NHB
IF(NP.NE.NA) GO TO 26
NCTART=NC*NE*NBO+2*NGB+l
DO 24 1=1,NG2,4
NCEOGE(NG2+1)=NCOMP(NCTART)
NCEOGE(NG2+I+2)=NCOMP(NCTART+1)

24 NCTART=NCTART+2*NGBB
26 N=NE+1

L=O
NBl=NB

28 NSUBP=!
N02=0

30 NR.OW=O
NO=NOV(NSUBP)
LIMIT=(NO+1)*2
KUREL=(NO+l)*(NE+l)*2
DO 34 J=l.N
DO 32 I=l.LIMIT

32 LVABL(I+NROW)=NCOMP(NBO*(L*NE+J-l)+!+N02)
34 NROW=NROW+LIMIT

DO 36 I=l,KUREL
36 NIX(NSPACE+!-l)=LVABL(!)

NIX(NIXENO+7-8*MSUB(NSUB»=NO
CALL NPLACE(KUREL,3,NO*NE,NSPACE,NSUB,LVEND,NIXENO)
N02=ND2+NO*2
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NSUBP=NSUBP+1
I F( NS UBP. LE. NB) GOT 0 30
IF(NB1.EQ.NB*NC) GO TO 76
NB1=NB1+NB
L=L+1
GO TO 28

76 IF(NP.EQ.NA) GO TO 46
NFIRST=NLAST+1

44 NLAST=NLAST+LAST-NF
46 NGB3=NGB1*3+1

NGB2=NGB2*3
C GENERATE O.O.F. NUMBERS FOR THE SUBASSEMBLIES OF THE T
C WO X ~ DIR.
C BEAMS AND THE REST OF THE EDGE CONNECTION SUBASSEMBLY
C O.O.F.S

00 60 J=1,2
LIMIT=O
NFIRST=NLAST+1
NLAST=NLAST+(NBX1+1)*3
00 48 I=NFIRST,NLAST

48 NCOMP(I-NFIRST+l)=I
C THESE TWO SMALL LOOPS TREAT SHARED D.O.F.S AT INTERNAL
C HINGES

DO 50 1=1,2
NSHARE«J-1)*4+I)=NCOMP(I)

50 NSHARE«J-1)*4+I+2)=NCOMP(NLAST-NFIRST+I-2)
IF(NPUR.EQ.O) GO TO 130
DO 128 I=1,NPUR
NSHARE(7+2*«J-1)*NPUR+I»=NCOMP(NPURB1*3+1+(I-l)*NPUR

C B2*3)
128 NSHARE(8+2*«J-l)*NPUR+I»=NCOMP(NPURBl*3+2+(I-l)*NPUR

C B2*3)
130 DO 54 JJ=1,NBX

KUREL=(NXV(JJ)+1)*3
DO 52 I=1,KUREL

52 NIX(NSPACE+I-l)=NCOMP(LIMIT+I)
CALL NPLACE(KUREL,1,NXV(JJ),NSPACE,NSUB,LVENO,NIXENO)

54 LIMIT=LIMIT+KUREL-3
KOUNT=NGB3-NGB1+5
K=NGB3
NBX4=NGB3+3*(NG2/4-1)
00 56 !=NGB3,NBX4,3
NCEOGE«(J-l)*NG2+2+I+I-KOUNT)=NCOMP(K)
NCEOGE«J-l)*NG2+2+I+I-KOUNT+2)=NCOMP(K+1)
K=K+NGB2

56 KOUNT=KOUNT+2
LIMIT=(J-U*NG2
DO 60 I=1,NG
KUREL=NEV(I)*4
DO 58 JJ=1,KUREL

58 NIX(NSPACE+JJ-1)=NCEOGE(LIMIT+JJ)
CALL NPLACE(KUREL,-2,KUREL/2,NSPACE,NSUB,LVENO,NIXENO)

60 LIMIT=LIMIT+KUREL
C GENERATE O.O.F. NUMBERS FOR SUBASSEMBLIES OF THE TWO Y
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C -DIR. BEAMS
C AND COMPLETE GENERATION OF END CONNECTIONS D.O.F.S

DO 14 J=1,2
MTOTAL=(J-1)*NTOTAL
NFIRST=NLAST+J
NLAST=NLAST+(NBY1+1)*3-6+J
DO 62 1=1,2
NCOMP(I)=NSHARE«J-1)*2+I)

62 NCOMP(NBY1*3+1)=NSHARE«J-1)*2+1+4)
NCOMP«NBY1+1)*3)=NLAST+1
DO 64 I=NFIRST,NlAST

64 NCOMP(I-NFIRST+3)=I
LIMIT=O
DO 68 JJ=1,NBY
KUREL=(NYV(JJ)+1)*3
DO 66 I=1,KUREL

66 NIX(NSPACE+I-1)=NCOMP(LIMIT+I)
CALL NPLACE(KUREL,2,NYVlJJ),NSPACE,NSUB,LVEND,NIXEND)

68 LIMIT=LIMIT+KUREL-3
NZ=1
JJ=O
DO 10 1=4,NTOTAL,4
JJ=JJ+3
IF(I.NE.NZ*NH*4+4) GO TO 18
JJ=JJ-3
NZ=NZ+1

18 NCENDlMTOTAL+I-2)=NCOMP(JJ-2)
10 NCEND(MTOTAL+!)=NCOMP(JJ-1J

LI MIT=O
DO 14 1=1.NBY
KUREL= 4*NCY (I)
DO 72 JJ=1,KUREL

12 NIX(NSPACE+JJ-l)=NCENDCLIMIT+JJ+NTOTAL*lJ-1»
CALL NPLACE(KUREL,-2,KUREL/2,NSPACE,NSUB,LVEND,NIXEND)

14 LIMIT=LIMIT+KUREL
IFCNPUR.EQ.O) GO TO 120

C GENERATE D.O.F. NUMBERS FOR INTERMEDIATE PURL INS AND S
C HEET TO
C PURLIN CONNECTIONS

DO 138 J=1,NPUR
NFIRST=NLAST+2
NLAST=NLAST+(NPURL+1)*3-4
DO 114 K=1,2
NCOMP(K+(J-1)*(NPURL+1)*3)=NSHARE(8+K+2*(J-l»

114 NCOMP(K+NPURL*3+lJ-1)*(NPURL+1)*3)=NSHARE(8+K+2*(J-1)+
C NPUR*2)

NCOMPl(NPURL+1)*3+(J-l)*(NPURL+1)*3)=NLAST+1
DO 140 K=NFIRST,NLAST

140 NCOMPCK-NFIRST+3+(J-1)*(NPURL+l)*3)=K
138 CONTINUE

LIMIT=O
DO 115 I=l,NPUR
KUREL=NPURN*4
NSUM=tJ,PURC(1)*4
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NODEC=(I-1)*NPURN*4
NODEP=(I-1)*(NPURL+1)*3
JJ=O
J=1
DO 116 K=4,KUREL,4
JJ=JJ+3
IF(K.~.NSUM+4) GO TO 117
JJ=JJ-3*NSE+(1-NSE)*3*NPUR6
J=J+1
IF(J.LE.NA) NSUM=NSUM+MPURC(J)*4

117 NPURC(K-2+LIMIT)=NCOMP(JJ+1+NODEP)
116 NPURClK+LIMIT)=NCOMP(JJ+2+NODEP)

LIMIT=LIMIT+KUREL
NDOF=O
NDOFP=O
DO 118 NP=1,NA
KUREL=MPURC(NP)*4
DO 119 K=1,KUREL

119 NIX(NSPACE+K-l)=NPURC(K+NDOF+NODEC)
CALL NPLACE(KUREL,-3,KUREL/2,NSPACE,NSUB,LVEND,NIXEND)
NDOF=NDOF+KUREL
KUREL=(MPURL(NP)+1)*3
DO 121 K=l,KUREL

121 NIX(NSPACE+K-l)=NCOMP(K+NDOFP+NODEP)
CALL NPLACE(KUREL,2,MPURL(NP),NSPACE,NSUB,LVEND,NIXEND

C )
118 NDOFP=NDOFP+KUREL-3
lIS ceNT I NU E

C GENERATE KL1 AND LIKE
120 DO 84 1=1,2

DO 172 J=I,NOOS
READ(S,200) NOS,(MSUB(K) ,K=1,NOS)
IF(NOS.GT.l.0R.I.EQ.2) GO TO 170
NIX(NIXEND+1-8*MSU8(1»=0
GO TO 172

170 NIX(NIXEND-3-8*MSUB(1)+4*I)=J
IJKL=NIXEND-3+4*I
DO 82 K=2,NOS

M2 NIX(IJKL-8*MSUB(K»=-J
172 CONTINUE

84 NOOS=NGOM
C SUPPORTS AND LOADED D.O.F.S. ALSO REARRANGE D.O.F.S IN
C NI X

REAO(S,200) NRE1,NRE11,NRE2,NRE22,KLS,KL2
DO 86 1=1, NSU
IJKL=NIXEND-8*1
KUREL=NIXlIJKL+8)
IF(KUREL.GT.LVMAX) LVMAX=KUREL
IFlI.EQ.NRE1) GO TO 102
NIX(IJKL+3)=0
GO TO 100

102 NIX(IJKL+3)=NRE11
NREl=NRE2
NREll=NRE22
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100 IF(KlS.EQ.Il GO TO 104
NIX(IJKl+4)=0
GO TO 98

104 NIX(IJKl+4)=Kl2
98 DO 88 J=l,KUREl

NIZZ=NIZZ+1
88 NIX(NIZZ)=-NIX«I-1)*40+J)
86 NIX(IJKl+8)=NIZZ

200 FORMAT(1615)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE NPlACE(KUREl,NTYPE,KE,NSPACE,NSUB,LVEND,NIX
C END)

C PRINTS D.O.F. GENERATED IN GMESH AND PLACES
C SUBASSEMBLY DATA IN ARRAY NIX

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION NIX(12000),MSUB(100)
COMMON !BlK6! ElPA(7000l,EL(860),JJ(40)
EQUIVALENCE (NIX(1),ELPACl) ),(MSUB(l) ,ElPA(660l))
NSPAND=NSPACE+KUREL-l
WRITEC6,201) NSUB,MSUB(NSUB)

201 FORMAT(!,5X,'MESH GENERATOR SUBASSEMBLY NO.',15,!,5X,'
C USER SUBASSE
1MBL Y NO.' tI 5, n

IFCNTYPE.lT.O) GO TO 1
JUMP=2
IFCNTYPE.EQ.l.OR.NTYPE.EQ.2) JUMP=3
NSPAC1=NSPACE+l
WRITE(6,202) (NIXCI),I=NSPACE,NSPAND,JUMP)

202 FORMAT(8X,'D.O.F. IN X-DIR. ',8C!,5X,10I8),!)
WRITEC6,203) (NIX(I),I=NSPAC1,NSPAND,JUMP)

203 FORMAT(8X,'D.O.F. IN Y-DIR. ',8(!,5X,10I8),!)
NSPACl=NSPACE+2
IFCJUMP.EQ.3) WRITE(6,204) (NIXCI),I=NSPAC1,NSPAND,JUM

C P)
204 FORMAT(8X,'ROTATIONAl D.O.F.',2(!,5X,1018),!)

GO TO 2
1 IF(NTYPE.EQ.-l) WRITE(6,205) (NIX(I),I=NSPACE,NSPAND)

205 FORMAT(8X,'D.O.F. IN X-DIR. AND CONNECTIVITY' ,8(!,5X,
C 5 ( I 8 " --, I 5
U ),!)

IF(NTYPE.NE.-l) WRITE(6,206) (NIX(I),I=NSPACE,NSPAND)
206 FORMATC8X,'D.O.F. AND CONNECTIVITY. DIRECTIONS INDICAT

C ED BY X OR Y
1 ',8(!,5X,3('X:',I6,' --',15,' Y:',I5,' --',Y5,2X»,
C n

2 IJKL=NIXEND-8*MSUB(NSUB)
NIX( IJKL+6)=KE
NIXCIJKl+2)=NTYPE
NIX(IJKl+8)=KUREl
NSUB=NSUB+l
IF(NSUB.lE.NSU) NSPACE=(MSUB(NSUB)-1)*lVEND+l
RETURN
END
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Bl

B2 B6
Symm.

B3 -B4 Bl

B4 B7 -B2 B6

-Bl -B2 B5 -B4 BlT

-B2 -B6 B4 B8 B2 B6T

B5 B4 -Bl B2 B3 -B4 BlT

-B4 B8 B2 -B6 B4 B7 -B2 B6T

where,
E

Bl = t (--2S. b + G a)
3" A a xy b

t E
B2 = ( x + Gxy )4" llyx T

-2E
B3 = t (__x b + G a)"6 A a xy b

t E
B4 x Gxy )= "4 (llyx T -

E
B5 t (--2S. b a= "6 - 2Gxy b)A a

t E
G b)B6 = (.1 a +

3" A b xy a

B7 = t ~a - 2G b)
"6 (A b xya

-2E
B8 = t (-1 a + G b)

"6 A b xy a

and,

A = 1 - llxyllyx

Table 3.1 Orthotropic Plane Stress Plate Element
Stiffness Matrix (Reference 26)
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Gage G

Seam Slip (10- 3 in.)

Gage H Gage I

Load (kip)

13.477

(Elastic limit)

18.477

23.477

28.477

33.477

38.477**

Test*

4.6

8.0

13.3

20.4

30.0

52.0

F.E.

3.84

8.16

13.39

23.02

34.05

58.73

Test*

4.0

7.3

11. 4

18.0

26.5

42.0

F.E.

3.89

8.38

13.80

23.78

35.10

59.74

Test*

4.6

8.0

13.3

21.3

31. 3

53.0

F.E.

3.93

8.45

13.83

23.76

35.11

59.96

* Test results noted above have been picked from curves ln
Reference (53). The curves were drawn from test data at
loads different than those above.

** Test results extrapolated from available curves for this
load level.

Table 5.1 Comparison of test seam slip with finite
element analysis results
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Total number of subassemblies: 57

Total degrees of freedom: 827

Analysis with IBM 370/168 computer:

Solution Time (sec. )

CPU I/O

Linear analysis up to elastic limit 10.36 17.01

Full non-linear analysis * 383.07 1545.27

Linear analysis up to elastic 1imit** 10.40 17.29

* Other statistics for the full non-linear analysis are as
follows:

Load increment beyond No. of No. of

elastic limit Iterations Accelerations

1 5 1

2 6 1

3 6 1

4 8 2

5 14 4

6 21 6

** With more recent version of the program including the mesh
generator

Table 5.2 Analysis and Iteration Statistics for
the 10' x 12' Welded Diaphragm
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Elastic Limit

Case* Load (kip) Deflection (in. ) Elastic Slope (k/in. )

Test Cannot be properly identified 55.0
from curve

1 0.5429 0.01132 47.978

2 0.5408 0.01039 52.060

3 0.5406 0.01028 52.594

4 0.5444 0.01344 40.492

5 0.5419 0.01137 47.673

* See Section 5.4.3.1 for a list of the above cases 1 - 5.

Table 5.3 Results of Linear Analyses on Different Models
of the 10' x 12' Standard Corrugated Diaphragm
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Seam slip (in.) at the following seam lines

(1 to 4 in positive y-dir. on Figure 5.19)

Load (kip)

Elastic Limit

(0.5406 k.)

1. 5406

2.5406

3.5406

4.5406

1

0.00115

0.00444

0.01335

0.03043

0.06714

2

0.00121

0.00464

0.01379

0.03121

0.06969

3

0.00124

0.00476

0.01403

0.03150

0.06984

4

0.00126

0.00485

0.01418

0.03155

0.06810

Table 5.4 Seam Slip Computed in Finite Element Analysis
of Case 3 (?ee Section 5.4.3.1) for the 10' x
12' Standard Corrugated Diaphragm
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Model A Model B Model C

Total number of subassemblies

Total degrees of freedom

68

606

88

766

88

766

Analysis with IBM 370/168 computer:

Linear Analyses up to Non-Linear Analyses
Elastic Limit

Solution Time (sec.) Solution Time (sec. )

Model CPU I/O Model CPU I/O

A 8.70 17.73 A* 53.52 217.03

B 10.30 21. 64 A*** 367.00 1580.71

C 10.07 21. 64 C** 62.27 264.21

A* 9.18 18.70

*
**

***

Later analysis after some additions to program

Only one load increment beyond elastic limit, with a total
of 8 iterations and 2 accelerations

Full analysis (conducted later than linear analysis A*),
the number of iterations and accelerations at each load
increment being as follows:

Load increment beyond No. of No. of

elastic limit Iterations Accelerations

1 5 1

2 8 2

3 11 3

4 15 4

5 26 7

Table 5.5 Analysis and Iteration Statistics for the
10' x 12' Standard Corrugated Diaphragm
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Seam Slip (in.) at the following seam lines

(1 to 5 in positive y-dir. on Figure 5.29)

Load (kip)

Elastic Limit

(0.3434 k.)

0.8434

1.3434

1.8434

2.3434

2.8434*

1

0.0012

0.0065

0.0162

0.038

0.0937

0.375

2

0.0012

0.0066

0.0163

0.0381

0.094

0.363

3

0.0012

0.0067

0.0166

0.0387

0.0953

0.365

4

0.0012

0.0066

0.0163

0.0381

0.094

0.363

5

0.0012

0.0066

0.0162

0.0374

0.0941

0.375

* Results after 76 iterations at this load. Given values of
seam slip only lower bound.

Table 5.6 Seam Slip Computed in the Non-Linear Analysis
of Model AT, 10' x 12' Trapezoidally Coyrugated
Diaphragm of Section 5.5
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Total number of subassemblies

Total degrees of freedom

Analysis with IBM 370/168 computer:

Model AT

47

463

Model RT

83

583

Solution Time (sec.)

Linear analysis up

to Elastic Limit

Full non-linear
Analysis*

Model AT

Model BT

Model AT

CPU

5.07

6.92

515.27

I/O

12.35

19.35

2413.96

* Iterations are as follows:

Load increment beyond

elastic limit

1

2

3

4

5

No. of

Iterations

5

11

12

32

76

No. of

Accelerations

1

3

3

9

23

Table 5.7 Analysis and Iteration Statistics for the
10' x 12' Trapezoidally Corrugated Diaphragm
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24 IN. X 28 IN. Orf-PH. NON-LINEAR ANALYSIS. MAX. NO. OF LOAD INC. 5, 0.1 K EACH
MAX. NO. Or- iTER. PER tOAD INC. 40. INIT IAL LOAD 1 KIP

5 0 0 40 11 0 0 .1
12 1 2 0 0 1 3 0

101 102 ll~ 120 121 12.2 123 124 125 110 III 126
16 2 -2 I) I) 2 8 0

1 101 2 102 31 120 32 121 61 123 62 124 91 110 92 111
9 3 1 3 0 3 2 0

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109
4 4 -2 0 0 -2 2 0
5 104 6 105

40 5 3 0 0 4 12 4
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 28 29 30 31 32
33 34 35 36 37 3B 39 40
40 -5 3 0 0 0 0 0
31. 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 't5 46
47 48 '.9 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 51 58 59 60 61 62
63 6't 05 66 67 68 69 70
40 -5 3 0 0 0 0 0
61 62 63 64 65 66 61 68 69 70 11 72 73 74 75 76
77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 81 88 89 90 91 92
93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

4 -4 -2 0 0 0 0 0
95 113 96 114

9 -3 1 0 1 0 0 0
110 ll.l 112 113 114 115 116 117 118

16 -2 -2 0 0 0 0 0
9 107 10 108 3') 128 40 129 69 131 70 132 99 116 100 111

12 -1 2 0 0 0 0 0
107 108 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 116 111 134

8. 0.14 0.69 29500.
9 .002375 .25 .0015 .375 .015 .465 .02625

.545 .0425 .61 .0625 .66 .09875 .115 .126815

.7'. .15 .75
14. .14 • 69 29500 •

2 7 8
.3 • 0003 2.67 7. 33000 • 33. • 018 500 •

1 -1.

Table A.I.l 24" x 28" diaphragm, manual input
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3

4
19

1

3
18

.02625
.126875

3

2
9

2
4
2
1
8

36

.465

.715

3
5
2

33
34

3431

1
3
2

30
14

.015
.09875

33

28

4
3
2

27
35

33

30

26

30

.375

.66

21

27

27

18

32

23
32

23

29500.

29500.
29500.

.0075
.0625

1

14

20
29

29

20

11
35
17
22

35

39

17
31
22

35
.655
.655

.25
.61
.75

.655

2

37

8
25
13
19

25

13
28
19

DIAPH. OF FIG. A.l.5. NON-LINEAR ANALYSIS. MAX. NO. OF LOAO INCR. 5. 1.5 KEACH
INIT. LOAD 1 K•• MAX. ITER. PER INCR. 40.MATERIAL PROPS. AS CASE 3,SECT. 5.4.3.1

5 1 0 40 39 12 7 1.5
3 3 142 1 112
1 3 2 2 3 5 341
341 1 3 2 123
o 7 10 13 16 17 20 23 24

37 38 39 36 5 25 6 26 15
28 29 11 12 21 22 31 32

2 1 37
2 2 38
2 3 39
2 4 36
4 5 15
2 6 14
9 7 10
4 B 11
6 9 12
2 16 24
2 18 21
2 26 34
413
2 2 38

12 4 6
4 5 15
9 7 10
6 9 12
2 16 24
5 1 25

10. .117
2 O. .117

9 .002375
.545 .0425
.74 .15
12. .117

1
• 3 • 000065 12 • 10 • 32100. 6.955 .01875 10450 •
12. .0951 • 526 29500.

9 .00125 .07 .0075 .1375 .0175 .19 .0275
.22 .03875 .24 .06125 .265 .08125 .2"175 .09

.28 .125 .2825
10 11
11 -1.

Table A.l.2 Diaphragm model of Figure A.l.S,
input using the mesh generator
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10' * 12' WELDED CELLULAR DIAPHRAGM INITIAL LOAD 10 K., INCR. LOAD 5 K.
MAX. NO. OF ITER PER LOAD INCR. 35. MAX. NO. OF 6 LOAD INCREMENTS

6 1 1 35 57 7 6 .5
6 4 1 5 2 1 1 1 3 3 1 4 4 1 1 3
1 1 6 0 7 4 5 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3
3 3 3
0 5 6 7 8 11 14 15 16 17 20 23 24 25 26 29

32 33 34 35 38 41 42 43 44 47 50 51 52 53 1 2
57 56 3 12 21 30 3q 48 4 13 22 31 40 49 10 19
28 37 46 55 9 18 27 36 45 54

2 1 57
2 2 56
6 3 12 21 30 39 48

12 4 9 13 18 2?- 27 31 36 40 45 49 54
24 5 6 7 8 14 15 16 11 23 24 25 26 32 33 34
35 41 42 43 44 50 51 52 53

6 10 19 28 37 46 55
5 11 20 29 38 47
2' 1 57

14 2 4 9 13 18 22 27 31 36 40 45 49 54 56
6 3 12 21 30 39 48

24 5 6 7 8 14 15 16 11 23 24 25 26 32 33 34
35 41 42 43 44 50 51 52 53

6 10 19 28 31 46 55
5 11 20 29 38 47
:3 1 48 2 55 1

Z't. 16.6 7.97 29500.
5 .00434 4.5 .02 5.37 .04555 6. .11258

6.75 .26291 7.272
12. 9.7 6.19 29500.

1
.3 • 3 12. 6 • 29500. 29500. .06 11346.15
12. 36.5 9.71 29500.

5 .003936 1.703 .011942 2.496 .029926 3.079 .08
3.62 .163038 3.808

1 8
8 -10.

Table A.l.3 10' x 12' welded cellular metal deck,
input using the mesh generator
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10' '* 12' STANDARD CORRUGATED DIAPHRAGM INITIAL LOAD 1 K.,INCR. LOAD 1 K.
MAX. NO. OF IT ER PER LOAD I NCR. 40. MAX. NO. OF 8 LOAD INCREMENTS

8 1 0 40 68 8 6 1.
5 2 1 4 3 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 4
1 1 5 3 4 1 8 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4
4
2 2 1 1 2 2 1 3 4 4 4 3 3 3 '3 3
3
0 5 10 15 18 23 28 31 36 41 44 49 54 51 62 1
2 68 61 3 16 29 42 55 4 11 30 43 56 14 21 40

53 66 13 26 39 52 65 6 7 19 20 32 33 45 46 58
59 8 9 21 22 34 35 41 48 60 61 11 12 24 25 31
38 50 51 63 64

2 1 68
2 2 61

10 3 14 16 21 29 40 42 53 55 66
19 4 13 11 19 21 24 26 30 32 34 31 39 43 45 41
50 52 56 65
10 5 10 18 23 31 36 44 49 57 62

6 6 8 11 58 60 63
15 1 9 12 20 22 25 33 35 38 46 48 51 59 61 64

4 15 28 41 54
2 1 68

27 2 4 6 8 11 13 17 19 ~1 24 26 30 32 34 31
39 43 45 47 50 52 56 58 60 63 65 67
10 :3 14 16 27 29 40 42 53 55 66
10 5 10 18 23 31 36 44 49 57 62
15 7 9 12 20 22 25 33 35 38 46 48 51 59 61 64

4 15 28 41 54
1 3 0 0 68 1

18. • 117 .655 29500 •
1 2 26
9 .002375 .25 .0075 .375 .015 .465 .02625

.545 .0425 .61 .0625 .66 .09875 .715 .126875

.74 .15 .75
8. .117 • 655 29500 •
• 3 • 000065 8 • 18 • 32100. 6.955 .01875 10450.

8. .0951 • 526 29500•
9 .00125 .07 .0075 .1375 .0175 .19 .0215

.22 .03875 .24 .06125 .265 .08125 .2775 .09
.28 .125 .2825

1 1.

Table A.l.4 10' x 12' standard corrugated diaphragm Model A,
input using the mesh generator
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Rigid Frame

Diagona I Brae ing

Shear Diaphragm

Figure 1.1 Alternative methods for resisting lateral forces
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Interior
Frames

Tension Tie at
Exterior Frames

Frame Cladding Interaction

Compression

Chord ~~~~l>o.~~~........

~~~~....~-,.,....~~ Roof Panels...............
.......... =Shear Web

~>'~
Tension
Chord ---I---..3oW-.../

1
~

/
I
I
I
I

Cross Section at Interior Frames

Figure 1. 2 Interaction of sheathing and moment resisting
frames to carry vertical loads
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Fold -I ine Members

Compression Chord

Figure 1.3 Folded plate structure
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6
Notes:
I. Symbol 6 represents dial gage

2. Pi nned connection or double-link
connection should be provided
at corner (G) for reversed load ing

3. see Figure 2.1 b for cantilever test·

C-D

weld

weld

End Load PI.

Section y-y

Details at corner D

weld\
I fin

~ -- - 50': .

~"~... ~
~

~ - --- ~ .....

/'
..u·

Section x- x
Pinned connec tion detai Is at C

b

y

G

P.9.
b
x
L ..

-----,
Y I

Li
I
I
I
I
I
IE

--+ ~~------T'---t---p.Q. -0 -----1 6,b -_....

Figure 2.la Plan of cantilever test frame (Ref. 4)
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• Inl . Inl • Inl . InL
a. Rectangular corrugations with attachments

at every va/ley

• v • v •

•

single-sided attachment

double- sided attachment

b. Corrugations and attachment analyzed by
Rothwell (20)

Figure 2.2 Some geometries on which earlier
analyses have been conducted
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1. Trapezoidal Corrugation

a. small attachments at
the valleys

b. small attachments at
the valleys and crests

c. wide attachments to
a rigid flange

d. small attachmenf to
a rigid flange

Special Cases

Type of
( I ) ( .II ) (m)

Zero- Width Zero-Width Zero-Width
Attachment Crests Volleys Volleys and Crests

a '\..A.A.A. y-y-y-y WVYVY
.

b \..A.A..A- YVVY VWVVV

c ~~~

d ~"(),,b>,A, ~l~~

Figure 2.3 Corrugation geometries and manners of attachment
analyzed by Libove and co-workers (cont.)
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2. Circular arc corrugations

3. Si nuso idol corrugat ions

Cases of attachment considered for 2 and 3 above:
(drawn only for case 2)

a. small attachments at
the volleys

b. small attachments at
crests and valleys.

c. small attachments ot
mid-height

d. combination of bond c

Figure 2.3 (cont.) Corrugation geometries and manners of
attachment analyzed by Libove and co-workers
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p

t
~-----I

I I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I i
L __-r-_I

p

Cor rugated Sheet

p

t!:L-- r ------,2, ,

L

IL_-r-_J
p

Equivalent Orthotropic Aat Sheet

Figure 3.1 Idealization of corrugated sheeting
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z

n.a.---h

I
~--p

h . ( 21TX )Corrugation shape assumed in Ref. 26: Z =2' Sin P

Figure 3.2 Definition of variables in Equations 3.6 and.3.7
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a. Deflection of sheet with b. Comparison of (0) and sheet
continuous end attachment with discrete end attachments

Figure 3.3 Shear deflection of corrugated sheeting (cont.)
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unloaded sheet

case of Figure 3.3 a

approximation of deflection of sheet with discrete
end attachments by using an average Geff

approximation of same by using Gae and GL-2a

actual shape of end sweep

c. Comparison of three cases of using shear moduli

Figure 3.3 (cont.) Shear deflection of corrugated sheeting
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bolt

purlin

clip anole , one side

Pe r imeter member cOnnection Perimeter beam to intermediate
purl in connection

Heavy Frame Connections

clip angle, one side

purlin

~8lbolt

Perimeter member connection Perimeter beam to intermediate

purlin connection

.J:.!iht Frame Connections

Figure 3.4 Diaphragm test frame connections
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LzzzZ{zzzzzzzzz~End Connections
r I '

o. End connections

r
1'----'

I
I

I
(
"'-~f---------------__---11

I
I
I
I
I
I

b. Sheet to sheet seom connections

Figure 3.5 Sheet connections (cont.)

(sheet to
sheet)

Seam Connections
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c. Edge Connections

sheet to intermediate
purlin connections

Edge Connections

sheet to intermediate
purlin connection at
seam

d. Sheet to intermediate pur/in connections

Figure 3.5 (cont.) Sheet connections (cont.)
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Sheet to Sheet
Connections

e. Lengthwise connection of two sheets

Figure 3.5 (cont.) Sheet connections
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8 6

7~J;.--------:t .5

1
~t

~ 3

t
2 4

~~ a ~I

yL
x

Figure 3.6 Orthotropic plane stress plate element
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2 5

JJ~--1r4
1'L A. I • Eo. L 6

x
a. Beam finite element

5

~6
-"""..... 4

3"Y
2

,. 1

b. Column finite element

Figure 3.7 Flexural member representation
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2

_ ............ J

1

b. Connection model with spring
only in one direction. (used
for sheet to sheet seam con
nections)

2

.
J

...--~--~,...~X
t3

a. Connection model with springs
in two directions

sheet A sheet B

c. Mpchanical endconnector at
sheet sidelop

d. Sheets A and B connected to!
flange independently

k (sheet B)(sheet A) j ...-~...--

i t4
(f lange)

e. Model of the independent connections of Figures (c) and(d)

• the X and Y directions are interchangeable

Figure 3.8 Connection models (cont.)



(sheet A) j
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II

~,--.......__..k( sheet B)

I
(flange)

direction of seam between sheets
A cnd B

f. Mode/ of sheet to intermediate pur/in
connection at sheet side/op

Figure 3.8 (cont.) Connection models
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k =ton 4>

Slip (8)

Figure 3.9 Approximation of connection behavior
for first order analysis
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P --..---~----------'--"""'~ P.".

a. Axial element in structure

b. Tension test behavior of element of Figure 4. f a

Figure 4.1 Residual force approach for axial element
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•••••••••••••••••
0-•..

o
o

o
••••••o•••••••

.....------.,,'"

x·I
A: produces +acceleration factor
B: produces -acceleration factor

__}tead to zero slope

•••••• actual expected behavior
for case B

i+1 i+2
Number of iteration

Figure 4.2 Effect of the third iteration of a triplet,
on the acceleration factor S
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Loadr-r---- 2 4
1

_'-----I~

I
.~hinge

• 01 -.-.-

roller
1~10:a:=="=t7====\!l:::=~1=a::=()11I _. L.-

/ \
/ \

/ \

! p= 2 2/3' !
~.. --I

Standard 2 ~" x 1t2" corrugation.

-i
h=O.5"-,-

Figure 5.1 Test arrangement of the 24" x 28" diaphragm
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®
Load

....::.-_-

®

-
A c:::J ® A

®
l~A A-

i "2' ® ~ ...
~

4A A-

®
y

A C@) A

J . x - 1\\ @n "l ,'////'"", "

(!): subassembly number
A : end connector

c : edge connector
__ plate element botders
-- plate subassembly borders

• beam nodal point
o end of beam subassembly

Figure 5.2 Finite element mesh and the sequence of sub
assemblies for the 24" x 28" diaphragm
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128
~ i29

i30

131
~ 132

i33

Cl

1 4
105
106

I§~ 165

~

~

1~ 11 19
20

1~ 3 5 7 9
2+ 4 6 8 10

123 A

124 ~

125

120 A
121 ~

122

110 113 116
Hi 1\4 117
112 115 H8 Load
~---------e---------"" ....i(~~;;..;;;..

• 110 A CJ ~ 116.
111 ~ 117
126 134

• beams in y direction share some trans lationa I d. o. f. s. with
beams in x direction, but not the rotational d.o.f (internol hinges).

Figure 5.3 Numbering of structural d.o.f. for the
24" x 28" diaphragm
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Plate Subassembly

3t
Edge Connection Subassembly
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31- .

132

H
.2
1-.. 3 5 7- -f2
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9~~ 0

111
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~

13 ~ 14
~15
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End Connect ion
Subassembl.Y

7
8
9

4
5
6

10
11
12

1~

2 t
3~

End Beam

(Y- dir.)
Subassembly

Edge Beam (X- dir) Subasserrilly

Figure 5.4 Basic subassemblies of the 24" x 28" diaphragm and subassembly d.o.f. numbering
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I: actual behavior
2: ideal ized behavior
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51 ip (10-~n)
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Figure 5.5 No. 14 screw in 26 gage steel
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Figure 5.6 24" x 28" shear diaphragm. Deflection of representative d.o.f.
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5i5
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Scale: 1 in = 500 lb.

255

515
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1255
I

Figure 5.7 Longitudinal forces on the perimeter beams of the
24" x 28" diaphragm, at the elastic limit
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587

Figure 5.8 Lateral forces on the perimeter beams of the
24" x 28" diaphragm, at the elastic limit
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Figure 5.9 Test arrangement of the 10' x 12' welded diaphragm
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Figure 5.10 Finite element mesh and the sequence of sub
assemblies for the 10' x 12' welded diaphragm
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Figure 5.11 Numbering of structural d.o.f. for
the 10' x 12' welded diaphragm
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Figure 5.12 Basic subassemblies of the
10' x 12' welded diaphragm
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Figure 5.13 Interpolated curves.
welded diaphragm
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Deflection (in)
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Figure 5.14 10' x 12' welded diaphragm. Deflection
of representative d.o.f.
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Figure 5.15 Forces in the connectors of the middle
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Figure A.3.2 (cont.) Map of array ELPA at different stages (cont.)
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Figure A.3.2 (cant.) Map of array ELPA at different stages
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Figure A.3.3 Map of array STORE at different stages
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Figure A.4.1 Flow chart for main routine (cont.)
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Figure A.4.1 (cont.) Flow chart for main routine
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Figure A.4.1 (cont.) Flow chart for main routine
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Figure A.4.l (cont.) Flow chart for ~ain routine
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Figure A.4.l (cont.) Flow chart for main routine
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Figure A.4.1 (cont.) Flow chart for main routine
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Figure A.4.2 Flow chart for subroutine SUBK (cant.)
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Figure A.4.2 (cont.) Flow chart for subroutine SUBK
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Figure A.4.3 Flow chart for subroutine PLAST (cont.)
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Figure A.4.3 (cont.) Flow chart for 5ubrautine PLAST
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Figure A.4.3 (cont.) Flow chart for subroutine PLAST
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Figure A.4.3 (cont.) Flow chart for subroutine PLAST
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Figure A.4.3 (cont.) Flow chart for subroutine PLAST
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Figure A.4.4 Flow chart for subroutine GMESH (cont.)
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Figure A.4.4 (cont.) Flow chart for subroutine GMESH
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Figure A.4.4 (cont.) Flow chart for subroutine GMESH
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Figure A.4.4 (cont.) Flow chart for subroutine GMESH
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JI) .~ft An efficiebt method for the analysis of

I diaphragms has been developed which accounts
I.

method is based on residual forces. Diaphragms are modeled by finite elements

of three types: the individual panel units, the 'supporting steel framing,

and the connectors. The connectors are considered to be the sole source of

non-linear behavior, essentially as indicated by experimental evidence. The

computer progran is user-oriented, and is equipped with an automati~ mesh

generator as well as an accelerato.c to improve convergence rat':!. I.pplications

of the; analysis to diap~1ragrns for v.hich full-scale test results are available

S:lO'" 'jood cJrrelation. The method providt.::s full inforrr.ation on dlsplacc:r.er.".:3

a~d intenlal force distributions, as well as ove.c~ll behavior, ana thus Fro-

vides a sour.d basis for the develoi)rnent of approxir:1ate methods s'litable for

manual design. It may be directly useful for the design of complex systems

such as those including large openings or having unusual proportions, or for

the design of innovative stressed-skin structures such as folded plates.



NON-LINEAR ANALYSIS OF COLD-FORMED STEEL SHEAR DIAPHRAGMS

1 '1 2By Erdal Atrek and Arthur H. Nl son, M.ASCE

INTRODUCTION

Use of standard cold-formed steel floor and roof deck panels to resist

loads causing shear forces in the plane of their surface is well es~ablishcd

enginoering practice. While such panels are designed mainly to function as

beams to resist gravity loads, it is recognized that complete panel assemblies,

together with the supporting steel framework, may be used as shear aiaphragms,

either in a secondary sense to provide bracing against sway, or in a primary

sense in the form of certain types of shell structures such as folded plates.

Even the nominal fast€ning systems (screws or welds) used to prevent accicental

displace~eut of panels or to resist uplift from wind forces, permit development

of substantial in-plane shear resistance. He~vier fastening systems ma~ be

used to construct very strong and stiff diap~ragms where shear l0ads are large

or s~ans aye lo~g.

The dc.:siJ.m of metal ceck diaphrag::-,s ilLay pr::>ceed ba.sed on (a) rcsu::'ts of

tests on full scale protot:t'.:.:'c cOll1pon~nts, (b) approximate a.nalysis by ",anual

calculation, or (c) finite element computer analysis.

In the U.S., since the early 1950's, engine~rs have relied mainly on

prototy~c tests of full scale components of complete diapllragms. Fig. l(a)

sho'",;s a simple three-bctY building acted upon by horizontal loading, s'.lch as

IAsst. Prof., Dept. of Civil Engrg., Faculty of Engrg. and Arch., Istanbul
. . - I 1--,.", TII,.-l· -.... for"""rl" ""-'Q'"_I-,, rc's """"1 J.C"st 0 ;>,1-Tcsr:'!11(;al u:~·~.:., S,-,~~.;,,,,·,",,,,L, . ~'~<-1' , .. H_" '1 '--}_u. I.. ......ll..-'".... t .. .;,.l. ... ·. __ J. <.-.J- ., t:.-t '"a

~ ~tr·uct" 1 Fng , CO~;:.:.·J.l l!n~·I., l·~::,'.:::l, LLY.0 .. ;:.., ,0' , •

2prof. and Chairman, Dept. of Structural Eng., Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N.Y. M.~·
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from wind. The deck is used to provide shear resistance. Conditions in a

shear-loaded exterior bay may be duplicated by a cantilever test frame as shown

(b). The load-deflection response and strength of the structure may be pre

dicted based on results of testing the cantilever frwme. Details of such tests

have been standardized by AISI in Ref. (1).

Several approximate methods of analysis have been proposed, notably those

by Luttrell (10), Pinkham (14), and Bryan (4). The most generally suitable

appears to be that of Bryan, as modified and refined by Davies (5). The essen

tial feature of the analysis by Bryan and Davies is that the properties of

individual components of diaphragms, such as connectors or panel elements, are

established by test or analysis. An assumed distribution of internal diaphragm

forces is made, permitting determination of the displacemen~ component intro

duced by each part. The flexibility of the entire asserrbly is the sun of the

flexibilities of the parts. The method is suitable for ordinary design-office

work using slide rule or electronic calculator, and has been widely used abroad.

For cases where unusual deck geometry, presence of openings, or other COili

plications invalidate the usual assumptions of in;:':ernal force distrib'J"::ions,

or where more refined behavior prediction is n2cessary, an analysis baS8d C~

a finite elem2nt approach can be used. Such an analysis has also been us~i'Jl

in studying ordinary cases, in order to permit realistic assumptions for inter

nal forces (prerequisite for manual analysis, as described above). The linear

elastic finite element analysis of sLear diaphragQs was first described in a

pap2r by Nilson and A.rrunar (13).

Diaphrag;ns may exhibit non-linear beh2vior at relatively low loads, due

mainly to stress concentrations at the connectors. In order to trace the load

deflection beha'li',=;::- !::;lrough the enti ICc, range of loading, and to [!l:-_,Jict LJ.i ~_, 

load accurately, it is necessary that a non-linear analysis be ~a.dc.
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The research described herein extends the work described in Ref. (13) into

the non-linear range (2).

BASIS OF FINITE ELE~ffiNT ANALYSIS OF DIAPHRAGMS

The essential features of the linear elastic analysis have been described

in Ref. (13), and they will be summarized only briefly here.

According to the finite elemeDt method, in general, any continuous body

such as a thin plate subject to in-plane loading, may be divided for computa

tional purposes into a large number of discrete elements. Within each of these,

tho state of stress may be described in simple terms, although stresses may

vary in a complex way from element to element. The elements are assumed to be

interconnected only at discrete points, usually their corners, where conditions

of equilib~·ium, and in most cases compat.ibility, are enforced.

The adaptation of such an analysis to metal deck diaphragms is a natural

one. Such diaphragms are actually composed of a large number of discrete

elcme~ts (the individual panels), interconnected only at discrete points to

each other or to the supporting ~ramework by welds or scre'Vs. With the s~iff-

neSS proI>crti<.:s of the panels, the fa.steners, and the supporting rr.er:-tbe::::s es

tablished analytically or experimentally, the ordinary rncthod3 of macrix analy-

sis may be used to predict tLe behavior of the assembly.

(a) Cold-Formed Steel Panels: Standard deck panels used may be p:Lace:J.

in one of the two categories shown in Fig. 2. Closed cellular panels (a) are

fabricated by spot-welding hat-shaped sections to a flat sheet. The open

corrugated or trapezoidal sections, (b) and (c), are more commonly used for

sheathing of single-story industrial buildings.

For diaphragm analysis in the case of the cellular panels, the flat sheet

is assumed to act in shear independently of the hat sections, as the sho.-I:::"
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flexibility of the latter is much greater than the sheeting. The resulting

case of plane isotropy is well established and the panel behavior is modeled

by use of the material constants for the steel without modification.

Corrugated sheeting, although made of isotropic material, will respond to

loading orthotropically due to geometric changes. It is convenient to define

an orthotropic flat sheet having the projected planar dimensions of the corru-

gated sheeting, and behaving in the same manner (Fig. 3). Previous investiga-

tors in the field (see Ref. 2) have formulated the material constants for such

a case.

Denoting the two principal directions of orthotropy as L (longitudinal)

and T (transverse), the following definitions hold:

E = ~ E
L P 0

(1)

where E
L

is t.."1e effective modulus of elasticity in the L directicJD, and Eo

is the modulus of elasticity of steel.

J
E =-2.p,

T J 0

wher0 E
T

is t~e effective ffiod~lus of elasticity in the T direction, J
o

(2 )

t-
3

11 ')
- I ........

is t.he mJm~-,nt. of inert ia of tLe panc.l she 2t abou'':' i i:S 0'.,:1 ::.:; l.ane, 3.Ld J is '::1'~

moment of inertia of one corrugatien about its own mid-plane, ct,,, :ined by:

~LT = ~o

(3 )

(4)

h \.l is the principal Poisson's ratio, and ~o is the Poisson's ratio forwere LT

steel.

p = ~
TL 0"1,

is the sucondary Poisson's ratio.where f.lTL

(5)
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For the orthotropic flat sheet, the simple relationship of the shear

modulus to ~ and E is no longer valid. If attachment of the corrugated sheet
o 0

were such that the corrugation geometry is preserved at the ends, but the warp-

ing of the end cross-sections is not prohibited, then under a given shear load

a uniform shear strain field would be produced in the sheet as shown by shape A

of Fig. 4. Thus, the effective shear modulus would be simply:

G = G k-
eff 0 p'

where G is the shear modulus for steel.
o

(6)

When attachment is made at discrete locations, the end corrugation geometry

will not be preserved under shear loading, and Eg. (6) will be deficient. For

such cases, Libove (6, 9, 15) and Lawson (8) have made analyses with the recog-

nition that the straight line corrugation generators do not remain straight.

Most of this effect is at the ends as shm,TI by shape B of Fig. 4.

Libove has modified Eq. (6) as follows:

G G R.. ~ '\7)
eff = 0 p'

whe.re ~ is a dimensionless ratio depending on th2 S00m0~~y of the corru~~ticl

and j.ts atLachrnent.

Plots of ~ for a great varieLy of corrugation geometries and sheet dimcn-

sions have been prepared with the assumption that discrete attachments exist

at least every corrugation pitch. For civil engineering dia2hra9~s, ~here the

attachment interval is in general greater, the added deformation can je

accou~ted for by using a smaller modulus of elasticity in the we~k direction (:).

Lawson's expression for G
eff

depends on a dimensionloss pa~~meter K, and

this expression can easily be reduced to the fonn of Eq. (7).

The cXIJression for G _ by LibovC' i:; in an averaCjC' sense over t:1e t::,::'i~-,~
crf

length of the sheeting (see Fig. 4). Th~re is, in f~ct, a central region ~.:~~~
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the increased flexibility due to discrete attachments is negligible (9). The

distance a over which it is not negligible is closely related to the corrugation

pitch. If the sheet were to be modeled with different shear moduli in the end

and central regions (0 and A in Fig. 4), the total tip deflection for an iso-

lated sheet should still be equal to that for the sheet with the average shear

modulus. However, since the force distributions in the side connections would

be different for the two cases, analysis would yield more accurate results if

different shear moduli are used.

The ratio of the tip deflections for the two cases can be written in

simplified form as:

( )~ )

-1
L - 2a 2a L

G
L

_ 2a + G
ae

G
eff

1 (8)

where G for the central region can be obtained by Eq.
L ~- ..:a

(6), and G is
ae

the average effective shear modulus for the end regions. Substituting from

Eqns. (6) and (7):

G == G L r(_.l - 1) -~ -i- lJ-l
ae 0 p' L'ct 2a

(9)

If the value of a can be estiDaLcd reasonably well, t~en a more accurate

analysis with G 2 and G is possible.
L - a ae

'1'he actual finite element representation of the panels is done by rec-

tangular orthotropic plane stress plate elements with four nodes and, at each

node, tONo degrees of freedoD that correspond to translations in the X and Y

directions (fig. 5(a)). The stiffness matrix for this element, based on the

preceding analysis, can be found in Ref. (2).

(b) Framing Hembers: Tlv.;se mernbers are modeh:d by conventLm<J 1 flexural

_. )t:l C,,-~' r -:..,-::.:-

sponding to trilnsl.:.;tions in the X and Y directions awl to rot3.t.i.ull ..lLJUnd L~,~
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z-axis (Fig. 5(b». Connections of the framing members to each other are

modeled as hinges.

(c) Connections: A diaphragm connection is defined here as the combina

tion of the connector and the small region of attached material in the immediate

vicinity of the connector.

The variety and complexity of the shapes and types of connections have led

investigators (5, 13) to model these by spring elements in the two orthogonal

directions, where the spring stiffness is obtained by a connection shear test (13).

In the present analysis, somewhat more sophisticated models of the two spring

system have been built according to the locations of the connections (Fig. 6),

for reasons detailed in Ref. (2).

Since, from experimental evidence, it is known that excessive deformation

or tearing of the sheet material around the connector as well as tpe tilting of

screws or the yielding of welds constitute the only important source of diaphragm

non-linearity, only the connections are modeled by non-linear functions; other

diapllragm elements being assumed elastic throughout the loading range. Except

for seam co~~ections, a connection is considered to behave similarly in all

directions on the two-dimensional plane. Thus, the two springs modeling the

connection are identical, t'18 behavior curve in the resultant direction being

a multi-linear approximation of the connection shear test results (Fig. 7).

COHPL'TI-:R ? ?OG::]L·l

The program originates from a frontal solution routine by Irons (7) and

a COffiouter program utilizing this routine for first order clad frame analysis,

by Miller (11).

It was found that th0 residual force method (16) would be the most suitable

for the required non-liL'ar .:tnal::'s!:.:. Thus, the frontal soluticn routine '.;ClS
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coupled with the residual force method, an accelerator for fast convergence,

and an efficient mesh generator for reduction of input data, to produce the

computer program.

(a) Frontal Solution: Finite element analysis of a structure by the

stiffness method involves the matrix equation:

[K]{cS}={P} (10)

where [K] is the structural stiffness matrix, {6} is the vector of structural

degrees of freedom (the variables), and {p} is the vector of external forces

and reactions.

When the bandwidth of [K] is large, band solution techniques prove ineffi-

cient. Furthermore, proper numbering of the finite element mesh is difficult,

especially when changes are n.ade in the design. The frontal technique avoids

these difficulties by continually reducing (K] into an up~er triangle matrix

as each new ele~ent is introduced, the variables being kept in hi.gh-speed stor-

age only between their first and last appearances. Thus, solution speed depends

not on the ordering of ~he varlables, but of the ele~ents, which is a much

easie!:" task. Since the nur.-tbE:rs assi;rne:l. to the vOlriables are irrelevant to t~'.e

solution s:'-"cd, easy renunberiWJ follo'lls. Thj s property also allm·.;s :or easy

treatment of inte!:"nal hinges and, in special purpose prosrJJr.s, for efficL;nt

mesh generation.

The re-solution facility in Irons I routine requires only that the ri;rllt

hand sides of Eq. (10) be l'lOdified for are-solution, no re-asscrnbly or conse-

quent reduction of [K] being done.

(b) Non-linear A..'1alysis; This re-solution facility sClggested the use of

the residual force method proposed by Zienkiewicz anJ co-workers (16). In this

unbalanced force:> (~clC' to th::'s non-lirkarity are impos,-,d on the ~~!"uct~.lr·~o as
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additional loads. Thus, the process for a given load increment in the non-

linear range is iterative, the iterations converging when. the effect of the un- /

balanced (residual) forces becomes negligible. The stiffness matrix [K], once

reduced in the first solution, can be used throughout the analysis.

The method depends on the fact that in material non-linearity, a given

increment of deflections will uniquely describe the internal force distribution

(while the opposite is not necessarily true) and thus, is very easily applied

to diaphragm non-linearity, due to the uncomplicated modeling of the connections.

Unless the structure is at collapse condition, the iterations in a given

load increment will be convergent, defining, as a result, the equilibrilli~ con-

dition. However, when the degree of non-linearity is high, convergence tends

to be rather slow. Therefore a version of the Aitken accelerator as proposed

by Boyle and Jennings (3) is employed to speed up convergence (2). High ra~es

of convergence are attained in this manner, and the residual force method be-

comes very efficient for this problem.

APPLICi\TIO:IS

':'he cornputer program WaS applied for the non-linear analysis of four canti-

l2vered diaphragms (2) for which test results are available frem earlier inves-

tigations at Cornell (10, 12). Non-linear connection behavior was based on

tests reported in the Ref. (13).

(a) Open COl~r'Jgatcd Dii1~hraCJr.1 24 in. x 28 in. (61.0 em. x 69.1 em.):

specimen of 26 gage standard corrugated sheeting attached to L-section perimeter

members, previously tested by Luttrell (10), was analyzed during the develop-

ment of the program. Only a very rough bi-linear approximation of the connection

curve was used, along with an effective shear modulus obt~ined from research

r0port
'
-'ld in E'''f. (13) . .::till, as ,::_"cicriL'.:.:d in Ref. (2), the analytical r::sults

compare reasonably well with the test results.
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(b) Cellular Deck Diaphragm 10 ft. x 12 ft. (3.05 m. x 3.66 m.): A

welded cellular metal deck tested by Nilson (12) was analyzed next (Fig. 8).

The finite element model is shown on Fig. 9. Detailed descriptions can be

found in Ref. (2).

Beyond the proportional limit, in analysis, load increments of five kips

(2268 kg.} each were applied. Deflection of the diaphragm in the load o.irec-

tion is compared with the tpst results on Fig. 10. Excellent agreement was

obtained. Redistribution of internal forces due to plastic behavior at the

connection produced more uniform distributions compared with the elastic case,

before failure was reached (2).

(c) Open Corrugated Diaphragm 10 ft. x 12 ft. (3.05 m. x 3.66 m.): A

standard corrugated diaphragm tested by Luttrell (10), is shown in Fig. 11.

The test arrangement included three intermediate purlins. Detailed descrip-

tions of the test specimen and the several finite element models developed

for this diai'hragm can be found in Ref. (2).

Prelininary analysis, utilizing Geff as found for point attachments at

corrugation valleys, indicated need to account for the clamping effect of the

connector washe~s on the narrow corrugation valleys. The closes~ model for

which analytical ~'esults are available is the case of point attachments at

corrugation midheights and valleys described in Ref. (15). G ~f for this casee ....

is very close to the theoretical upper lindt (Eq. 6). Results for the model

utilizing the latter are compared against the test results on Fig. 12. It is

seen that although the elastic slopes compare very well, the test specimen,

overall, is stiffer and stronger than analysis indicated. Several relevant

points are detailed in Ref. (2), mainly emphasizing that the connectors for

the full scale test and for the connection test (conducted several Y0ars 1~t0r)

were different in some respects (e.g. washer size, manufacturer), and that ill
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the full scale test, tilting of the screws was prevented to a certain degree

by the corrugation walls.

Refined models, utilizing different shear moduli for the end and central

regions, were also tried. These models produced only about 3% difference in

results, but required appreciably greater solution times.

(d) Open Trapezoidal Diaphragm 10 it. x 12 ft. (3.05 m. x 3.66 m.): The

last diaphragm to be analyzed was previously tested hy Luttrell (10). It con-

sisted of six sheets connected to WF sections on the perimeter. One inter-

mediate purlin, connected to the sheets by what are termed in Ref. (10) "non-

load resisting" connections, ran perpendicular to the seam lines (Fig. 13).

The finite element model neglects this purlin.

The deflection of the diaphragm, as obtained from non-linear analysis, is

compared with the test results on Fig. 14. The last foint on the curve repre-

sents an upper bound for the strength of the finite element model.

Since G f by Eq. (7) was used for non-linear analysis, the model is som~
of

what stiffer than t:-,e test sIJecimen in t:-.e lower r~mge of loading. At higher

loads the situation is seen to be reversed. This is casily accounted for. As

dstai1E:d :'n ::ef. (2), the "non-load res:'sLing" connections of the test ::;:1;.=ci;~;2;1

actually start rartici.pating in the load carrying in this loading range.

The force distributions at the connections at different load levels can

be found in Ref. (2).

CONCLUSIO:J

(a) Full scale t~stlng of light gay~ netal diaphragms lo~ded in shear is

time consuming and costly. C:Jmputer analysi3 of proposed design alternatives

can be done instead, with less cost and higher efficiency in terms of time

spunt and information o~cain~d. Further~ore, the volune of data obtaincj ~y
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computer analyses can be put to good use in developing approximate analyses

for hand computation in design offices.

(b) Diaphragm assemblies can be modeled to yield accurate predictions

of behavior and strength by non-linear analysis. However, results of connec

tion shear tests are essential to provide the necessary input data.

(c) The accuracy of non-linear analysis for corrugated diaphragms can

be increased by using different shear moduli for the end and central regions,

but, in most cases, the added expense of the required mesh refinement is not

warranted. Recent formulations by other investigators have resulted in

accurate values for the effective shear modulus of corrugated sheeting for

use in analysis. It does not seem necessary to search for geometric non

linearity effects, as it was seen that diaphragm behavior in the non-linear

rar.ge is much more dependent on connection non-linearity than on comparable

changes in the shear modulus.

(d) The assumption that connections are the only importalLt source >CJf

non-linearity has proved satisfactory for the diaphra~ms analyzed. 7he con

nection finite element representations used seems to be well chosen. Further

studies I:lay reveal that an orthotropic conr.E:ction I:lodc,l is L::asi~le for nc:-.-

linlar ac.alysis.

(e) J,s regards the somewhat unsatisfactory results obtained for the

la' x 12' oren corrugated diaphragm, it is believed that the cause has been

properly traced to the use of incorrect connection data, bas·~d on available

infonnation, for the analysis.
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APPENDIX B - NOTATION

The following symbols are used in this paper:

=

=

A

a

E
0

E
L

E
T

G
0

G
ae

G
eff

G
L - 2a

I

J

J
0

K

[K]

L

{p}

P

p'

t

Z

cross-sectional area of flexural finite element;

distance from corrugated sheet ends where end effects due

to discrete attachment becomes negligible;

modulus of elasticity of steel;

effective modulus of elasticity in the longitudinal direction;

effective modulus of elasticity in the transverse direction;

shear modulus of steel;

= average effective shear modulus for end regions of length a;

average effective shear modulus for entire length of sheet;

effective shear modulus for central region of length L - 2a;

= moment of inertia of flexural finite element;

= moment of inertia of one corrugation about its own mid-plane;

moment of inertia of panel sheet about its own plane;

a dimensionless parameter for stiffness of corrugated sheeting;

structural stiffness matrix;

length of sheet;

vector of external forces and reactions;

projected width (pitch) of a single corrugation;

developed width of a single corrugation;

thickness of sheet;

distance of a given point on the corrugation cross-section

{6}

=

=

from mid-plane;

angle with the horizontal of the corrugation at height Z;

vector of structural degrees of freedom;



~o = Poisson's ratio for steel;

~LT = principal Poisson's ratio;

~TL = secondary Poisson's ratio; and

n = ratio of shear modulus of discretely attached sheeting to

that of an identical sheeting attached continuously.
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